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ADVERTISEMENT.

AN accidental meetingtvith the 13th regiment at the sea-bathing
quarter of Walmer during the antumn of last year gave me an
opportunity of hearing more of the particolars of tlie Jellalabad
siege than had previously been commuriicated to me. The nasrative was full of interest when detailed by actors in the scenes
which they described; and this it was ~vliich led to the determination on my part to place it permanently upon record : for
brilliant as have been the exploits of Inany coips and brigades,
as well in the Afghan as in other wars, none seems to me to
have exhibited more soldier-like qualities than that which, under
the late gallant and lamented Sale, fought its way from Cabul
to Jellalabad, and held the lutter place against a nation. The
13th Queen's and 35th Bengal Native Infantry, with the detachmenbs of artillery, sappers, and cavalry, which co-operated wit11
them, have won a naine for bravery, endurance, and steady discipline which any regiments in any service may envy. Let me
add the expression of an earnest hope, that being thus conspicuous
they will take care in other and not less important respects to
set an example, wherevcr they go, to their comrades, ns well
European as Asiatic.
The substance of the following story is gathered chiefly from
the manuscript jonrnals of officers engaged in the canlpaign.

I have consultetl, lilrenise, the 0rtlt:rly lhoks of the 13tl1, mllicl~
~rerifyevcry statement adva~icecl; and the conversation of various
illdividuals, particularly of Captain TVood, Brigade-Major at
C h a t h a ~ n ,has been of infinite use to me. One ground of deep
regret there is, indeed, for me, as well au for tile country at
large, ~ ~ a m e lthat
y , the noble old soldier who taught his follo.rirers thus to fight and thus to conquer, no longer survives
either t o apl)rove or censure my narrative. l311t Sir Robert
Sale died, as he himself always ~\-ishedto (lo, on the field of
battle ; and l l i fa111e survives him.

G. R. G .
Chelaea, June, 1846.
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SALE'S

B R I G A D E
IN

AFGHANISTAN.

C H A P T E R I.
Afghanistan-Its

Geographical Positiou, Climate, and Productions.

ITis impossible to fix, with any clegee of accuracy, the present
limits of the kingdom of Cabul. When visit.ed by Mr. Elphinstone in 1809, it was said t.o extend froin the west of Heraut in
longitude 6 2 O , to the eastern portion of Cashmere i11 lo~igitude
'77" E. ; and from the mouth of the Indus in latitucle 24" to the
Oxus in latitude 37" N. I t comprehended, accorcling to the
nomenclature of our best works, the districts of Afghaiiistan and
Segistan, with part of I-Chorassan and of BIakran ; Balk wit11
Tokerstan ancl dCelan ; Cuttore, Cabul, Sindey, and Cnshmere,
together with a portion of Lahore and the greater pnrt of M o d tan. But besides that, even in 1809, the obedience paid to the
king by many of these provinces was rather iioinind than real,
the subsequent progress of events has materially crippled his
power, and contracted his dominions. When we speak, tlierefore, of the Doorannee empire as being bounded on the north by
the Ilii~dooGush, or Indian Caucasus, on the east by IIindostan,
by the Arabian sea on the south, anrl by Persia on the west, we
rilust be ilnderstood as assigning to it rather the limits by which
in theory i t is circumscribed, tlnn the extent of territory throughout the whole of which the authority of the nominal govornmerit is recognised.
The population of the country thus raarked out has bee11 taken
I3
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at ~ ~ r t n ~ b~cur sr y i n gfrom fifteer~to nine millions. Probably the
latter nfill be fb~lntl to come, under existing circumstances, as
ilear t o the t r ~ ~ tas
l l the former. I t is colnposed of many different raccs, of which the principal are Afglians, Belochces,
Tartars of it11 descriptions, Persiar~s,including Taujiks, I n d i a ~ ~ s ,
such as Cashme~*ians,Juts, &c. ; besides rniscella~~eoi~s
tribes,
which arc?, neither nr~merically considerable, nor exercise any
great illoral or political influelice in society.
T h e fnce of the country is very ~ n u c hdiversified, being intersectecl in all directions by mountain ranges, which increase in
altitude as y ou descend from the shores of tlie A ~ a b i a nsea and the
great pltlill of the Inclus, till you reach the foot of that brancli
of the Ilimalayalis, to wliich tlie name of the Hii~dooCllsll lias
been given. The principal of' these are the I<hyberry hills,
~vliichfollow t l ~ ecourse of the Indus on both sicles as far clown
as IiorrabaugIl,,or Cdlabaugli, in ltrtitude 38" S. ; the Suli~nan
mouutains, whic11 lie inainly to the n ~ soft this river, a ~ push
~ d out
numerous spurs, till they connect tllemselves with the n~ountains
of Iiund ; the table-land, or ruggetl l~iglilandsof Relaut ; the
liiio,j;~k mountains ; tlie Gaudava mountains ; llie Bolan ; the
I~ills:al~outGlluznee ; and, finally, tlie steep ridges \vliich over!larig the elevated plain of Cabul on every side, and grndually lose
themselves towartls the r~orthancl east in the great Indian Caucasus.
A country thus ribbed, a d of which the elevation is everywhere considerable, cannot but be., uuon the wliole. barren and
unprocluctive, A large proportion of i h surface is mere rock ;
and the pasturage in the ~nountainousdistricts, tliough excellent
here and there, is generally scaniy. Nevert,l~eless, the valleys
nrliich pass to and fro among the l~illsare remarkable for the
fertilit,y of their soil, producii~gin abunclance alrnost all the herbs
and fruits wl~iclithrive both in Asia pnd i r ~Europe: for the
cliruate of Afghanistan (it may be bcst to use tl~isterm as
generic of the whole) differs greatly for the better froin that of
I-linclostan ; the heat in summer being generally less intense, ant1
the cold in winter more severe. Indeed, the snow, which never
melts upon the sli~nmitsof many hills besides the I-Iindoo Cush,
comes down in smart sl~owersupon the plains in the season, alld
the ice on stagnant waters is often of such a consistency as to
sustain both men and horses, as in the north of Europe.
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The waters of Afgl~anistnn are tlle Indus-wit11 its i11ii11nlerable tributaries,-the
rivers of Cabul, Kauskllr a ~ 1x4~ d
mund, the Urgllundaub, the Rha~hrooa, tlle Ochus, a lake
ilealT Cabul, and canals ai~d ~vatercoursesinnumerable, \vl~icli
11av been c ~ i tamong tlie hills in different districts for purposes of irrigation. I t s aniriial productions are as varied as
the varieties perceptible in its soil. I n addition to the wilrl
beasts wliicli thrive among oul.selves, there are to be fou~id
here lions, tigers, panthers, hyse~~w,
wolves, and bears. Botli
the lions and the tigers appear to be inferior in point of size
and ferocity to tliose of Africa, and tlie plains of the Ganges;
but they do considerable clamage at tiines to the flocks and herds,
and are occasionally, tliougl~ not oftcn, clestructive to liumarl
life. One breed of horses- that reared in the district of I-Ierautis excellent ; the rest are for the most part yaboos or ponies, but
they are excecdingly hardy ancl sure of.foot, and, -as \\.ell m
camels ancl asses, are numerous. Thcrc is no lack of cattle, a i ~ d
sheep and goats are abundant. W e find here, also, clogs, sonic
of which, espccially the geyhounds, would be higllly prized in
1
( Leicestershire ; hawks, trained and untrained ; for falconry is :I
! ' ) ' . favourite sport with the Afghan chiefs ; and, ns to tlo~nestic
poultry, every species which you meet in Ellglaild is to be inet
with here. Insects m ~ dreptiles likewise abound ; but of the
latter few are clangerous, for all of the serpent kind appear to be
harmless ; and the bite of the centipede and scorpion, though it
inay trouble for a while, has never been known to prove fatal.
Fint~lly,the hcrbage, wherever it fiilds soil on wliicl~to grow,
is to the eye of a European peculiarly attractive, while most of
the trees, shrubs, flowers, fruits, grain, ancl passes which conle
to perfection in the temperate regions thrive here, with many
which require the suns of a tropical cliiuate to mature and bring
then1 to perfection.
The state of society in Afgliariistan is now, and seems fronl
time immemorial to have been, et~tirelydifferent from that \vhicli
prevails in other countries of Asia. I n name the goverr~~llellt
is inonarchical ; but the a ~ l t l ~ o ~of
~ i tthe
y rnonarcb, except iu
the great towns and througliout the districts irtirnediately dependent upon them, extends no fartller over his sub-jects than
the authority ,of the first Ja~nesesextended in Scotland over the

n2
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clans 1vl1ic11occnpied the most inaccessible of the highland clistricts. Irldeed, the Afghans bear, in this respect, a striking
resemblance to the Celtic portions of the population both of
Scotland and of Ireland, that they are divided into tribes, clans,
and septs, ~vllichpay little or no obedience, in the internal ma~lagelne~lt
of their affairs, to any power except that of custom and
of their chiefs. T o be sure, t11el.e is a p i n t in ~ ~ h i c 1the
1 spirit
of cl;msl~ipin Afghanistan acts differently, and on principle too,
frum its lxbnner of operation either in Scotland or in Ireland.
I n the lattsr countries the head of the tribe used to denlancl and
obtain tho fealty of his clansmen to his person ; in the former
this fealty is paid moro to the colnlnunity than to the chief: and
lience it comes to 11ass that there is ~nucllmore of individual
indel~endenceof character anlong the Afghans than seems to
h a r e prwniled. among the ancestors of tlie RlacNeils or the
0'Connol.s ; for though there are instances in the history of
the Celtic clans of the setting aside by his people of one chief
and the appointment on the same authority of another, the proceeding was not o111y rare in itself, bat seems never to have been
resorted to except in the last emergency; whereas in Afghanistan the practice is of constant occurrence as often as by the
reprcseiitatives of the principal families the chief is held to be
illcompetent ; or is fou~idguilty of llaving trnnsgl-essed those unwritten laws which are understood by aI1, aud by all reverenced
and obeyed from one generation to another.
The 11rincipal tribes among the Afghans are four, which
bratlcll off respectively into a countless number of clans. These
a r c the Doorannees, tile Glhilzies or Ghiljies, the Khyberrees, and
Lhe Eelooclles, of which the Doorannees have, for the last hunclrecl
y e a l ~ ,possessed a preponderating political influence, though the
Gliilzies are perhaps ilun~ericallythe stronger, and, as indivicluals,
assert the utmost conceivable share of personal independence.
T h e latter, indeed, are noted, even among tlie wild tribes of the
Caucasus, for their ferocity. Portions of them, which inhabit
the regions betweell Cabul and Jellalabad, have doubtless been
reduced, by the weiglit of the crown, to a certain show of order;
but tlie clans which dwell in the districts that extend from
Candahar to Ghuznee are described as removed by a very slight
bar from savageism. Two of these, the Oktaks and tllq TOIL-
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kees, are said by one who sojournecl a good while among tliei11,
to be, as regards their male population, unsurpassed by any
other Afghan tribe for commanding stature and strength ;" but
it cannot be aclcled that they use these advantages well, for
"their manners are brutal," and tlie violence of their chiefs,
in their ixitercourse with strangers, is often sucli " that they can
scarcely be coilsidered in the light of 11uman beings." NeitIler
can much be stated in praise of their gentleness, whatever other
good quality may be possessed by the IChyberree septs. They
rob all merchants, travellers, and strangers whom they can wayl q , and practise perpetual forays on the lands of their neighbours ; but they dever murder in cold blood. A n individual may
be slain in the attempt to clefencl his property ; a whole kaRela
or camvan may be cut to pieces ; but such an event as a deliberate assassination, except for the furtherance of a political end,
seems to be unltnolvn among them. Like their Celtic prototypes they are, moreover, hospitable in the extreme, ancl as ready
to give a cloak to one wayfaring man who may need it, as to
take a cloak away from another who111 they may attack. I f you
throw yourself upon thern in their own homcs, you may almost
always assure yourself of protection; but i t does not by any
means follow that, having escorted you to the extreme limits of
their territory, and seen you fairly across the line, they shall riot
fall upon you the next minute and plunder you of every article
of value that you possess.
Except in such clans as these, which may be reckoned among
the Caucasian Children of the Mist, the Afghans appear to be
a sociable and even a romantic people. The intercourse between
the sexes is, with them, on a far better footing than with other
tribes wliich profess the faith of Moslem. Indeed, the Afghan's
home deserves to be accounted such, for he sl~tlreshis hours of
leisure pleasantly with his wife and children; and if a guest (not
a European) arrive a t his dwelling, he leads him, without
scruple, into the circle. T h e consequence is, that the passion o f
love, as we understand the term, is neither urlknow~inor unhonoured in Afghanistan. I t enters into the subject of almost all
the songs and tales which pass current in the country, ancl exercises n'trivial influence attimes over the transactionsof real life.
A love passage between the chieftain of one clan and tlie wife of

i
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lit. cllic.f ,,f :ulotllerJ let1 to a long and fierce war betyeen t h e
I , ~ , ~ ~ .ill
~ . ,tile course of mllich, as both clalls l ~ a dnumerous
nllir$~,
1111~~11blt~otlJ\?U shed. I t is a re~narkablefact also, that
sc,lllc of tile 111ost ilhrstrious ~\~arriors
and princes of this n r~ 1011
t'
ns InucI~celebrated for their skill in poetry as in arms.
Il;lcr
~ < l ~ ~I<Ilnll,
~ t ; ~ the
l chief of the tribe of the Ichuttucks, whose
reki.tance to Arrlngzebe might stand a comparison with that of
Sir J\-illiaul lTrallace to Edward the First, was the most popular
ltoct of llis day, nnd struck his lyre with excellent effect as often
3. it \\;IS foullrI necessary to rc.~nimate the spirits of his counlryrllerl wl~endepressed by defeat. IJis songs and odes continue
r,) 1 ) ill~ great fa~nour~ l ~ r o u g l ~ Afgt~nnistan
out
to this day.
r p J v of the Oricntlll nations have any high regard for truth,
o r collqitler that they are bound by promises, however solemnly
utterptl. The Afghans can l~ardlybe said to form an exception
to tltib r11Ie ; yet the best autliorities represent them as a t least
hllo\\ inp tvl~att r ~ l t lis~; and adheling to it, except wl~enthe adv a n c c ~ ~ ~of'
e ~ some
rt
scheme of paramount jtnportance in their
O \ \ I I cyc5 Eeems to require its violntion.
In other respects also
t l l q tliftbr \\ itlely from their neighbours on either hand of them.
T l ~ e r cis IIO intlolenee or effeminacy in their natural dispo,
sitions: on the contra~y,they are hardy, e n c l u ~ i n ~patient
of fatigue, antl, mhen occupied in any business or employx ~ ~ e nthat
t
interests them, industrious to a renlarl;aI~le extent. As llorfienlen they equal the Tartars, or tlle Indian
ti\vellcrs upon the Pampas of Soutll America. Slavery prevails
rutlong tllcnl, but in a, very inodified and irrepulsive firm. To
:r rnilrl they art! fond of money: nevertlieless they do ]lot hesitate
t81 beatter i t freely rorind thern, provided they have reason t o
rlspect that, 11yso doing, they will secure the acco~nplishnl~nt
of
some inlportant or much-desired end. Tllcy are proucl, and
jealous of neglect by their superiolqs. A clansman \mill attend
cheel*fillly in the hall of his cllief, as the chief waits upon the
sovereign, fiom day to day; and so long as the superior continues to treat the inferior with courtesy, it is well. But let
this be interrupted, even so far as that the salutation of the latter
is not rct~imed,and, ~vithoulmaking a display of his lnortificaLion, the inferior forthwith absents himself. In a word, tile
Afghans, like other portions of the great human family, 1laie
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tl~eirvirtues as well as their vices, both mo(lified, if not procluced, by the point in civilization to which they have attained.
Their vices are revenge, cr~lelty,avarice, rapacity, jealousy,
and a paltering on great occasions with good faith. Their
virtues, love of liberty, fidelity to friends, kincluess to dependaiits, hosl~itality, bravery, hardihood, frugality, patier~cc of
labour, anrl prudence.
The nlass of the people who inhabit the towns do not bclong
to either of the four great Afghan tribes. Thoy are the descendants of the vario~israces whicll have at different tiines broliell
in upon +Ifghanistm~and established. there n temporary supremacy, and who are now, anrl for some gerlerations past Ilnvc:
been, roducecl to ct state of vassalage. Indeecl, it is in AfgIia11istan somewvl~atas i t lised to be in England ere the Norman an(]
Saxon races amalgamated, that the feebler, tliougll lllore numerous portioll of the coininnnity, carry on its ortli~larybusiness
ancl practise trades, while thoy who exercise clominion over tlie
land dwell apart chiefly in their country-bouses. The court
is indeed Afghan ; so is the army; and the Af'ghan courtiers
and commnanders of troops occupy mansions in the capital ns
long as attendance on the sovereign is required. But the sliop;reel)crs ancl tradesmen in Cabul are almost all Taujeeks, while
ballliing is conducted exclusively by Ilindoos. 11 is not, I~owever, nieant that ainong mercllants on a large scale ~ i f ~ l ~are
ans
never to be found. Commerce they do not consider as degrading ;
it is trade alone which they despise ; thougl~,generally spealring,
the cl~iefsseek employment about tlie court, froin which they
withdraw at stated seasons to their castles, that they may superintend the !gathering i n of their harvests and indulge in the
pleasures of the chase, to which they are i11~1chaddiqterl.
Of the Afghan tribes solne are agricultural, others pastoral.
The agricultural clans possess settled I~abitations; the pastoral
hordes dwell in tents ; which they remove from place to pIace as
tlle desire of obtaining better forage for their floclcs and herds
nlay prompt. Five distinct orders of persons fin? elnploymellt
and a subsistance in agTiculture. These are, first, such owners
of the soil as cultivate their own lands, ewplo~ingfor that purpose hired labourers ; next, tenants who occupy farms at a fixed
.rent, either in money o r in kind; thirdly, middle-men, or l a ~ ~ d -
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stewards, who, applying a stipulated portion of the produce
to their own use, manage the whole estate for the' owner.
Fourthly, there are hired labourers-freemen-who,
for nine
months in the year, engage to serve either a tenant or a landowner, and are remunerated, someti~nesby a mixed payment of
money, food, and clothing ; sometimes by money-wqes alone.
I f the latter arrangement be effected, the labourer receives for
his term of service about thirty rupees: if the former, his receipts fluctuate between two nlaunds and a half of grain with
one rupee, and ten maunds with tmo rupees. Lastly, there are
~ e r f s(adscripti g l ~ b a )which go with the land, however fi~equently it may change its owners.
Labourers are hirecl in the towns by the day, and receive for
their day's work from fourpence half-penny to sevenpence o f
our money,-enormous wages in a country where from five to ten
ponnds of the best wheaten flour are sold for twopence; for
~vl~eaten
bread constitutes in Afghanistan the ordinary food of
the people, though lice, aid occasionally Inclian corn, is consumed ; while the horses are fed with barley, the cattle during
the winter with turnips, ancl both cattle and horses, when t h e
occasion requires, with carrots.
From what root the Afghans are sprung i t is not an easy
matter to determine. T h e Taujeeks, of whom mention has just
been made, are of a lnixecl ~ r a and
b Persian descent, beingthe
children of tlie hordes which first introduced Mohammedanism
into the country, and, driving the aborigines to the hills, kept
almost exclusive possession of the plains during three centuries: but the origin of each of the four great tribes is lost
in obscurity. They themselves have a tradition that they are
the descendants of the ten tribes whom Sl~almanezer carried
away captive after the destruction of Samaria ; and the account
which they give of that catastrophe is both curious and striking.
Indeed, they go further than this ; for they claim kindred with a
royal stock, asserting that they are sprung from Ismin or Reskia,
one of the sons of Saul. Unfortunately, however, for this tradition, the nanie of Reskia or Isniia, as a son of Saul, does not
occur in the Bible ; and in other respects their genealogies
savour very lnucl~of the fabulons. 13esitlefi, their l a n ~ u a g ebears
no very close affinity either to the Hebrew or theancient Chaldee.
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Out of two liunclred ant1 eight words, wliicli Mr. Elphinutono
took the trouble to compare with Persian, Zend, Pehlevee,
Sanscrit, Hindostanee, Arabic, Armenian, Georgiaa, Hebrew,
and Chaldee, one hundred and ten were found to be radically
different from all. The rest .could be traced back to one or
other of tile six former dialects; whereas with the four latter
they proved to have no connexion. T h e Afghan seems therefore to be a n original language, in the strictest sense of the
term ; and is stated by those who are acquainted witli i t to be
rough, but expressive and manly. T h e people themselves call i t
Posl~too,though the character of which they malie use is the
Pe~sian. A curious theory is entertained respecting this matter
by one whose judgment i t is right to treat with respect. Mr.
Masson considers the Pushtoo to be a, version of the Pali, that
ancient language of fvhich traces are to b e founcl well nigh all
bover the world ; which was spoken by the Phcenicians, the
people of Carthage, of Tyre, and even of I t a l y ; and which the
(l~~ksoos,
or shepherd-kings, brought witli thein from the East into
\Egypt ; and contin~~ed
as t h e Philistines to make use of clown to
khe days of the descenclants of David, and long afterwards.
T h e best authorities agree in describing the Afghans, especially in their towns, as a sociable ancl lively people. They
delight in evening parties, wliere their principal aniusement is
story-telling. They have their concerts lilre~vise,ancl nautches,
of which the latter are said to be in a great measure free from
the indelicate movements which characterise those of EIindostan.
They are great people for pleasure parties into the country, and
play marbles u p to grey hairs wit11 extreme relish. Their more
athletic sports are firing a t ma~,lcs,liawltiug, riding down pnrtridges, and battue-shooting ; and they are much excited by witnessing the combats of quails, cocks, dogs, rains, and even
wtnels.
Tliere are other peculiarities in the domestic manners of the
Afghans which deserve to be especially noticed. To the
nature of the chiefship in each of the principal tribes allusion
has already been made ; as, for example, that the office is hereditary, and that the power, though controlled by recognised.and
established usages, is very considerable. This hereditary right,
however, implies no more than that the cl~ief',or I<hm, for the
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tinle being, sl~allclerive his descent fi901n one of the leading
families of the sept ; for it is the king who confers the dignity;
and tllough an abandonment of this principle is sure to give
offence, and so~netimesleads to civil, war, t11el.e are many instances on record of a stranger ,being placer1 over the xvhole
coininunity, tl~ongh seldom to a gootl purpose, A t tlie same
time tlie chief, after 11eis noininatetl and has been accepted by the
tribe, can in himself perform no act of sovereignty, but must
co~isult\\*it11his Jeergs ; that is, a council of elders, consisti n g of the heads of the principal families in the tribe. TO be
stwe, if a sudden enlergcncy occur, or some matter of trivial
inoment rleiliand a settlement, the khan or chief is permitted to
act alone; bnt at1 atten~ptto render hir~~sc?lf
independent of the
Jeerga, where time and opportunity of calling it together might
be afforded, would inevitably leacl to mischief, and end either iu
the tleposition of tlis khan, or the severance from the tribe of
suc11 septs as illigllt feel tlrat they were strong enough to set up
for tl~emselres.
. Feutls and quarrels of long standing appear to exist among
the tribes of Central Asia to as great an extent as they ibrrnerly
prevailed in the I.Iig11lands of Scotland. To this, indeed, the
unive1,sal recognitio~~
of tlie lex talionis Ieacls ; for where inclivicluals assert the right to avenge their own wrongs, and vindicate
their own honour, there can be no escape from t h e ascendancy
of the fiercer passions, ~vhicll are ilever assuaged i l l a clay.
Moreover, he wlio touches the llonour or attacks the rights of
any one member of a clan, touches the honour or attacks the
rights of all ; and a family war once begun, coritinues to be
wagecl often througliout three or Inore generations. Then
follow forays and wastiug of lands with fire and sword, which
there is no power in the supre~negovernmentto suppress ; for, in
point bf fact, the supreme government is never appealed to except
in the last extremity.
The law of Afghanistan is, in theory, the same with that of
Mol~anlmeclan countries in ugeneral-that of the I<horan. I n
practice the people manage their affairs ancl adjust the differences
according to l'ushtoonmullie, or immemorial usage. This it is
which adjndges an eye to be given for an eye, and a tooth for a
tooth ; and enables the party n.ronged to avenge himself on a
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relative, if circmnstances prevent lii~nfrom lseaclling the n g
gressor in person. ITence revenge becomes, among the Afglinns,
a point of honour a~liichno mail may waive except with disgrace,
though he may nlirse ant1 llide tlie sentiment for many yews,
till a fit opportunity of malting a display of it occur. At
the same tiim it is fair to add, that if qnarrels arise within a
clan, the clan uses every endeavour to adj~lst them without
I~loorlsliecl. Sometimes the chief k privileged to interfere,
t11011glionly as a mediator or adviser. Soinetinles the council
of elders takes the matter up, ar~dcolnpels a reconciliation, on
pain of expulsion: or, lastly, t l ~ ekhan, or liead of the tribe,
111ay be appealed to ; when he not only forces the offending party
to make restitution, but levies 11pon hiin a fine for the benefit of
the state.
111all these respects, tlie parallel between tlie state of society
in Central Asia, nnd among the Celtic nations of Ellrope five
centuries ago, is very striking. There are other points in which
the Afghans appenr to resemble the Germans, as Tacitus 11as
described then]. An Afghan tribe never refuses the rights of
hospitality to a suppliant. He who flies from his clan, even if
stnined with blood, is sheltered or protectecl by the sept, oil
whose mercy he throws himself, war itself being preferred to
the disgrace of rendering up a client. Again, whei~any great
piil~licevent is at issue-if the honour or interests of the 11atio11
seein to be in danger-if foreign war be meditated, or the means
of defence against invasion fi-om abroad demand attention, the
khans, or 11eacls of tribes, assemble, and deliberate in public
council on the measures which it may be most expedient to '
pursue. I-Iaving determined upon these, they assign to the shah,
or king, authority to carry them into execution ; and obey, or are
expected to obey, his bequests implicitly as long as the danger
lasts. Bnt the occasion ended, things return to their former
course, for the mo~larcliyhas little or iiotliing of t11e temper
of an autocracy about it. Indeed that kingdo~n is a mere
amalgamation of inany independent republics ; the king, the
illere llencl of this confederation,-wl~ose influence is felt in the
capital and in other great towns .i\lliere he may chance to have
governors, but who esercises little or no authority over the
clwelIerv in the glens and among mountains. The service wl1ie11
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his cliiefs render to him is niel*ely feudal. I-Ie may arrange for
tribute instead of soldiers, and impose taxes on the traders and
mercliants who dwell arou~idthe palace; but this tribute he
seldom gets in, except with the strong Iiand, nntl neither in
tile amount nor manlier of collecting his taxes cloes he seem to
be guided by any fixed rule.
Finally, a king of Cabul is not only such, but lie is khan or
chief of the no st warlike and powerful of the Afghan tribes.
And in this particular also, his position bears a reinarkable resemblance to that of the kings of Scotland, while as yet the royal
house of Stuart occupied the throne ill the nortl~erndivision of
Great Britain.
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Outline of Afglian History.

THEREmas a lime, some cent~lriesago, when the Doorannee
empire, in respect to its power and extent, held a high place
among the nations of the earth. The Afghans have repeatedly
given sovereigns both to Persia and to Hindostan; and with
both countries their wars, aggressive and defensive, have been
enclless. I t was among thcm, also, as nulnerous coins and other
relics attest, that the Macedonia11 colonies of Alexandria ad
Caucasum, of kigzeum, and Bazera mere established ; indeed,
there is a tribe inhabiting the mountain chstricts north of LughInan and Rhonar, whose complexion, hair, features, and general
appearance seem to voucl~for the clescerlt which they claim from
the wreck of Alexander's army. But Afghanistan co111d not,
any more than the couiltries that border upon it, sustain the
attac1;s of the enthusiastic ' propagators OF the fith of Mohammed, and yielded, for a while, reluctant obedience to the rule of
the Calinhs. Other revolutions followed. As thcir conauerors
sank into effo~ninacyand indolence the mountaineers recovered
their coarage, and, headed by kings of the Ghilzie tribe, not
only threw off the Persian yoke, but became lords of Persia
itself. Then arose Nadir Shah, before whose strong right band
all opposition went tlor~n. The Persian crown was wrested
from-its Afghan wearer; the Persian arms were once more
dolninant in Afghanistan; and Dellli itself felt the weight of a
sceptre which was wielded to crush rather than to protect.
Nevertheless, among these hardy mountaineers the spirit of independence was not extinguished. They found a new leader in
Al~medKhan, a principal nlan in the Suddozye family, one of the
most powerful of the clans into which the tribe of Abclallees,
otherwise Doorannees, was divided ; and by him they were conducted through a series of great exploits and marvellous successes,
not only to independence, b ~ l to
t a wide extension of their empire.
~ h m e dshall was a prudent politician as well as a great and

i
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s~lccessfulwarrior. I'le inriovatcd in no alnrmiiig dcgree upoil
the llsages of his country; yet attached to himself ancl to his
government the nobles aiid heacls of houses, by finding for t11e1-n
constant einployment and much gain ill military operations.
EIis object was rather to extend tlian to consolidate tlie empire ;
and he attained it. The whole of the Puiijaub aiirl of Siurle
were tributary to him. Twice he marched to Dellii, anrl four
times to din'erent points within the Indian empire. I n the west
h e carried liis arms as far as Nesliapoor and Astrabad. I t mas
he -,]lo changed the style of his tribe from Abclallee to Doorannee, having himself assumed, a t his coronation, the title of
Dooree Dooran ; that is, the pearl of the age. H e died, worn
out by constant exertion of body and mind, in the fiftieth year
3£ his age ; ancl left the monarchy wliich lie had four~cledto liis
eldest son, Timour.
Tinlour Shall possessed no portion of the enterprise, and very
littlc of the talent arid vigour of mind, mliicli distitiguishecl his
father. EIe wished to reigr~in sloth, preferring tlie pomp to tlie
reality of kingship, and for twenty years kept llis seat without
the actual loss of any of tlie provinces. But in liis [lay tlie seed
was sown which advanced to rapid maturity under .his successors ;
for tlie children of Timour were numerous, and foupht for the
succession, and amid the confusion incident to these civil wars
tlie sovereignty passed froin the whole of thcin.
Five, out of the many sons of Timour, played conspicuous
parts in this ruitious game: namely, EIumayoon, the eldest by
one yife ; Shah Zemaun and Sliah Shujah, by another ; Shall
i\lahmoud a i d Prince Ferooz Oodeen, by a third. Of these,
Shah Ze~naun-the succession not having been fixed,-proclaimecl
liinlself king on hia father's decease in 1793 ; and througli the
influence of Poynder IClian, otherwise Serafisauz IThan, chief of
t h e po~verfulDoorannee tribe of Baurickzye, and with the help
of other lords, lle secured the city of Cabul. I i e forthwith sent
a n army against Candahar, of which his brother I-Iumayoon
was in possession ; and of which the inl~abitantsseeilled rlisposed,
a t first, to support the elder branch. But I-Imnayoon clid not
possess the vigour of character which belonged to Shah Zeniaun.
H i s troops fought badly : he was defeated, arid became a fugitive ; and before the end of the year fell into his brother's hands,
and was blinded.
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While thcse struggles went on, BP:~llmoutl,who had aclrnowledged Zemaun's a~~thority,
was permitted to retnin his position
as Halrim, or governor, at Ilerat. Prince Ferooz Oodeen also
mas wit11 him, ilid see~neddisposed, at first, to remain quiet ; b u t
by aiicl bye sorile differences between then1 arose, whereupon the
prince made a pilgrimage to Mecca, ancl on Liis return fixecl his
residence at Iram. Of him history henceforth malces mention as
Hadjee Ferooz.
Shah Zeniaun was popular, ant1 might have kept the enipil*e,
and transmitted it to his descendants, hat1 he given llirnself to the
task of consolidating its looser parts ; but this wise policy he
rieglectecl, alld, entrusting the managenlent of affairs at home to
a vizeer who abused his conficle~ice,he wasted his resources in
constant, tliough fruitless i~ivasionsof India. His absence called
into activity the ambition of his brother Mallmond, mhicll long
lay dormant ; ancl on three separate occasions, in 1794, 1797,
and 1799, he raised the standard of rebellion. But he invariably
sustained defeat; and was drive11 at lengtli to take refuge at the
court of Persia, where he was flattered or neglectecl accol-ding
as suited best the peciiliar views which happellecl at the nlornent
to be in favour with the governlneilt of Tehran.
Meanwhile the vizeer, Wuffadar Khan, liad rentlered both liimself ancl his illaster so obnoxious to the nobles that a plot was
entered into for putting the minister to death, for deposing Shah
Zenlaun, and setting up his brother by the same mother, Shall
Shujah. A t the head of this conspiracy, six of the principal
chiefs of the Doorannee and Knzvlebash tribes ulaced themselves.
Ai~clso ~vell,for a time, were matters managed, that thougll
they helcl frequent lneetings at each other's houses, no s~lspicion
of ally evil design seems to have been entertained. Unfortunately for themselves, l~owever,they had admitted a moonsliee,
or scribe, into their confidence, who betrayed t!lem, ant1 put the
vizeer on liis guard. Threeindividuals, namely, Serafrauz XChan,
chief of the Baurackzyes ; BIohainined Azee~nRhali: ctlief of the
Alleckozyes ; nnd A ~ n e e rArslan IChan, head of the powerful
Persian tribe of Jeu~ansheer,were stated to be the ringleaders ;
and one by one tlley were seized. Mohammed Azeem, considered the most formidable of the whole, gave hinlself up without
resistance. A n officer was then sent to apprehend Serafrauz
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ICl~ali,whose son, Futteh Khan, proposed to P U ~the f ~ l n c t i o n a r ~
to cleat11; but Scmfrauz refused to follow that dariiig course,
ant1 submitted. A like fate befel Arueer Arslan, who hnppaled at the timu to be resident about court; and the whole,
~vitIltheir par~iiersin the conspiracy, and two other suspected ,
chiefs besides, mere sum~~larily
esecutecl.
Great a11d general was tllc illdignation excited among the
rr~en~hcrs
of the Doolan~~ee
tribe, ant1 one of than, Futteh Khan,
the sa~nen.110 cotinselled resisttruce t o the order of arrest, meditated revenge. IIe found out nlahmoud, who, wit11 a slender
retini~c,was 1)assingfrom place to place in IChornssaii. EIe urged
11i11ito with~lmwfrom his Persian allies, and to throw lliinself
ul~reservetllyanlong his kindrcrl; and Malimoud, listening to the
silggestioli, eiitered the country of the Doorannee tribe, with only
fifty liorse~nenin his trai~i. To a man the clansmen declared in
his favour ; and aftcr sonle figliting, and a great deal of treachery
on all hands, Zemaun, attended by his late vixeei~,Wuffaclar, beca~iiea fugitive. They l~altedto refresli at the castle of one
Bloollah Ausl~ik,a chieftain of the Sl~ianwarreeclan, and a
d e p a ~ ( l a ~or~ t~rot6gOof the vizeer. This man betrayed them ;
and 7VuK'~tlarancl his brothers being put to death upon tlie spot,
Zcinaun was blinded and carried to Cabul, in tlie Balla Ilissaur,
or citadel, of which he became a state prisoner.
nIal~i~iourl
ascended tlie throne amicl the tri~unphantshouts of
his atll~crer~ts,
but was soon foundnot to possessany of the qualities
~vliicl~
are necessary to commsand the respect of a turbulent people.
He re~~rnrde~l
~ i o t l ~ i nbut
g his own pleasures, leaving both thecares
of go~crniner~[
anti the toils of war t o his ministers. These were
able men, for Futtell IChari was one of them ; but they either did
iiot tlare, or proved little inclined to interfere with tile humours
of their brother clriefs ; and the wliole country became in consequelice olle wide field of private q u a ~ r eand
l
military licence.
Aloreover, though tlie capital and the districts dependent upon i t
ackuowledged ~lahrnoucl,thc provinces paid no heed. to his
behests. His brother Ferooz, while he rendered to him a nomi~ial
allegiai~ce,seized and held I-Ieraut. The north-eastern countries
mould ackr~owledgeno other sovereign than Zemaun ; and suddenly n new rival sprang up in the person of Prince Shujall-001Mulk, the full brother of Zeinaun IChan, and a young man about
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twenty years of age. Tl~iuyouth, who had been left in Pesl~awtlr
with a small party of Zeinaun's guards, to tale care of l ~ i sfamily
and jewels, no sooner recovered flsoln the panic ~ v l ~ i cthl ~ efirst
t i d i ~ ~ of
g s the revolution occasioned, than he canle to the resolution of prbclai~nirlgllimself king ; and by a liberal distribution of
111o11ey among the tribes in t l ~ eneiglibourhood soon saw tile
of tl~erngatl~errouricl l ~ i sst:tnclarcl.
greater
T o march upor] Cabul with ten thousand men was his obvious
policy, and he adopted it ; but being ]net by Futteh IChan at
i l ~ ehead of tl~reethousand, in a narrow plain bou~icled by hills,
lie mas totally defeated. I l e escaped with difficulty to the settlenicnts of the Khyberees, by who111Ile was sheltered. Meanwhile
;t more serious rcbellion, if such it deserve t o be called, had
brolier~out in anotl~erquarter, and the constitut,ion of the empire
mas sllalien to its foundation. The next most powerful tribe to
tile Doorannees was t l ~ a tof the Ghilzies, who in ancient days
used to give a king to the wl~oleof the Afghan nation, and ml~o,
having faithfully preserved their genealogies, set up Abdooreheem as the living representative of the old royal family. Some
bloody battles were fought between the rival factiot~s,\vl~ich
ended in favour of the Doorannceu, tl~onglinot till the forttuleu
of the victors 11atl more than once been reduced to the lowest
ebb, and Shujah-001-Alulk having sustainecl a second defeat, the
throne of Mahmoud seemed to be secure. But it was not so.
Persia had taken advantage of the civil war to complete the cosquest of a large portion of IChorassan. The head of tho Beloclies
refused to ackno~vledgeso feeble a government: of the A f g h a ~ ~
tribes themselves, many set up for inclepenclei~ce; and tlie treasury being empty, and the king altogether wanting in personal
weight and influence, there were no means at hand wliereby to
reduce them to order. Under these circumstances Futteh K l ~ a l ~
was directed to march with as strong a force as could be collectecl against the factious. f I e levied a fine upon I'esllawur:
extorted fifty thousand rupeas from the chief of Cashmere, aiid
passing through different districts, raisecl the revenue from eac11,
and came, in the summer of 1803, to Candahar. But wliile 11e
thus exerted himself, the death of his colleague Akrain Khan in
CaLul precipitated the downfal of Mahmoucl. Released from
the restraint which his ministers wecl to put upon I~irn,the db-
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solilte killg ran into all ~ ~ i a n n eofr excesses, and being eagerly
collictl
by l ~ i sI<uzylebasli gnards, the wllole city became convtllseLlwit11 rapine and licentiousness. T11ere were chiefs tllel'e,
particularly one hIoc,kl~tarOoclowlal~,IVIIO could not endu1.e the
degrac]ation to which the nation seemed to be reduced ; mcl
these provoking a sort of religious revolt, destroyed the king's
gUarls, and shut lliln up in tlie Bala FIissaur. They the11 sent
-for Sl~ujall-001-Mulk,whom they proclai~ned; and having met
a ~ l d defeated Futtcll IClian, when n ~ a r c h i n to
~ the relief of
JIalnno~~d,
they conipelled the latter to surrender l~in~self,
and
placctl S h ~ ~ j on
a l ~tlie throne.
Shal~Sl1ujal1-ool-3Iulk ascended .the throne of Cabul in 1803.
I f cleficicl~tin energy, ant1 therefore little qualified to fill the
artluaus station to ~vl~icli
lie 11ad bee11 raised, the accounts of 11js
cry cnen~iesagree in repcesenting him as placable, humane,
generous, a~id,as far as circumstances vvould allow, just and
true to tiis word. The tlifficulties, indeed, which beset him, and
Icd to his eventual overthron,, 11ad their roots in these dispositioils ; for 11e treated illahrnoud tenderIy, sparing liis eyesight-aud made no endeavoui- to escape fi+ointhe Inany engagements into wl~ich,wl~ileplaying an up-hill game, he liad entered.
The consequei~ceswere, that the revenue was all expended in a
vain endeavour to appease the cupidity of men \\rho proved to b e
insatiable, and that tlie troops, kept far in arrear with their pay,
tlie partisans
ceased to be trnst\vorthy. Of these ci~~cun~stances
of Nnlimoud made good use. li'ut[el~ Khan, in parti~u1a.r~
smarting under the mortification to which Ile had been subjected,
by the rejection of Itis proposal, to becoine vizier under tlie Iiew
ri.giiile, \vent into rebellion, atld after a succcssioll of conspiracies
iu~tl ~~evolts-which it woulcl be as tedious as unprofitable t o
particillal~ise-Sli~~jal~
was a.gain driven ir~toexile, whereupon
I I a h r n o ~ ~his
d , brother, resumed the reins of government.
Tlleve events Lefel in 1809, a season of some anxiety to t h e
Britisll go~*ernn~ent,
when Napoleon was uliderstood to be nepociating nvithRils&t and Persia for the fkee passage of his troops,
if not for assistance, in the invasion of India. T h e deposed
Sllah fleu for safety into thc Punjai~b,where R~iqjeetSitigll was
now ~UPrerne; but the Afghan empire did not, in consequel.lce,
obtain rest. On the contrary, there was war in all its borders s
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cliicf after 'chief asserting his independence, and Persia, the
ancient e11en1y of the whole, pressing them coiltinually. Of
Shall Shyja11's repeated atteinpts to recover the throne, between
1809 ancl 1815, the space a t our command will not permit
us to take particular notice. Enough is clone, bvl~enwe state,
that tllough gallantly undertaken, they dl failed mainly throng11
some constitutional weakness on the part of the Shall, which
rendered liim incapable of directing the xliovelnents of an army
in the field ; so that he became tlie object during their progress,
of much treacherous treatment, as well from his own chiefs as
from Runjeet Singh. From these lie finally delivered himself
by escaping with his family across the English frontier ; within
which, at the town of Loodianah, an hono~~rablc
asylu~nW8S
afforded hirn.
While Shujah-ool-Mulk thus dwelt in safety under the protection of the British standard, there had arisen between Shah
Mallmoud and his powerful vizeer, Futteh Khan, grou~itlsof
mutual altercation, wliicli led, in clue time, to very tragical
results. The brotliers of the vizeer, be it observed, were everywhere established in places of influence ancl power. One
executed the office of Governor of Cabul ; another was SUpTemR
at Peshawur ; a third was at the liead of affairs in Casl~merein a word, the strength of the empire was in tlleir hands.
Ileraut, Iiowever, mas lield by IIajee Berooz Deeg, the brother
of Sltah nlIahrrioud, to wlioso son the Shah ,]lad given his
daughter in marriage ; and the Shah, having become jealous of
his relative, desired to gain possessioll of the placo. Futteh
Khan heartily co-operated with him, thoogh, as was alleged, for
selfish purposes, and a plan was a~rangedfor gettiilg the I-I+jee,
who suspected no evil, into the power of his brother.
I t had long been the policy of Persia to open a way for her
armies into the heart of Central Asia; arid to gain Hermt, and
establish there a base for future operations, was a Iueasure often
attempted, though heretofore without success. Hajeo Ferooz
Deen complained that he was threatened with a siege, and Futteh
IChan, putting himself at the head of the royal army, marched
to his relief. There followed in his train the youngest of his
brotliers, Dost Rlohammed by nanie ; a young man who on many
previous occasions had given proof of extreme courage and a
1: 2

very reckless tlisposilio~~
; and to him tlie vizeer coiarnitted the
task of acconiplisl~ingby guile that which tlie application of
111ereforce would I~sveprobably fiailed to effect. T l ~ eAf;b.lians
iilet t l ~ ePersians, a ~ a~ battle
d
ensued, from wliich each party
\ri tl~drew,ullrler the i~nprcssior~that it 11ad sust;~ined a rlefeat: ne\~crtl~eless
the vizeer rnllicd 11is forces under ttie ~ ~ a l l s
of I-Ieraut ; and a series of intrigues began, with the results of
wl~icliIVG arc, for tlie present, alone concerned. T h c unsuspecting 1J;ljee was persnatled to visit the vizeer a t his camp, ant1
to ad~nitDost AIol~am~~iecl
with an arnied party into the citadel.
Tlrnt lie sliould 1)e macle prisoner anil I-Ieraut occupied was no
niore than S11;th Mahmo~ldhad provider1 for; but Dost i\loliammecl went ~nuchfurther. I-Ie bro1;e into tlie Zenana, or women's
' a~artmentcbelonging to the IIztjec's son ; and disl~onoured t l ~ e
wife of that prince, in otlier words, &~nl~moucl's
clsughter. Such
an ol~tragecould not, of course, be forgiven ; ;nit1 as Mohammed
effected iiis ehcape, E'uttel~Iil~atiwas:harged
wit11 having suggestecl the oH'ence; and being seized by Prince ICamran, tlie
scrii of AIahmourl alld the brother of the ill-used 'lady, 11e
mas, wit11 circui~~stancesof peculiar cruelty, deprived of his
sight.
L ' Tlie sl~ont of Vizier Futteh IChan," says an able writer,
" as the knife of the executioner wm tl~rust
illto his visual organs,
1va3 that of tlie expiring Afghan monarchy." All his brothers
heard of the deed with horror; and they wl~ohad been un- feignedly indignant with Dost llol~animed,and, some in pretence,
others in reality, had joined in pursuit of him, tooli up arms in
order to avenge the wrongs of the blinded man. They made pence,
nioreover, with the fugitive ; \vl~o,being beyond co~nparisontheir
superior in talent, soon acquired an ascenclancy over them. I t
cloes not, Ilowever, appear that their designs extenrled further
.!]an tlie clcposition, perl~aps the cleath, of llalnnoud, and tlie
setting u p of another branch of the Suddozye family in his room ;
nor had they so inuch as agreed an~ongthemselves as to the individual who sliould be raised to tlie throne. . But ttie plans and
arrnugements of men of inferior genius are everyw1ie1'e bent b y '
il mastef spirit to its owri purposes; and hence Dost Mohan~nied,
partly by fraud, partly by violence, suceeeclecl i n thrusting the
house of Suddozye wholly as ill^ Tt is due to t l ~ ecliaracter of
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Shah Sllujah to state, that ill the rnidst of the t~~oubles
incident
on this systematised rebellion, lie lnade nnother attempt to recover
the crow11 of Cabul. I l e was, however, deceived, betrayed, and
finally defeated, and escaped once more to Loorlia~~al~,
w-liere for
many years he dwelt peaceably in the bosom of his family,
While tlie civil war went on, Futteh IIl~alrwas barbarously
hacked to pieces by order of Shall iMahmo1itl and his son ICammn.
T h e cruel deed served but to exaspernte the 13auracltzye brothers,
who, sometimes uniting thcir strength, sometimes acting independently, overthrew in all quarters tlie representatives of t l ~ r
rival I~ouse. They then be& to quarrel -ainorlg the~nselvcs,
till at last the star of Dost MoI~ammedrose above the others,
and lie found himself inaster of Cabul anrl Ghuznee, ancl in n
condition to give the law, in some sort, to his relatives. B a t
the autliol*ity thus wielded was ~nucliinore nominal than real.
The several chiefs pursued each his own course, uniting with
llim wl~omthey yet acknowledged as their ]lead, only a l i e ~ ~
great ancl pressing occasions required. Nevertheless, the progress made by tlie Dost towarcls the re-establishment of the
Doorannee empire, thongli slow, was steady. I3e gained p o u n d
upon his rivals clay by day; and ~ v l ~ e t l ~througl~
er
fear, or because they hoped for l+estunder his strong government, the city
of Cabul, with the provinces irumecliately clependa~ltrlpon it,
paid to him willing obedience. He steadily refilsed, I~owever,
to assume the title of Shah, alleging that he Ilad no treasure,
ar~dthat a king witl~outmoney was the most helpless of human
beings. Nor were his scrupl~sin regard to this point overcome
to the last. Shah Shujah made, in 1834, his final effort, singlehanded, to regain the position from wllich he had fallen. I-Ie
was joined by many Rohillas, Seikhs, IIinclostmees, and nien
from Scinde, anrl aclvancecl as far as Candahar, to which he
laid siege. There Dost Dfoliamn~eclattacked him, and after a
battle which seems to have been stl-angely mismaiiagecl on both
sides, gave him a total defeat. Sliujah fled once more to Loodianah ; ancl Dost Mohammed permitting himself on the field to be
saluted as Amir, exercised hencefbrth more than Icingly authority in Cabul.
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Early Negotiations with Afghnnistau-Preparations for its Invasion.

EVER
since the fonndations of British power in the East were

"

laitl, there has been more or less of il~tercourse between the
rulers of Cabul ancl the, representatives of the British government. For a while, indeed, this seems to have been on our part
tlie effect rather of our fears, than of a higher motive. Nadir
Slinh had left a terrible name behind, which Shah Ahined did
his best to emolate; and in Shah Zemaun's time it was found
necessary to assemble an army of observatioii on the frontier,
lest the afghan sl~oulclinarch, as he had engaaecl to do, to the
the Anglo-Indian empire
assistance of Tippoo S;tib, wit11 ~ v l ~ o m
mas then a t war. There follo~vedthis movement repeated missions-now to the court of Persia for the purpose of negotiating
a diversion, as often as an inroad of the mountaineers towards
Delhi . mas apprehended-now
to Cabul when the prevailing
cnuse of alarm cllancecl to be, that the French woulcl contract an
alliance with the Persians, and pass, by their help, through Central Asia, to the invasion of British India. I t is not necessary
to particularize the whole of these, nor yet to describe in detail
the results to wliich tliey led. Enough is done when we state,
that eit,her because of the diplomatic slrill with which they mere
managed, or that the dangers wl~ichthey were designed to ob~riateproved more imaginary than real, the territories of the
English in India have suffered no violation, though they have
been continually ext,ending themselves, and bid fair ere long to
comprehencl the entire Peninsula, from Cape Coniorin to the
Indus.
As the fear of invasion subsided there arose a laudable alnbition to enter with the natives of Central Asia into more intimate commercial relations. The opening of t h e Indus to the
trade ofEngland and ofBritish India was especially desired, and
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it was proposed in 1832 to co~nmunicateupon this subject wit11
the govirn~nentsof those countries, which from their local situation had it nlainly in their power either to forward or to retard,
if not entirely to frustrate, the arrangement. There were three
sucll states, of unequal n~agnitude,which interposed at ~llistime
between the frontiers of 13ritihh India and the river. 'I'he Purljnub, extending as far as the Hindoo Cush frorn the point, where
,t.ho waters of the Sutlqj join those of the Ind~ls,obeyed the an;thority of Rurjeet Singt~,a successful adventurer, ant1 an able
'thougli unprincipled chief, between whom and tlle British government a treaty of amity subsisted. T h e Punjalib was joined,
and in part overlapped by Bahwalpore, a snldl principality
~vllichfollowed the course of tlie river downwards to about latitude 27". And finally Scinde, over which a number of Ameers
or petty princes held sway-themselves foreigners ar~d ~learly
related to one anotlier-took tlie lii~eup and carried it on to the
sea;-and the country on both banks of the Indus was thus far
within their jurisdiction. With the heads of these several states
treaties were entered into, which gave such promise of good
that it was deemed advisable to push the matter farther, and
to make a great effort-in the words of Lord Auckland, " to
gain for the 13ritish nation in Central Asia that legitimate
influence wllicl~ an interchange of benefits would naturally
procluce."
With this view, or rather, to use the terms of the Sjmla proclamation, " with a view to invite the aid of the cZe fucto rulers
of Afghnnjstan to the measures necessary for giving full effect
to these treaties," Captain Burnes wau deputed towards the close
of tne .year 1836, on a. mission to D , ~ ~ ~ . N ~ . w m e ~ &g~
..~I<l~~n~
-chief
.-,., of
-,--- C ~ J J ? . The progress of this mission, as well as the
strange misapprehensions which induced the Envoy to withdraw
fi.omt.he scene of his labours at a very critical moment, are well
known. A conviction seems, whether rightly or not, for come
time previous to have matured itself in the Ancls of the local authorities, that peace with Afghanistan, so long as it should snbInit to its then government, \;as impossible. They 11ad satisfied
ltllemselves that Dost &l'ohnmmed Khan was in friendly conlmuj nication with the enemies of British power in the East. I-Ie was
charged with having sanctioned the advance of a Persian army
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to I-Ieraut, and to ]lave connived a t tlie siege of tliat place, which
was then carried on. I t was laid to his door as an act of hostility towards England, that lie liacl made an unsuccessful effort
to wrest P e s h a ~ ~ uout
r of tlie harids of Runjeet Singh, and was
.prepared to renew it;. And, finally, a Russian officer made his
appearance in Cabul, and it was concludecl tliat lle came thither
in order t o riixke arrangeinents for the invasion, sooner or Inter,
of Britisll India, by the forces of tlie Czar. W e are not going
t o ailalyze the process of reasoning which led to these several
conclusions. I t is sufficiently set fort11 in the ~lod~lmellt
to wl~icli
reference has actually been made; and wliether well or illfounded, led to results which must long be remembered on both
banks of the Indus, and, as will be made more apparelit from day
to day, are still only in progress.
Tliere was to be war in clisguise between British India, and
the tribes wliich occlipy the clifferent provinces of Afghanistan.
was not to be, on the part of EngT h e o&ct of this ~nove~neiit
land, the extensiori of lier territory by conquests achieved in
central Asia ; but tlie restoration of peace to a country torn by
!civil dissensions, and the establishment in power of a prince well
1 disposetl towards a Britisli alliance, and able ancl willing to couniteract ttie objects of wllatever states might ineditate designs
l~ostileto British intc?rests. Shu,jah Doulab-001-Mullc wns considered to be tlie ir~dividualmarked out for the accomplishment
of tllesc important oljects; ancl though 11e llud been repeatedly
driven into exile, and now resided within the precincts of the
English territories, his popularity at home was said by the
Governor-Gcnernl to have been proved by the best autliorities."
I t was sccordir~glyresolved to espouse his cause. (( IIis Majesty
Sh~ijali-001-DIulk," says the Simla hlanifesto, will enter Afghauistan surrounded by Ms own troops, and will be supported
agalnst foreign interference nild factious opposition by a British
arniy." That thc probabilities, both of foreign interference ur~d
of factious opposition, were calculated laigely, the extent of
t h e preparatioi~sesteemed necessary to defeat the one, and overcorhe tlie oilier, demonstrate.
Tlie first step to be taken was to come to a right i~r~rlerstanili n g witli tlie powers wliose territory intervened between the
most dvanced of the British posts, ancl the country i n which i t
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PREPARATIONS FOR INVASION

was proposed that the British army should operate. Under the
management of Mr. MacNaghten? at that time Secretary to the
Government of India with tlie Governor-General, a twaty wns
accordingly concluded, ~vlicrebyEunjeet Siiigii undertook to
co-operate with the British Gover~inientin tlie restoration of
Shujali-001-Mullc to the throne, on tlie understantling tl~atthe
Maha Rajali shoulcl be left in possession of the provinces whicli,
I~.midthe troublcs of late years, he hacl wrested from the Iiingdorn
of Cabul. W e further know, from Lord Auclcland'~Manifesto,
"that a guaranteed independence was, on fa~.o~irable
terms, to be
tendered to the Ameel3 of Scinde; and that the integrity of
I-leraut, in the possession of its present ruler, would be respected.
Thus on botli flaillis of his cloininions, the legitimate king mas to
be cut short ; for IIeraut, being in possession of the son of Shall
Mahmoud, would be as little subject to liis sway in tlie west as
Pesh%wur, now occupied by a Seikli garrison, would obey him in
the east.
These points being settled, two corps d'armde mere clirectecl lo
assemble-one in the province or presidency of Bengal, the other
at Bombay. The former, consisting of five brigades of infintry,
me cavali-y brigade, with artillery, engi~ieers,&c., in proportion,
was to be told off into two clivisione.; of which Major-General
Sir Willoughby Cotton, G.C.B., R.C.I-I., was to command the
first; a ~ Major-General
d
Duncan to comnland the second. The
divisions comprised respectively the followi~rgregiments brigaded togethel;, uncler thE officeis ~vl.losenames are given :First Division of Infantry-three brigades.
F'irst Brigade :-

COLONEL
SALE,C.B.,

. . . . 11. M. 13th Light 1nfanti.y.

16th Regiment Native Inhntry.
H. M. 13th Light Infantry.
48th Regiment Native Infantry.

Second B~igade:-

COLONEL
NOTT
indthe
1 It
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. . . . . . .42nd
42nd Native Infantry.
Native 1nfnntl.y.
31st Native Inf'nntry.
43rd Natirc Infuitry.

.
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Tl~irdR?$gade:-

. . . . . , 27th
IT. M.3rd Buffs.
Regiment Native Infantry.

COLOXEL
DESKIS

I

1-I. M. 3rd Buffs.
2nd Regiment Native Infantry.
One Company of Sappcrs.

Second Division of Infantry, MAJOR-GENERAL
DUNCAN.
Fourtli Brigade :-,
LIBIJT.-COL.

Ron~ns

. . '. .35th
Bengal European Regiment.
Regiment Native Infantry.
Bengal European Regiment.
37th Regiment Native Infantry.

Fzfth Brigade :LIEUT.-COL*
WORSLEY
28th Nativc Infantry.
5th Native 1nihntl-y.
28th Native Infantry.
53rd Native 1nfhnti.y.
One Company of Sappers.

....

I

The cavalry brigade, of which Col. Arnold, 13. RI. 1 6 t h
Lnncers, was at the head, mustered:2nd Regiment Light Cnvn11.y.
13. 31. 1Gtl1 Lancers.
3rd Regiment Light Cavalry.
The artillery, co~n~nanded
by Lieot.-Col. Gral~am, Bengul
Horse Artillery, comprellended :2nd troo,), 2nd brigade, Horse Artillcry.
ditto.
3rd troop, 2nd brigade,
3rd company, 2nd battalion.
4111 ditto
ditto.
211dcompany, 6th baltalion.
The collective regular force set apart at Bengal for service
across the Indus may be estin~atedat ten thousand meu. Meanwhile Bombay was gathering together its corps under Lieut.General Sir John Beane, ~vllich,consisting of two infantry and
one cavalry brigades, with artillery and engineers, could not
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fall ln~lchshort of six thousancl men.

COL.WII.TSIIIRE,
Licut. Col. 11. M.2nd

2';

The regiments e~r~ployerl

} H. M. Znd, or Queen%Regiment.
19th Reaiment Native Inf'antrv.
11. M. E t h Regiment.

Second Wzjade :-

. . . . . .2nd
1st Regirncnt Native Infantry.
ditto
ditto.

COL.G O ~ D O N .
(try.
try.

Bengal

service
MeanLieut.;ry and
[Id not

6th

ditto

ditto.

The cavalry, consisting of two sqr~adrons,R. M. 4th Light
Dragoons ancl the 1st regiment of Light Cavalry, maa com~liandedby Lieut.401. Scott, of the 4th Light Dragoons ; wl~ile
at the head of the artillery, nearly two troops of horse artillery
and two companies of foot artillery, Col. Stevenson was placed.
Both corps, it is worthy of remark, were attended by bodies of
irregular horse. The Poonah auxiliaries, as they were called,
accompa~lieclthe column from Bombay, while the Bengal column
was attended by a force of which, for obvious reasons, it is necessary to give a somewhat more detailed description.
1 I t was the policy of the British government to speak on all
ioccasions of the inroad into Afghanistan as the effort of a deI thronecl sovereign to recover his rights, and of the part played
' in it by their own troops as thal of Illere auxiliaries.
An army
of his own n7as therefore essential to the dignity of @ah S11yjgh.;
and as he does not appear to have had a single Afghan near him,
measures were taken to slipply the deficiency from a different
quarter. Inducements were held out ro the followers of the
i~Britis11camp, to wandering Belooches, Seikhs, and men of every
tribe, to enrol themselves as solcliers of the King of Cabol; and
about eight thousand, tolerably well armed, but of course altogether undisciplined, were got togetl~er. Of these the son of
the Shah, the Shezada Timour, as he was called, nominally took
the command, the charge being entrusted, in point of fact, to
Col. Simpson, of the 19th Native Infantry. There attended
them a distinct staff, a commissariat, and a military chest.
Thus the outward show of that native force which the soldiers
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of t l ~ eCo~npanywere informed tlrat they were to accompany al~cl
snstain, mas provided, while the whole cost and care of paying,
victualling, and transporting the sanle devolvecl upon British
agelrts and the BI-itish treasury.
The plan of can~paignI~aciarranged that while the Bombay
column, proceeding by sea to the mouth of the Indus, sl~ouldland
there and operate upwards to Sulrkur, and thence ovcr the tableland of Belochistan and the Bolan Pass upon Candahar, the force
from Bengal should concentrate a t some convenient point near
the frontiers of the F ~ n ~ j a u whence
b,
it might move upon Peshawur, ancl traverse tlte Khyberce Hills, and proceed by Jellalubad
and the Tezeen Valley to Cabul. Difficulties both columns
*,ere expected to nleet; for it was known that tlle roads were
bad, and the tribes inhabiting the mountain-ranges fierce anrl
l~nstile;but the friendship of Ru11,jeet Singh being- secnred, ancl
that of tlre Arneers of Scinde taken for granted, the possibility
of a repulse or a disaster appears never to have been conteinplated. Accorclingly, (luring the illontl~sof July, August, and
September, troops marcl~ecl by regiments and squadrons from
very distant points upon Sirnla, nlliere a camp was formed, and
the Governor-General joined it. Here General Sir I-Ienry
Fane. ~ 1 1 ohad been reauested to undertake the commancl of the
expetlition, issued his first general order, ancl here also was
publisl~ed the doc~imentwhich, in the form of a manifesto, wns
intended to inform the ~vorlclin general, and the countries of
the East in particular, for .i\.I~atriasons the representatives of
t.he 1-Iono.urableCompany of Merchants, whose office is in LeaclenI~a,ll-street,had assurned an attitude so hostile towards thcir unoffending neighbours. Thcn followed reviews, further orders,
the distribution of the force into corps and brigades; and, in due
time, an advance upon Ferozepore, where, iu the course of the
latter days of November, the whole were assembled.
T h e friendship of semi-barbarous p~qiucesis not nluch to
' be relied upon ; and R ~ ~ n j e Sil1p.11,
et
the ancient ally, as 11e w a s
called, of the Britisli nation, proved no exception to the rule.
I-Ie assembled, it is true, fifteen tho~~sand
men, with nfhich he
/ proposed to support the Sbah's troops, nnd exchanged entertainments, reviews, and diplomatic conferei~cesw i ~ hhis allies ;
: b u t he declined to permit the n ~ a c l lof the latter througl~ his
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donlinions, or the establishment of a place of arms at Teshannr.
r
1 his was vesatious enough, yet the alinoyance did not befill
single-l~anded; for while the army was still movinv up the rear
P
of its strength to Ferozepore, intellig3nce canlc 111, n~liich,11ad
i t arrived three months earlier, 111ight)perhaps, have obviated the
necessity of assembling the force altogether. Thi? Persians, it
a~pearecl,had raised the siege of I-Ieraut; ancl thus the fear of
opposition to Shah Shujal~ fi-om w i t h o ~ ~could
t
n o lol~gerbe
pleadetl as an excuse for the aclval~ce of rriore than his omri
fbllo~~*ers
into a c o u ~ ~ t where
ly
his arrival had been stated to
be looked for with impatience. TVhat was now t o be done?
Abandon an enterprise, on the miscloln of which the judgment of
so inany had been cleclared, ancl permit an arniy to return without stril;ing a blow, such, in point of efficiency ancl splendour,
as British India had never before brought together? T l ~ eidea
was not to be entertained. Besides, who could tell ndiot amollnt
of cluplicity might be liidclen beliincl this sudden retreat of the
Persians into their own c o u n l ~ ~ y ?T l ~ e ymight have retired only
to recruit their numbers, or to await the arrival of a R~ssian
reserve ; o r , the movement might l ~ a v ebeen ~nadcfor the single
purpose of deceiving us into the relinquishment of our designs.
, I t was not, therefore, considered becon~ir~g
to stop sliort of the
re-establisl~mentof Sliah Shujah on his throne. Nevertheless, as
the prospect of resistance was not now what a t one period it
seemed to be, a correspnnding diminution in the numbers of t l ~ e
anxilia~ycorps to be en~ployedmas determined upon ; and Sir
I-Ienry Fane, whose I~ealtliwas, moreover, infirm, resigned the
commancl.
I Under this change of circumstances i t was determined to send
' across the Illdus only three brigades of infantry from Beng.11,
1 namely, the first, second, and fourth, with two troops of horse
!artillery and a battery of nine-pounclers.
I n the strength
of the regular cavalry no alteration was made ; and the whole,
now regccrded as a single clivision of the army of the Indus, was
placed under the orders of Major-General Sir Willougl~byCotton.
A route, moreover, was assigned to it dorvri the course of the
Gharra as far as Sulrltur, where, having fbrmecl a junction with
the Bombay column, it was to cross the Indus, and penetrate, by
way of Candahar and Gliuznee, upon Cabill. TTTell,and with
7
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3 exceeding order, the movement was accomplishetl. Sllal~Shujall's
coritingerit led tlie way, keeping two or three inarches a-head of
tlie British troops ; tile British troops followed by brigacles a t
short intervals, and, tlie Rajdi of I3liawalpore proving faitllful to
, his engagements, sl~pplies
were found in abundance at every stage.
I t was not exactly so after the border line of Scinde had been
pwsed. The Ameers, relislling the presence of the English in
tlieir villages as little us they approved of the threatened re-annexation of tlieir territories to the Doorannee empire, exhibited
as llostile a ten~peraa prudence would sanction, and failed to
furiiisli either forage or provisions, except in insufficient quantities. Nevertl~eless,the coluini~sinoved on, the men's pressing
wants being provided for by the activity and sliilful managenieat.
of tlreir own officers: and it was found, when the day of halt
arrived, tlut, except through the desertion of some of tlleir
camp-followers ailcl baggage animals, no loss vvliateve~ liad been
sustained.
-4 good many calnels, particularly of those altacliecl to the
cavalry, had died or disappeared during this marc11 ; and recourse
was l~adin consequence to water-conveyance for a portion of the
baggage. Tliis was all arrangement wl~iclldid not promise much
with reference to future opelations, neither were the prospective
difficulties of tlie campaign diminisbed, when it was ascertained,
soon aftel. the arrival of tlie advanced gumd ill front of Bulrkur,
that a feeling decidedly llostile had begun to manifest itself among
t h e Aineers. T h e Bombay division, it appeared, had not made
goocl its landing without opposition. The shipping liad been fired
upon by an inconsiderable fort which commanded the niouth of
t h e Indus, and tlie admiral, in self-defence, liacl been obliged to
reduce it to ruins. Bioreover, after the debarIrati011was effected,
t h e absence of all inearis of transport, except such as tlie sliil~s'
boats could afford, kept the force inany clays stationary. A t
lengtli the column set forward, and on the 28th of Dece~iiberSir
J o h n Keane established his head-quarters at Tatta. B u t liere
again fiesh difficulties arose., The Alneers refused to furnish a
single beast of burden ; they impeded as much as possible the
bringing in of grain and other supplies,,and drawing towards
I-Iyderabad about twenty-five thousand men, assumed an attitude
of decided hostility. There was 110 longer an alternative as to
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the course n~hicli the Briiisll army nus st pursue. Sir Henry
who \iras proceeding tovards Bombay by water, and descei~dingthe Sutlej to the Tndus, kept parallel with the Beluga1
column, recominended that the latter should detach a force fbr
the purpose of co-operating vit,l~the Bombay division, and compelling the Ameers to pay more respect to their engagements.
I t nlay be questioned ~zozu ~vhether the interests of British
India would not have been better served llacl tlie struggle, wl~ich
:at one periocl seeined to be inevitable, taken place. There could
be no confidence, and there was none, between the Englislr
governlnent and the Anleers from that day forth ; and the latter,
,1 as it was subsequently ascertained, had communicated their eus.picions to several chiefs on the furtlier sick of the Indus.
Nevertheless, as the active exertions of Col. Pottinger, and
the friendly clispositior~of the Eao of Cutch, succeeclec~in
laying the storm for the rnoment, all parties seemed to rejoice.
Tlien cnlne calnels sufficient to transport imperfectly the inore
necessary baggage of the Bombay columl~. They mere procured
frorn Cutch at a very critical lnornent; and Sir John Xeaiie,
who had delayed only till they should anive, forthwith began
his upward n1arc11.
Meanwliilc the Bengal column, including Sliali Shujah's contingent, \vas malting its way steadily toward the field of future
operations. The Shah, with his durbar, crossed the Indus at
Shikarpore, aicl pitched their tents at Sarkhanny, on tlie opposite bank. The Bi~itish troops encarnped under the \r,alls of
Roree, tllat they inight cover the construction of a, bridge of
boats, and thus secure their own comn~unicationswith tlle rear.
Tlle spot which the engineers selected as suitable for this purpose was an island in the centre of tlie stream, which the fortress
uf Sukltur occupies; and of this the previous treaty wit11 the
Ameers had provicled that the English should obtain temporary
possession. But it is one thing to sign a treaty, and another to
fulfil it.
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CHAPTER IV.
Pussn~eof

'

the 111dus-March upon Candnllar.

tile ajarlll of the Amecrs, and their anxiety to evade the fillf i l u ~ ~ of
r t t the treaty into which they had bee11 drawn, it is not
tile 11~1d,tcssof the present riarrative to speak. Long ancl by
v;lriotls crookerl methods they e~~deavoured
to protract t h e surrt:lltIer of Uukkur, a stronglioltl upon n rock in tlte middle of
tltc Ir~dus, whic11, as formiiig n converiient place of' arrns, the
oificcr co~nniantling the Uritisl~ army was directed to occupy.
Ijtrt tl~cypieltlcd at lc11gt11; and mith country boats and plgnks,
nlnstly siwn fro~nthe date-grovcs near at hand, the I n d u s was
1)ridgctl. Illeal~wl~ile,I~owever,the intelligetlce which came in
fi'o111 the Do~iibay coluinn retarded the passage of the army.
T l ~ eAuncers of Lower Scinde evinced day by day a more hostile
tiisposition, ant1 Col. l'ottinger, havi~igfairly ant~ouncedto them
that t l ~ carrmrs of tribute due to the sovereign of Cabul would
bc cxacterl, tliey cliai*gedthe British govern~nentwitli bacl faith,
arirl nr.owed tl~eirdeter~ni~iation
to fight it out. Of course the
~~arigatioil
of the Indus lvas stopped. With I-Iyderabad com111nl1rli11gits c~tirse,a11c1arn~edto resist the passage of vessels
beurir~gtile English flag, it had become alike impossible for Sir
I I e t ~ r yF a r ~ eto prosecote his voyage, and for any portion of
tltc force from Bombay to ascelld to Roree. Accordingly Sir
I I e r ~ r yF a t ~ clanded, and, once more assuming the cornrnand of
the army of the I~idus,clirectetl a brigade of cavalry, 1vit.11two
I)ri=adea of infantry, to adva~iceagainst the refractory city and
subdue it. The troops liad not, Iiowever, approached within
siglit of EIydelabad wlten i t was announced by a d e ~ p a t c h ' f r o ~ ~
General Kenlie that the Ameers had submitted. An i ~ n l x ~ c d i a t ~
return to Roree took place, and the Bengal column crossed the
IncLus.
Doubts had been entertained in many quarters how far the
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sepoys moulcl pass with alacrity a river mliich ~Iirirloosregard as
the appointed limit to their wanderings. These were now dispelled ; for the native regiments, one by one chcering as they went,
marched across the bridge, and seizing the drag-ropes of the field
artillery, drew the pieces after them. Indeed, the passage of the
Indus is described by those who witnessed it to have been a military spectacle of the most imposing kind. The battering train and
heavy shot were towed from one banlc to another on rafts. The
cavairy crossed on foot, each man and officer leading his horse
on the left; the infantry, with their measured tread, caused the
planks to sway to and fro; and last of all, protected by a strong
rear guard, came long lines of camels. Several days were of
necessity required to accomplish this important operation ; for
though the number of fighting men did not exceed ten tl~ousand,
the whole body of people, including followers and servants,
could not come short of six times that. number. And hence,
tl~pughthe leacling brigade passed on the 14th of February, the
20th had arrived ere the whole force was concentrated round the
head-quarter tent at Shilcarpore.
The entire breadth of Cutch Gundava, froin the right
bank of the Indus to Muhesir, on the Bolan river, is a plain.
Little herbage covers it for a space of twenty-seven ~ n ~ l i s h
miles, and in the centre it degenerates into a sandy desert. N o
vegetation, beyond here and there a sprinkling of wild caper,
and other shrubs of the sort, relieves its barrenness; and water
is to be procured only at such pits or wells as travellera and
caravans may have dug for .their own use, and abstained from
filling up again after they had refreshcd themselves. T o
march a single column of ten or twelve thousand troops, with
beasts of burthen and swarms of followers, over auch a country as this, is clearly impossible. By small detachments only
can an army make head, and by small detachments the British
force was on the present occasion carried forward. The cavalry
led the way. Infantry by brigades, and guns as they could be
most conveniently transported, followed. N o loss among the
armed men was experienced; but camels and other beasts of
burthen dropped and died in considerable numbers; while the
hostile disposition of the inhabitants soon began to show itself
in the attacks which they made upon stragglers and baggage.
D
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The march across this plni~i having been successfully accomplished, a brief 11alt occurred, in order that time might be
.given for closing up the rear, and collecting on tlie proposed
line of frlture operations such supplies as by purchase or otherwise might be procurable. This clone, the column again moved
on tlirough so&e difficult ravines as far as I)aclur,- where Sir
John Keane, who had conducted the Bombay contingent up the
left of the Iiidus to Sukkur, opened a communication wit11 it.
A few changes took place in tlie disposition and corninand of
the several corps by liis direction. Sir Willoughby Cotton, for
esarnple, mas placecl permanently at the head of the Bengal division ; Brevet Major-Gen. Wiltsliire at the head of that fiom
Bombay ; and tlie colninissariats of both being so organised as
that they n~iglitsupport without ever crossing or clasl~ingwith
one another, preparations were made for threading the Bolan
pass, not far from the mouth of which the tents of the Bengal
portio~iof the army were already pitched.
The pass or rift which constitutes the only approach from
Cutch Gundava into the great valley of Sllawl, winds for a
space of about sisty miles among the Brahoielc mountains, and
carries the traveller, by a wild and desolate roacl, to an extreme
elevation of abont 5000 feet above the level of the sea. I t
varies, in reprrl to width, from several miles to thirty or forty
yards, now bpanirlg out into wide glens, now narrowing into
mere gorges, vhich seem in tlieir rvindingsas if they would block
up from time to time all further means of progress against the
wayfarer. The hills on either hand are abrupt ancl perpendi~ul~ar,
being principally formed of the pudding-stone rock ; and through
the gorge runs a river, which in the dry season nowliere excecds
two feet in depth, but which, in heavy rain, and during the
melting of the snow, is liable to be swolleil into a torrent. As
n ~ a ybe guessed, tho road is little better than a waving line of
pebbles, across ~vhich,seeking out declivities wherever it can,
the stream passes perpetually; while tlie banlcs are composed
entirely of huge boilders or loose stones, which the waters-liave
rolled downwards in their might and left to settle as their
strength receded. Such a pass, overlooked in all its narrower
veins by clefts, among which marksmen may stand, and high
precipices, from the summits of which, loosened rocks may be
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hurled, presents to the eye of the soldier no common appearance. I f defended by a handful of resolute men, the largest
army that ever toolc the field would in vain strive to force i t :
for a few traverses wollld eEectual1y block tlie m o u t l ~of tlie
nasrow gorges, and women, or even children, stationed on the
pinnacles above, could, without the smallest clanger to themselves, crush the column, while advancing to surmount these
traverses, by rolling down huge stones upon their heads.
Such was the pass towards the mouth of which the leading
coluinn of the army of the Indus was now approachillg ; and o n
the 15th of March, some hours before daylight, the advanced
guard entered it. The force in question consisted of detachnients of all arms--infixntry, cavalry, ar~dartillery. T h e r e was
likewise n pruclent intermixture of European with Native troops,
the latter being found to work best, on all occasions, by the side
of their more hardy coinrades ; and, finally, the whole division
was distributed, after the same fashion, into brigades, ~vhichwere
put in motion, with such intervals between, that one sl~ould
never overtake, nor thus of course incommode, t h e other. It
was calculated, that unless active opposition were offered, each
brigade might manage to thread the defile in about six days ;
and Providence favouring the expedition, the expectations of t h e
leaders were fulfilled: for no enemy presented himself t o resist
the march, and the hardy enterprise was accomplished. B u t it
was not accomplished without considerable mxiety, and some
loss. Numbers of camels. unaccustomed to such journeys,
dropped clown and died. A furious storm of wind and rain assailed the troops while entangled in the narrow defile, and caused
the river to rise so rapidly, that the corps of engineers, who
led the van, had well nigh perished. Bands of robbers also
hung upon the rear, cutting off baggage and murdering stragglers ;
and of forage there was none, save such as the commissariat
brouglit onwards with them. Nevertlieless the exploit was performed without any serious detriment to the general eficiency
of the army, and in due time the whole was once more concentrated upder the walls of Quetta, a rudely fortified town in t h e
province of Shawl, and the head of an inferior district.
There was grass and ghee for about a month's consumption
~ 4 t hthe force, when it broke up from Dadur. Little more thau
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a fortnight's supply remained when tlie tents mere pitched a t
Quetta. T h e hostile disposition of the inhabitants began likewise to make itself more manifest every day. Nobody brought
in supplies; and all the efforts of Sir Alexander Burnes and
other officials to procure them led to nothing. Mehrab Khan,
the nominal chief of Klielat. with whom a sort of treatv had been
concluded, hung back, and seemed indisposed, now that the
English were in the heart of the country, to execute its terms.
With the rear, likewise, communications coulcl not but become
every day more insecure. Doubtless the advance of the Bombay
division mould re-open the pass for a while ; but supposing that
it should make good its progress as little harassed as the division
that preceded it, what good could arise? The moment the
entire armv should have laced the Brahoiek mountains between them and the Inclus, they must depend upon the produce
of the country, and the exertions of their own officials for subsistence : and whether these would suffice continued for some time
to b e regarded as a problem as difficult of solution as it was
critical in its details.
I t is well known that during tlie halt of the Bellgal column in
the vicinity of Quetta, Sir John Keane with the Bombay force,
and Shah Shujah's contingent, struggled manfully to get forward
horn Bukkur. H e passed the plains withoutsustain?ngmuch molestation ; but received no mark of kindness at the hands of any
one. As he drew towards the hills, likewise, the people seemed
better prepared to offer resistance than they had been while
General Cotton traversed their country. No army ventured, indeed, lo face him in the field, but the system of pluncler and
attack upon stragglers was carried on more vigorously than ever ;
and on one occasion, in the Bolan pass, a valuable convoy fell
into the hands of the Belooches, the escort having been cut to
pieces. I t wasQobserved, also, that not a man of weight and
influence came to join the king. On the contrary, the few whom
considerations of policy had iirluced to seek his presence while
yet a t Shikarpore, he had so disgusted by his coldness that they
returned to their homes, and spread abroad tidings every way
unfavourable. Neither was the intelligence received froin the
front more cheering. A t Candahar three brothers, members of the
Baurakzye family, were stated to be making vigorous preparations
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for defence. The standard of the Prophet was about to be
raised, and a holy war proclaimed ; ancl every male capable of
wielding a matchlock would be turned out to harass the Feringhees. But there was a good spirit in the British army.
Already had the troops been put upon halfrations, while the
camp followers were reduced to a quarter of their accustomed
supply; the forage, likewise, had been curtailed in similar
proportions, till both cavalry and artillery had ceased, through
the wea1,iness of their horses, to be serviceable : yet not a murmur was hearcl in the camp ; and when, on the 6th of April, orders
were issued to continue the march, men and officers preparecl
to carry them into execution with equal cheerfulness and confidence of success.
On the 7th of April, at an .early hour in the morning, the
forward movement began. I t carried the column, and its huge
train of followers and beasts of burthen, through a very varied
country ; a wide plain, aricland barren, being succeeded by a gorge
o r pass, and mountain streams here and there interposing to the
passage of the guns obstacles of no ordinary nature. The marches
were in consequence short; yet the fatigue to man and beast proved
excessive : for a grievous absence of supplies, water itself failing
in rnahy places, occasioned universal weakness, which is in all
situations accompanied by more or less dejection of spirits. The
mortality among the cavalry horses was great. Camels, also,
lay down and died, or fell over ~recipices,and with their loads
perisbecl : while marauders hung upon the line of march,
and committed many outrages. The progress through the Kojak
pass in particular, a rift in the Khojeh Amram mountains,
though less tedious, was to the full as aiffic~iltas the tlireading
of the Bolan, and cost the army much baggage, especially in its
descent into the farther plains, through the inability of the
camels to hold their footing upon a track that &a both steep and
loose. Moreover, as the force was now in an enemy's country,
and the talk of oppositioli became distinct, it was found necessary to concluct every operation with care. N o more tents were
sent forward, or pitched i n time to shelter the troops, on their
arrival, from the sun. On the contrary, the bagpge moved in '
rem of the leading brigade, and was covered in its own rear by
the Shall's contingent; and in the long column no f ~ t h e r
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brmks were nllo~veved tliarl the nature of the ground lo be traversed rentlcreci onavo idable. Nevertl~eless no enemy worth
filrmiug up to receive met them; ancl on the ZGth, Candahar,
the ancient capital of the Doorannee en~pire,was reached. It
\vas entered by the first brigade n~ithouta shot having been fired,
except at plunderers. There h d been much expectation on both
sides of a vigorous resistance ere Candshar should fall. T h r e e
brothers, who held it in a sort of feudal dependence on Dost
1\Iohammed, had collected a considerable force, and g ; ~ out,
e that
they should stop the invaders in the Icojak pass, aiicl if worsted
there, try the chnnces of a siege. Dost Mohammed, also, had
encouraged them to strike a blow by repeated assurances that he
s.o~ildnlilrcli to their sllpport : but when the storm drew near
their courage forsook them. One of their number made his
pence with Shah Shujah, whom he joined, bringing in hi^ train
retir~ueof two hunrlred horsemen.. T h e others-fled, and, though
pursuetl 11y sir Robert Sale as far as the Helmund, succeecled in
escaping into Persia. Upon this both the city and the territory
attr~cl~ed
to it submitted. Shah Shujah caused himself to be
1)roclaimod; and 011 tho plain in front of his palace, the British
army pitclled their tents. Then, the Bombay contingent having
joined in tl~chighest possible order, the whole were reviewed ;
a ~ ~provisions
d
being abundant, and' supplies of' all kirida
clleap, two lnontlls were devoted to obtaining the rest and
rcf~~eshinentof which both nien and horses stoocl by this time
greatly in need.
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Marc11 upon Ghuznee-Capture of tlie Place-March on Cabul.

THERE
was no increase of good feeling on the part of the inIliabitants towards the invaders. The province snbmilted, or
appeared to submit, to the rule of Shah Shujah, but of enthusiasm
,in his cause no class of society exhibited a sign; while the
bearing of all in their intercourse with the English was as hostile
as ever. Marlrets were indeed established, a?d, on the apprdach
of harvest, grain was sold at a price less exorbitantly dear than
might have been demanded for it. But to stray to any distatlce
beyond tlie precincts of the camp was never safe, and in more
than one instance proved fatal to the parties indulging in it.
Two British officers, who had gone to fish the stream, were
attacked on their return home, and one of thern, Lieut.
Inverarity, of tho 1Gth Lancers, was murdered. A party of
the 13th light infantry, who hacl been tempted to drive the aniinals and cattle too far to graze, were set upon, and scveral of
them wounded ; while a body of not fewer than tmo l~undred
camp-followers, when endeavouring to make their way back to
Hinclostan, were betrayed, disarmed, and butchered to a. man.
I n like manner every detachment which made its way from the
rear, every convoy of treasure, ammunition, and stores, w m
compelled to fight its way through the passes, and sufferer1 much
loss, both in life and in baggage. Nor ~vasthis all ; the health
of the troops began to give way. Days intgnsely hot, with
lligbts of considerable severity, told upon the cor~stitutionsof
the men, worn down by a march of mnny months' continuance,
and the liospitals became crowded. The horses and cattle, on
the other hand, regained somewhitt of their original condition, a
circrimstance not a little to be rejoiced at, seeing that the prospect of active operations was before them ; for Dost Mohanlmed, nowise overawed by the progress which the English arms
were making, continued to breathe defiance ; and it was generally

.*u
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Ilnderstood that, ere Cabul could fall, a great l~attle must b e
fougl1t.
~t length, on the 27th of June, the march upon cabul began.
way stood the fortress of Gliuznee, where two of
liirlrt it1
Dost &~ollalnmed'ssons commandetl, and which was understood
to bv occupied by a stout garrison of several thousand men ; and
: it rras deter~nined not to leave such a place in the enerny's
Ili,n ds, men speculated freely concerning the measures that might
be necessary to reduce i t ; for, strange to say, the batterir~g
cannon were all parked in Candaliar. Cattle to drag them had
become scarce, and the inconvenience experienced in tlie progress from Sliiliarpore upwards was painfully fresh ill the minds
of the authorities, Wherefore trusting that neither at Ghuznee
nor anywhere else tlie Afghans would run the hazards of a
siwe, the ariny, leaving its train behind, set out in three continiouz;columns to open the new campaign.
recording befel while as yet the route lay
F~~everits
+llrollg~, tile territory of Caiidahar. N o sooner, however, was
tllc frontier passed, and the invaders introduced into t h e territorics of the Gl~ilzies,than they were taught in various ways that
they llad a different race of persons to deal with ; anrl that in a l l
the opportunity which they sought would be afforded, df striking a great blow at an enemy not wholly worthless. The Ghilzies, as is well known, compose both a numerous
nnrl a warlike tribe. Tlieir chiefs inhabit towers or castles that
lie scattered in great numbers through the valleys, while the
hills which ovei-look them abound with glens and deep recesses,
whence sudden outbursts might easily be made on a line of
marc11 condrlcted otherwise than cautiously. There arcsno lack
of caution, however, on the part of the invaders. Advanced
guards and flank patrols did their duty well, and the rear was
closed and covered judiciously ; and as the marches were short,
scarcely exceeding ten miles a day, both men and horses came in
at the termination of each fresh and cool. Moreover, except by
showing here and there a body of horse in their front or on their
flanks, the enemy offered no semblance of opposition. Rumour
arm indeed busy, and from time to time the word was passed to
be on tlie alert, because danger threatened. But none came, and
the very road improving, and the country exhibiting incre'lsed
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signs of cultivation as they proceeded, the march of our people
to the vicinity of Ghuznee resemblecl more a triumphal procession than the progress of invaders through a hostile territory.
It does not come within the scope of the present t~arrativeto
describe in detail how Ghuznee was invested, or by w11at process
it fell. The tale has been told many times already ; and though
we cannot deny to the soldiers rvho accomplisl~ed llle feat dl
praise for their heroism, it is impossible to hide from ourseIvev the truth, that success in that enterprise was mainly attributable to a combination of fortunate accidents. IIacl the
enemy suspected our purpose of blowing open the gate of the
citadel, there would have been no difficulty in rendering the
operation impracticable. Had they offerecl a more determined
a n d better orgallised resistance to the storming party, it seems
ir~crediblethat sucll a place coulcl have bee0 talien by assault.
Moreover, all things combiner1 to favour the assailants ; and on
' t h e morning of the 2 8 9 f June Sir John h n e found himself
master of a city which the Afghans and other nations of Central
Asia regarded as impregnable. I t was well for the reputation of
t h e gencral and the safetjr of the army that the desperate throv
proved successful, for there was not a gun within reach aherew i t h to batter; and long ere the train could be brought up froni
Candahar, tho failure of supplies inust have occasioned the dissolution of a force on which, by open attack, all the armed men
in t h e province could have made no impression.
T h e booty found in Ghuznee was great : but perhaps the most
valuable portion of it came into the hands of the commissariat
in t h e shape of horses, and other beasts of burthen.
T h e cavalry and artillery, which had become well nigh inefficient, received, in consequence, a considerable remount ; and
t h e commissariat, as well as individuals, experienced much relief in
the supply of fresh baggage animals, which they were thus enabled
to purchase. Neither was it a circumstance without value, that
a brother of Dost Mohammed fell, as a prisoner, into the hands of
the victors. But the moral effect upon the minds of the surrouncling chiefs, no language can sufficiently describe. From the
moment that tidings of the event reached them, they seem to have
g i v e n up tlie cause of the Dost as hopeless. One after another,
as the column moved on~yurds,they hastened to offer their sub-
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l r l ~ s i o ~till
i , at last Shah Shujah seen~eclto llave solid ground for
boasting that lie had not deceived his allies in the stat('ment
which lie "lade toucllir~gthe entli~~siasm
with whicll his subjects
would ~velcon~e
him back to his throne.
IF
Glluznee fell on the morning of the 2 3 r i of July., 011 that
day alrd the following tlie wounded werrgatherecl togethe1.3 and
bestowed in hospitals ; and on the 25t11, aftcr Clearing the streets
of upwards of one thonsancl dead bodies, a sale by auction took
place of tlie residue of such horses and camels as remainecl, after
the cavalry ancl artillery ]lad been supplied. I n the course of
the three succeeding days, something like order was restored to
the place, and, two regiments of native iilfar~tryhaving been
appoitlted to hold it, the rest of tlic army prepared to inarch
upon Cabul. There had been much talk of Dost Mohammed's
deterinination to risk a general action in defence of tlie capital ;
but when the ]lour of trial came, i t was found that his people
nrould not support him. Accordingly the invaders moved on in
good order and cautiously, but opposed by no obstacles more
foi.miclablc than those which bad roads ancl a wild country
threw in their may.
Dost Mollarnmed took up a position so as to cover Cabul,
and brought into i t the whole of his field artillery-twenty*
two pieces. These he felt himself obliged to abandon,
because his troops melted away from him ere a blow mas
struck, and they were all, q n the 3rd of August, taken possession of by the British army. Meanwhile the Dost's remaining brothers, one by one, deserted him. Other chiefs, likewise, with their followers, crowded to offer obeisance to the
:rising sun: and the purposes of the invasion seemed about to
receive their accomplisliment. But the Dost hiinself still kept
the field ; and so long as he should remain at liberty, the throne
of Shah Shujah would never be secure. Accordingly, information
having been received that, at the head of about tlrree thousand
men, he had commenced a retreat towarcls the Hindoo tush, orders
wele issued to pursue. But either because the leader in the pursuit,
!--an Afghan renegade-betrayed his trust, or that the start of
the fugitive mas too great, or the country to be f,raversecl too d i e 'cult, the Dost was not overtaken. H e managed, with his son
Akbar Khan, to penetrate into the recesses of the mountains,
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so t o bzEle, for a while, all the efforts of his enemies to
circurnvcllt him.
&Ieanwhile the army continued to advance, the Bengal column
leacling ; while, from the side of tlie Pilnjaub, a large subsidiary
force of mercenaries and Seilths, under tho command of Colonel
Wade, pressed forward. This latter corps, which had been left at
Ferozepore, when Sir Willoughby Cotton conducted tlie movelnent of the army of the Indus down the course of the river,
]lad subsequently approac1led the Rhyberry passes, tI1roug.h
which, not unopposed by Dost Mohainrned's favonrite son, it made
its way. A t tirst, the obstacles presented to ColoneI Wade
were very formiclable. Not only is the country difficult in a
military point of view, but Akbar Khan, having his headquarters a t Jellalabad, was at the snmmits of thq ravines, ready
with the &de of liis father's infantry, ancl with the wliole of liis
guns, to overwhehn the invaders as soon as they shoulcl become
entangled amid their ascent of the ICliyber. T h e rapid progress of
the arniy of the Inclus, however, so alarmed the Dost, that he callecl
his son and his artillery to the position which he had selected
for the defence of Cabul, and the Khyberries being thus a h n doncd, except by straggling parties of marauders, Colonel Wade
forced his way through thcm with little opposition, T h e conse,1 quence was, that as the'main body approached Cabul from one
side, Wade and his motley band drew towards it from another,
I and thus tlie whole escorted Shah Shujah with triumph to his
1 palace in ;he Balla Hissar.
Thus far tho plans of the Indian government seemed to be
,executed, and the most extravagant wishes of the promoten
of the expedition fulfilled. Dost Mohammed was a fugitive;
and Shujah-001-Mulk set on the throne of his ancestors.
1 Of Russian intrigues and Persian encroachments mention llad
ceased to be made. Cabul and the fertile district around it
appeared to be well pleased with the change of clynasty ;
arid as the Shah's native army had swelled to a larger amount
than either he o r the chiefs of his allies appear a t one tima
to have counted upon, the number of British troops which
it might be judicious t o leave in suliport of the new order of
things, came at once under consideration. Some there were
who conceived, that two brigades-one in Eastern, the other in
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Western Afghanistan-would suffice to give to the Shah as much
confidence as, from the presence of a foreign force, he could
require, I t was,however, only at the beginning of Dost Mohammed's flight, when his fortunes were supposed t o be prostrated
effectually, that this idea suggested itself; for by and by, when
that indefatigable man was heard of as gathering round him partisans in independent Tarbry, wiser counsels prevailed : and finally
the resolution was arrived at, that for some time, a t all events, i t
would be necessary to keep the country in military occupation ;
and that the whole of the Bengal corps would not prove too
'Inumerous to accomplish this object, ~ & o r d i n three
~ l ~ brigades
o f infantry, with the 2nd regiment of Bengal Light Cavalry,
a n d artillery in proportion, were told o f for service to the
'westward of 'the Khyber; and Sir John Keane having made
up his mind to return with t h e residue to the provinces, Major
General Sir Willoughby Cotton was put in orders to command
the whole.
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CHAPTER VI.
Breaking-up of the Army of the Indus-The unquiet State of AfghnnistanSurrender of Dost Mol~arnmed.

ITwas in the month of September, 1840, that the army of the

.

Inclus broke up ; a portion of the force returning by the Rhyber
pass and Pesha~vur,througli the Pm~jiub, to the Rengal provinces ; another portion marching by Quetta, on Sukkur and
Upper Sinde. Sir John ICeane accompanied the former division
in person ; the conlmand of the latter devolved upon Sir Thomas Wiltshire, tb whom likewise was entrusted the task of
punishing the Khan of Kl~elatfor his treachery, and reducing
the province of which Khelat is the capital, to subjection. Sir
John Keane and his escort performed their journey with little
inconvenience, beyond that which the roads and a severe climate
occasioned. Sir Thomas Wiltshire fought a gaIlant action under
the walls of Khelat, carried the place by assault, and slem the
treacherous Khan; and proceeded thence, commanding the
respect of the tribes througl~whose territories he passed, till he
,' reached the Indus. Neanwhile the troops left to occupy Afghanistan spread the~nselvesamong tlie principal strongholds,
' and took them in possession : they consisted, in additio~lto the
British regiments, of the Shah's contingent, thirteen thousand
, strong, and of a corps of Seikhs, of which the aggregate amount
/ may be hken at three thousand five hundred. We shall not,
,therefore, much overrate the strength of the army by which
i Shah Shujah was supported, if we put down its totaI amount at
jtwenty thousand men. Unfortunately, however, little or no
dependence could be placed upon tlie Asiatic levies. Though
armed and paid by the British go~ernment, they had been
gathered in from so many different sources that the principle
of cohesion had no existence among them, and all, it was to be
feared, looked with equal distaste and abhorrence on the presence
of the Feringhees, or infidel Europeans, among them. The die,
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]loweyer, was cast, and the throw' was described by such as had
largest stake in the game to b e favourable. So the Su~'rclrieGovernment of India rejoiced in tlie re-establishment of
tlie Doorailnee empire, and took such measures as appeared necmsary to consolidate and support this creature of its own
formation.
Tire original distribution of tile British army was settled as
follows : 13.1I. 13th Liglit Infantry, and tlie 35th Native Infantry, with six field-pieces, besides the citadel-guns, were to garrison
, Cabul. They mere to be supported by a regiment of the Shah's
icavalry, and some of liis artillery; and tlie whole were to be
'under the orders of Lieutenant-Colonel Dennie. The 4th brigade, including the 48th Native Infantry, tlie 2nd Light Cavalry,
a rassalah of Skinner's irregular liol.se, were to occupy,
wit11 six guns, cantonmeilts at Jellalabad. Gl~uzneewas to be
held by tlie lGtli Native Infantry, a rassalah of Skinner's horse,
arid such details of the Shah's contingent as might be made
avai1;rblc. Tlie 42nd and 43rd Native Infantry were to be stationed, with some of the Shah's troops, and the heavy train, a t
Calltlahar, and Rhelat-i-Ghilzie was liliewise occupied. Thus
the total n ~ ~ n l b eofr British regiinents left in Afgliaiiistan to
act in co-operation with the Shah's troops mere one European
regimeut, the 13t11, seven of Native Infalltry, one of Native
(cavalry, with artillery. Of the exact strength of these it ~vould
not be easy to speak; but the total amount of armed men,
natives and foreiguers included, could not fall short, as we have
'just said, of twenty thousand, while of cannon there were, in carnp
and in store, between seventy and eighty pieces.
I t formed a remarkable feature in the manner of adjusting
these affairs, that not only was tho King of Cabul supported on
l ~ i sthrone by British bayonets, but that there resided within liis
dor~liriionsand about his court, a whole army of Britisli political
agents. I t seemed, indeed, as if the ~ r i t i s hgoverninlnt had
not only distrusted his Majesty's n~ilitarystrength, but reposed
no confidence whatever in his sagacity or political firmness.
Moreover, one of the great principles of the English consti/ I t ution, the subserviency of the military to the civil power, was
applied to a case for which it was altogether unsuited. I n a
country inhabited by a rude people, who, if not positively hostile
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/to the existing government, at least entertained for il; n9 respect,
where he evil to be guarded against was a military insurrection,
and peace and order could be maintained only by the sword, all
authority over the troops, both in regard to the choice of their
posilions and the manner of using them, was vested in civiliaos.
Now, however politic this distribution of autl~oritymay be in a
country where law is respected, and men know their proper relations to each other, a moment's thougllt must convince the
least reflecting, that in Afghanistan i t was wl~ollyout of place.
Ancl it was the more likely to lead to conf~~sion,
that, out of these
gentlemen in civil employment, almost all were military officers
of a subordinate rank, in whom vanity and a mistaken confideuce
in their own supposed acquaintance with the science and art of
war was pretty sure, sooner or later, to operate clisaclvantageously.
'The abl(ist member of the diplomatic body, Sir Alexander
Burnes, early protested against the arrangement, and foretold
the results to which it would lead. Neitlier in this, how~evor,
nor in other points hardly less important, were his opinions
treated as they deserved;
the results wilI be rememberecl
with sorrow and with shame as long as history shall survive to
spealc of them.
Had there beenany fitness in Sliali Shujah for the position to
which lie was raised, or any disposition alnotlg his subjects to
conform to tlle usages of a settled government, the season of the
year at which he began to reign would have ocered great facilities for the consolidation of his power. Tlle Afghan tribes,
though hardy and enterprising, seldom undertake expeditions,
predatory or otherwise, during the winter months. T h e climate
is severe, and good roads being scarce in the country, which presents few features besides a succession of mountain-ranges, it is
very diffcult for either man or beast, amid deep snow, to accomplish long journeys. Hence Kaffelas or caravans never come or
go during these months ; and the collectors of the royal revenues,
if they have not done their work already, nus st wait till the next
autumn ere they set about it. There is, therefore, rest in all
quarters-con~pulsory, IIO doubt, but so far favourable to the
introduction of a good system of rule, that the minds of men are
not pre-occupied ; and they have leisure, if the inclinatinn be
with 1 hem, to consider the tendency of the proceedings
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of tllose set over them. Of Sha11 Shujah, holvever, it seelns
now to be universally admitted that lie possessed no nat~lral
talents for command, nor any docility of temper lvhich might
have been worked upon for good. 11e called to his councils
men obnoxious to the chiefs of tribes; he affected a degree of
state ml~ichnot the chiefs only, but their followers, abhorred ;
hewent about and stayed at home surrounded by a body-guard of
Seiklu, I-Iindostanees, aud strangers. N o one was permitted to
approach him except with prostrations, and he displayed much
rapacity in the collection of his revenues. On the other hand,
the people fretted over the sense of defeat, and were outraged by
the prospect of a tyranny. The fear of British strength which
had nt first overwhelmed them, soon gave way to impatience of
a British yoke; and plots began almost immediately to be
hatched, and a hostile disposition manifested. I t was the conviction of these truths, forced upon him sorely against his will,
which inciuced Sir William 3facnaghten, the resident at Shah
Sliujah's court, to apply for a larger amount of British troops than
had originally been allotted for the occupation of Afghanistan ;
and Major-General Sir Willoughby Cotton, after completing
his preparations for a return into the provinces, ~ v a sforced in
consequence to resume the command till an officer of similar
rank should be sent to relieve him.
T h e first measure of the general liaturally was to make choice
of a military position by which the capital might be overawed in
cnse an evil spirit should arise among its inhabitants, and a t the
same time be protected against invasion from abroad. Now
the situation of Cabul is so peculiar, that, under ordinary circumstances, the course to be pursued in regard to this matter
could not be mistaken. There is but one commanding position
in o r around the city, namely, the Chola, or upper portion of the
B d l a Hissar. Crowning the highest points of' two mountainranges, a t the base of which the town is built, this pile, halfpalace, half-citadel, not only overlooks and commands the tops
of the houses below, but is in itself of extent enough to afford
~~commodation
to three or four thousand men, with as much
ordnance, Bfores, ammunition, and provisions as u'ould be necessary for a yeal*'s consumption. Moreover, such is the ~ t r a g g l i n g
nature of the place, that the presence even of a strong garrison
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woulcl ilot of necessity iuterfere with any alnotlr~tof room ~vllich
the court while resident might reclilire. For the upper fort, or
Chola Hissar, is quite distinct from the palace: i t 11atl bren
used from time ilnnie~ilorialboth as a place of strength arid as a
state pisison, and could scarcely be overloolrecl by the commallders of a British corps so entirely isolate[l as that of which
Sir Willougl~byCotton had assumed the command. Irlrlecd, so
obvious weie tile advantages to be derived fisom the occupation
of the place, that while the army lay encamped on the Seeah
Sung, or 13laclr Roclr, a hill of incollsidernble altitude on the
flank of the city, artificers were set to worlc, who colistructed
within the forf.r&s mud barraclrs, illto which, as soon as they
were completed, thc 13th Light Infantry inal*ched. But the
troops had not loiig taken possessioii ere the Shah began to
complain that he was overlooked, and in an evil hour consiclerations of a misplaced delicacy were pertrlitted to outweigh the
requirements of military prudence. UncleT these circu~nsta~~ces
the 13th were coininanded to evacuate the foist, and measures
were talren to establish a fortified cantonment in a position, perhaps, of all that could have been selected, the most uiisuitable
for tile purpose.
The Cabul river, talcing its rise among the Taujeek hills, flows
through an opening in the lower part of the Ralla Ilissar range,
separating the city, with tlie Balla I-Iissar, from an extensive
suburb, and by and by intersecting tlie gardens, orcliarcls, and
nobles' seats with which the city is everywhere surrounderl.
Outside this suburb, on the left of the river, the ent~*enched
camp was established, occupying a piece of low swampy ground,
~vhichwas commanded on all sides by hills. There were forts
or towers lilcewise, so planted that one or more overlooked each
of tlic circular bastions by which the British lines were protected ;
and the lines themselves, measuring a thousand yards by six liundred, were rendered still less defensible by crowding in upon
them the mission residence with its garden and offices innumerable. Moreover, the more to convince the people that by their
conquerors they were neither feared nor suspected, the principal
magazine or store, both of provisions and ammunition, was not so
much as brought within the intrenched camp. On the contrary,
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an old fort, quite illdefensible, and detached from botll the calltonlllent al~cltlie Balls Hisear, was filled wit11 stores, on the safety
of \yllicl1 tile very existelice of the arirly depended ; arid a hundl,etl sepoys,
by a subaltern oflicer, were considered
to protect them. I t has been argued, in extenuation of
these gross ~ ~ i i l i ~ blunders,
ary
that here, and only here, could the
].oad ii.oln Rol~istanbe covered : but surely even this excuse is
illadiuissible ; for a camp which is itself commanded by heights,
alld overloolted by towers, cannot command allything, and is
wllolly wortliless for tlie preservatioil of order i r ~n city, from
it is cut off by a river. F o r though the Cabul river be
bridgd, it is at a point on wI1ic11 no sane lnan would think of act-.
illg, namely, in front of a suburb, filled with flat-roofed houses,
tlie fire froin which wvould annihilate in at1 hour any corps that
sl~ouldventure to face it.
Wliatever men's hopes miglit be of tlie ultilnate establishment
)f settled govern~l~etlt
in Afghanistan, they we1.e not slow in receiving proof that, if eff'ected at all, tlte much-desired end coulil
be brought about olily by slow degrees and incessant exert,ion.
Scai~celywas the site of tlie cantoi~ment marked ere hostile
movements on every side called away the troops from tlie labour
of fortifying their own position to attack an enemy in his. Between Candaliar and Cabul a fierce spirit of disarection prevailed. There the warlike Ghilzies were up and doing; nor
were ttiey quieted, even imperfectly, till after repeated colrflicts
and considerable loss on both sides. &!Ieanwhile Yost Mollamrned, having baffled tlie pursujt of M?jor Outram, was heard
of in Koliistan, where the inliditants flocked.to his standard.
I t wvas considered necessary to act offcnsively against him,
and for this purpose a thousand Afghan horse, with six hundred
itifantry, marctied upon Barneean : there they halted till the .
begirining of October, when a brigade of native infant,ry, with
3avalry and guns, joined them. A smart ac~ionfollowed at a
place called Syghen, a village thirty miles in advance of
Ba~neean,on the road to Independent Tartary. .It ended in
the defeat of the Dost's adherents, and led to liis retreat into
Bokhara, where it was in due time ascertained that foul treason
had been enacted towards him. EIe was seized by the king, and
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cast into prison ; and as the idea of liis escapc seems nowllere to
have been entertained, the Shah Slluijall and his allies gathered up
their courage again, and felt tllenlselves secure.
I t mas an 014 custom with the kings of Cabul to sperld the
winter rnor~tl~s
at Jellalabad ; wliich, lying full three tliousand
feet nearer than tlie capital to the level of the sea, enjoys a
milder and more genial climate. T o play the monarch was Shnh
Shuja11's passion ; and he accordingly set out, as soon as the
wentl~er began to grow sevcre, for the winter residence of his
forefathers. There he rcsided till April, 1841 ; neglecting business, giving himself to state and paracle, and receiving no other
proof of the spirit of obedience among his subjects tlian their
reluctant payment of an inadequate revetlue which foreign troops
wrung out of them.
Meanfhile fresh grounds
of anxiety ind fi.esh causes of
exertion were continually presenting themselves. The family
of Dost Mohammed, consisting of two huntired and fortynine persons, had, 011 the iinprisomncnt of tlie Dost in Uokliara,
given themselves up to the British goverilment. T l ~ c ywere
statiollcd a t Ghuznee as a place of safety, till it should be found
convenient to escort them to I-Iinclostan ; and the fact of their
being there may have probably gone some way to c o ~ l f i ~Shah
~n
Shujah ill a belief Illat from llis rival no more hostile attempts
were to be apprehellded should he succeed, which nobody anticipated, in achieving his liberty. Dost Ilohaunmed, however,
by a finesse, which need rlot here be detailed at lerlgtli, dicl
manage to escape. I-Ie reaclied the castle of the Walla of Eholoom after encountering many hazarcls, and 1vas well received by
that chief, wlio dreaded the advance of a British force into his
dominions, and who had already contributed by his renlonstrarices, ancl eventually by a uot unsuccessful war, in softening
the rancour of the king of Bokhara towards his captive.
Great was Ihe sensatio~l produced throughout Afgl~anishn
when tidings of these events spread abroad. A l ~ b mICllan, by
far the ablest of the Dost's sons, was still at large. He had rejected all the offers of the British minister, preferring a life
of rude independence among the mountdns to l l ~ ello~neof an
exile i n Loodianahjno matter how highly pe~lsioned: and liavir~g
stnlck more than one independent blow, he now hastenetl, wilh
E 2
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],is fillolve~s,to joiu Ilis father's standard. Immediately in all
tllc districts between Turkistan and Cabul the royal f~lnctions
were by 1)ost i\Iol~aulmedresumed ; and a l~olywar-a war of
extermination against tile Kaffirs-was proclaimed.
Illformation of the Dost's escape from Bolrhara reacherl the
envoy and minister on the 17th of July, 1840. On'ttle 6th ot
August it was reported. that disturbances hacl brokell out 011 the
Banleean frolltier. On the 7th intelligence arrived that the I3eloocl~ees11ad rise11in fol,cc, anrl ~Se~ossessed
thelnselves of Iclielat.
By nnci by tidings of Iiostile movements from Heraut up011Candahar were received, ivlricll were so011follon~edby autl~enticaccounts
ttf a defeat of one of the Shel~'scorps in Rajore, with the loss of
a gun. These were distressing rumours ; for they clearly indicaled that, tl10ugI1 the volcano on which the army of occupatio~l
sat lrligl~tbe qniet for a time, its Ares moulcl never cease to burn
i~ltcrr~ally.Bloreover, the Seikl~s,or, at all events, that portiou
of them which occupied Pesha~vur,and stood between Cabul and
tlle Punjaub, were beginning to exhibit a 11ostile temper. I t
\rould be unjust towartls the authol.ities in Cabul, civil as well as
military, to illsi~luatethat they behaved otherwise than with
equal courage and acltlress utlder the circumstances. The Seilch
clliefs Irere narrowly watched. Means of ascertaining the state
of public feeling both in the capitaland in tlie districts dependent
on it were established ; of which, though, when particularized to
our western ears, they may sound both harsh and iniquitous, it
is illlpossible to deny that they proved to be effectual. They
soon settler1 the point that Sl~ahXhujah had no party i n the
coontry; that everywhere Inen were ripe for revolt; and that
tllc powerful tribes clwelling in Kohistan waitecl only for the
coming of Dost MoIia~nmedamong them, in order to join him
with fifty tliousa~idarmed men. I t was a season for action, and
not for deliberation, and, inadequate as the force at his disposal
was, Sir Willoughby Cotton seems to have wielded it judiciously.
O n the 5th of September i t was ascertained that Dost &tohamriled was advancing upon Barneean. I-Ie had been induced tc
follow this route rather than that which led to Kohista~l,by
forged letters sent to him by Sir Alexander Burnes, which represented the Kol~istanneesas u~liversallyhostile to him ; for
t l l o ~ ~ lie
gl~
found i t difficult to reconcile the conteritp of these
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letters with the information whicll from other quarters he hnd
received, he did not consider that it would be prudent to discredit them. All his lnovements mere made, however, under a
veil of impenetrable secrecy. Though large sums were offered
for intelligence, little, and that but partially to be depended
upon, reaclied the British head-quarters ; and hence the Dost appeared before Syglan so suddenly that t h e force stationed there
judged it expedient t o retire. Meanwllilc the troops a t Barneean
were rein'forced ; and on the 17th of the month slept securely
under their tents in profound ignorance that the enemy were
e~ica~nped
within thrce miles of them. N e x t day Colonel Dennie
saw, to his surprise, at early dawn, the hills that overloolred his
d
; and, putting himposition crowned by some h ~ u ~ d r eUzbecBs
self at the head of' a detach men^, advanced to r e p l s e them.
They fell back; ctncl he founcl binlself in the presence of' the
whole of the Dost's army, numbering several thousand men.
There was no hesitation on Dcnnie's part. He attacked and
overthrew the enemy, talting from them tents, baggage, lcettledrums, standards, and the only gun that was left to the Ilost,
who forthwith fled, his ally, the Wallee of ICholooin, rlesertiiig
him, and threaded his way towards Gl~oree,whence, through
one or other of the defiles of the Ghordabund range, he resolved,
as a last clla~~ce,
to peneLrate into Kohistan.
W l ~ i l ethese things were going on, a second expedition had
been fitter1 out at Cabul, and sent, under tlle command of Sir
Robert Sale, to perform services as important, and not less trying,
to the westward. I t consisted of IIer Majesty's 13th Light Infantry, not quite four hundred strong ; of two companies, 27th,
and as many of the 37th Native Infantry ; of two squadrons 2nd
Bengal ~ i i h Cavalry,
t
a couple of six-pounders, a n d a ninepounder gun ; to which by and by was added a regiment of the
Shall's horse, numbered as the second. Sir Alexander Burnes,
in the capacity of political agent, accompanied Sir Robert Sale ;
and on the morning of the 23rd of September they quitted Cabul.
Their first day's march carried them t o a place called lchijahnowash, on the road to Askrai. F r o m thence they proceeded
leisurely, disguising their object a s much as possible, by J e ~ b o n
and Karrabagh, to Robat; thus threatening, so to speak, the
whole of the many defiles which, at short intervals from one
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a l l 0 t I ~ ei~~tersect
,
tile Gl~orclabund. But one of their purposes
beillg to reduce certain refractory cliiefs, I V ~ I O occnpied EL number
of forts in and about Tootanclurrah, they here made ready to
strike tile blolv. Tllat the rebels should have permitted them to
ascend so far into tile niountaios without risking an action is
~narvellous. Tlle road ml~ichthey tra~ersedled sometimes along
t l ~ ebase, sometimes throngh narrow valleys between hills, whicli
rising, in sharp cones, to the regiolz of perpetual SIIOW, were
clothed LO half their ascent mitli mood ; and many a spot presented
itself \vl~erea handful of resolute men might lmve kept their own
.qairlst an army. Except, however, by occasional 1o11g shots,
and here and there an attempt upon the baggage, the mountaineers offered no interrr~ptionto their progress, and left them'
to enjoy two clays of unbroken rest in the camp at Raraba1lg.h.
The town, or rather village, of Tootal~durrall,stancls a t the entrance of what is cdlecl the Gliordabrrnd pass. I t occupies the
uneven ground whence the steeps that close in the pass like a
wall spring up ; and besides being surrounded by garden-walls,
is defended by a fort, and has several detached towers near it.
A chain of these fortalices, each within musket-shot of tho other,
and of the village respectively, stretches away towards theeast.
One fort is paiticularly strong, and the rear, or northern front of
the whole position, is covered by a deep canal ; while beyond is
I t was to the assault of
, a valley entirely covered with gardens.
this formidable post that, a little before daybrealr, on the 29th,
the column set forward, a stout advanced guard being pushed on
a-head, and flankers, where the nature of the country would
admit, thrown out.
A s the troops drew towards the scene of action, it mas ascerhined that the enemy had made very judicious preparations to
receive theln. A strong party mas drawn op under cover of
some broken ground, so as to bloclr the road; a second party
covered the hills to the west ; the forts and towers were all filled
with matchlocl; men ; and the whole, as soon as our people arrived within range, opened their fire. I n a moineilt tlie column
broke into separate bodies; one of whicb, accompanied by the
artillery, cleared the hills, while another turned the flank of the
force which protecterl the village, and, driving all before them,
penetrated into two of' the detached forts. A rush was now made
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up011the village by the principal columri, which elltered i n a.t the.
double, arid almost as quickly as the nien coulcl approach ea.ch of
them tower after tower was talcen. The rebels were defeated
with great loss, while on the side of tlze assailants only one officer
and six private soldiers fell.
I-Iavi~igacconlplisl~edthis service, and, a t the su&-estion of t l ~ e
political agent, levelled the.towers and forts with the gro~lnd,Sir
Robert Salehalted a couple of days to refresh and loolc about him.
He learned that at Julgali, a strong fortress considerably lower
down to~vardsthe plain, a refractory chief had establishetl himself,
and lie determined to strike at him, as lie had cloneat Tootandurrah. Wit11 this view, he moved 011the 1st of Octobm to Cliuriknr, where a reinforcement of the Shall's caval~yjoined him,
and, pitching his teuts, gave out that on the morrow the homeward ~narchwould be prosecuted. Mear~wllile the Shah's cavalry, the janbazees, and five llundretl Doorannee horse, nuking
in all about a, thonsand cavalry, ~vereordered to march out at
midnight, and to proceed to Julgah, sixteen miles off; so that the
place might be invested before dawn. T h e cavalry thus far pwformed the part that mas assigned them faithfully ; and the infilltry and guns following at an early hour in the morning, the
rebel chief was shnt up in his castle. About noon, on the 3rd,
one twenty-four pound howitzer, three nines, and two sixes, were
got into position. Tliey forthwith opened their fire, and for three
hours and a half maintained it with equal alacrity and precision.
But the materials of which the fort was built would not admit of
breadling. Heaps of soil peeled off, it is true, and, a3. fap as external appearance could be trusted, filled the ditches ; b u t b e b i ~ ~ d
these ruins a thick rampart still slio~veditself, in which the balls
lodged without in any degree shalting it. Under these circuni-.
stances it was determined to try the effect of an escalade; and
two separate storming parties, each opposite what was called its
own breach, were formed.
There were no scaling-ladclers wit1 Sale's corps, neither had
he timber a t his command for malrirlg them ; but out of the dooly
poles-that is, the poles of the sort of litters on which sick ant1
wounded men are carried-his artificers soon constructed very
respectable substitutes for the~il. Supplied with these, the cornpanies of the 13tb, which h d been told off for the service, sprang
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forjv\.nrll; 311(~,~ I I ~ O ~ aI ~111urcle1~0us
I I
sl~owerof rnatchloclr bullets,
g,il,ctl tile crest of the
T o spring into the ditch and
the latlders was tlle work of a moment ; but, alas ! the ladIwovell too sllort: they sank illto the soft d6bris 011 which
llcceasary to plant them ; and did not, by n consitlerable
it
si)a,nce, rcac]l tile tolj of the wall. I n vain the gallant feIlo\vs
Tiley were unable to reach or to touch the coping
jpmllg
their Ilands, alid being fired a t from loop,,f tiic rampart
holes illld \villdo\~s,bellir~dnrl~ichtheir enemies stood Cornparatirely secllre, tlley dropper1 one after another. I t would have
11ec1isIleer ~lltlrilerto continue this contest, so liie bugle sounded
:I retreat.
But wllile the forlorn hope was retiring, several
oficers cnlrented Sir Robert Sale that he woulcI permit them
to try ngain at a point where the mall seemed less lofty, and he
asrentetl. rl\vay they went, followed by their brave men, and
agai~,tlle ladtlers werc tried, arid found insufficient. Four officers
01113' 111:t11agc(1
to crown the wall : not a man could follow ; and
thcsc, nftelon1:rintailling their insecure footing ti11 the bugle had
rrpcatetlly recalled them, were forced to witl~clraw. I t would
be an nct of illjustice towards the brave, were the rlames of tliese
gallnr~tyoutl~sornit.ter1from the present ilarrative. Brevet Major
Kersha\v, Liclltenalit and Aclj~~tant
Wood, Lieutenant Edward
ICirlg, a ~ i dLieutenant G. Wade, performed this feat ; and two,
Licotar~nnt G. Wade and Lie~~tenant,now Captain, Woocl,
survive to wear the laurels that they won. The other two died
as soldiers sllould : Major Kershaw in the disastrous retreat from
Cabul ; Lieutenant King, aa sl~a!l hereafter be described, a t the
fight of' Tczecll.
AIortificd, ilut nowise clishertrthned by the result of this entlvavour, Sir llobert Sale encamped for the night in a ravine,
after tlirecting the cavalry to mailltain a strict blockade of the
plnce, wllicll he was determined to attack with shells and a rellewed cannouade on the morrow. Unfortunately, however,
the bad spirit wllicll pervaded other classes of society was busy
by tllis time anlong the Shah's troops; and the janbazees, instead
of hemming the rebels in, sent, as soon as it was dark, to inform
the cllief that he might pass througli their lines, if so disposed. The
chief, wondering at his past success, and not venturing to anticipate a repetition of it, gladly closed with the proposal ; and the
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consequel~cewas, that when on the inorl-ow preparations for
opening the batteries were in progress, the fort was discovered
to be empty. Sale immediately took possession ; and, l i l ~ ethe
towers about Tootandurrah, Julgah was rased to tlie ground.
The casualties altogether in Sale's brigade amounted to not
fewer than fifty ; and it was ascertained that the total amount
of the force whicli had been opposed to them did riot exceed
this nuniber. Nevertheless, no discredit attaches to soldiers
whom walls neither to be broken through nor surmounted repi~lse. &foreover, the bclc~tof victory was so far theirs that they
won tlie enemy's stronghold and destroyed it ; after which, on
the morning of the 6th, they again shifted tl~cir p o u n d :
for to Sale two objects, each distinct in itself, though both
equally important, llad been et~trusted. EIe was directed not
only to punish the refractory chiefs in the valleys of Ghordabund,
but to match and head baclr Dost ITohammed, who since liis overthrow a t Baineean was understood to be seeking some other
route by nrhicl~to penetrate into the Nijrow Valley, or 1.0 strike
a blow at Cabul itself. Accordingly the colunln marched backwai.tls arid forwards ; halting now here, now there, according as
the spies informed them that the Dost was near at hand or far
away ; till a t last, after a fi-{litlesseffort to come upon liim with
a body of horse, the whole, infantry, cavalry, and artillery, took
LIP a position at Korabagb, on the road to the capital.
I f Sale's brigilde
malicc~lvred skilfully, and endurecl, without
repiniiig, much fatigue ancl many privations, the movcrnents of
Dost &Ioliariitned were to the full as remarkable. He threaded
defiles, descenclecl passes, only to scale them again ; hovered on
the outs1;irts of various placcs, and approached near enough to
the British camp to put its inmates on tl!e alert for a battle.
Moreover, having the whole district in liis f~vour;tlte Dost wns
enabled to baffle eveiy attempt at surpl.ise, and was not without
his adherents ainong the followers of tlie Shah's standard. On
one occasion a whole company of Kohistanees deserted to him,
and serious apprehensions were entertained lest the remainder
should follow the example. Nevertheless Sale relaxed in Iris
e ~ e ~ t i o rnot
i s for a moment. On the 17th of' October arrarlgenients were made for surprising the castle of Dervish Khan,
one of tlie steadiest and most respectable of the fiientls of the
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ex-ruler ; but aftel. a long detour, for tlie purpose of collcealing
the object of the movement, tlie castle mas found to have been
abandoned, and the troops halted at a place called Babookooshgur. IIere, on the night of tile 18t11, a desoltory fire was
oper~etlupon the tents ; but it did no damage, and long before
dawn the enemy, who had approached within 0n.e hundred and
fifty yards of the sentries, retired.
Tlie 19th brought up from Cabol the remaining eight companies of the 37th Native Infantry, with three aclditiond ninepounders. Thus stre~igthened,Sir Robert Sale determined to
. attack Kurdur~*all,a village strongly placed under cover of the
lomei5range of the Lugh~nanmountains, where about a thousand
insurgents were stated to have assembled, with a determination
to keep their ground to the last man. And, indeed, had there
been ahong $ern the same amount of daring as of subtlety, it
seems hard to imagine how the post coi~ldhave been won, escept
at a sac~~ifice
of life almost too great for the purchase. I n addition to the defences of Nature's formation on g~*oundabrupt a r ~ d
)~roken,o v e r h ~ ~ nby
q ravines innil~nerable, there ran between
the villages of ~ i r d u r r a hand Brydaclc two miles of gardens and
vineyards, tlie whole of which occupied terraces on the sides of
the mountains, and were defensible to an extent which is to be
unclerstood only after ocular inspection ; and, as a matter of
course, each garden and vineyard hacl its tower or fortalice overlooking it. But the occupaiits of that strong groui~clwere wanting in conficlence one towards the other. Tlie soldiers distrusted
the ~eaceableinhabitants ; the peaceable inhabitants loolted with
disfavollr on the soldiers ; anrl the consequence was, that during
the night of the 20th the position was entirely abancloned :
mherefol*eSir Robert Sale, after burning the villages, levelling
the towers, anrl dcstroyirig tlie gardens, marched back to Arksai,
where he again placed himself in observation over Cabul.
I t was ~vell known by this time that Dost Riol~amn~eclhad
penetrated into the Nijrom Valley, and that the little band
with which he arrived there was receiving daily accessions to its
strength. Under these circumstances Sir Willoughby Cotton
detacl~eda force from Cabul, which, pusliing by a forced Inarch
upon Istalif, took possession of i t ; wl~ileSale, havisq remained
stationary about a week, broke up once more, and manccuvred
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to st~-ikaatthe 1)ost \vl~cre~l!rht: 111ig1lrf i ~ ~hill~.
d
I I e pl.(lc(1~dt~l
first t ~ ,Jk~lg:ll~,
t
:u1(1t11c~11cen11w:~rtlsto Lligl~-i-nlnn~,
scrl(lirlg hie
tents I~cforcIlin~,as if his p~uposcIlia1 11eo11to prc~c:t'edson~crvl~erc
by the ronte of T o c ~ t u ~ t l ~ ~ r 1311t
r n h .no stloller \\.;IS Ilt: put i r ~pos-a
ficssiol~of accnlnte intelligence rr~gnrtlingt l ~ cDost's prc~ccetlirlgs
tl~anhe suddenly cl~angc(lt l ~ clinc of his ~narch,s r ~ t lpw~etlon
torvwcls I'I.II~W:LII
1)11rrah. Ire!trn\,ursotl on this occasilr~~
a vsllcy
t l ~ r o n g l\vl~ic:l~
~
1.:111 two mpid strcan~s,l~otliof tl~cnifortlnblc, yet
offeri~~g
some i ~ ~ ~ l ~ e t l i u ito
o n tthe
s n~nrcllof a ~ ~ l i l l c ;r ybut his
k~~owletlge
that the erlcrny was near, : : I I ~ that all the peuple round
nbo~ltviu\vetl 11im wit11 disfi~vo~~~,,
eon11~cIle(l11i1nto makc his approncl~escarefully. 011the 2tl of Noven~berhis advancetl guard
cousistetl of two sis-pol~nrlerguns, two con~par~ies
of the 13th
Light I ~ ~ f i m t r yt\vo
, tlanlr co~nl):lniesof t l ~ c37tl1, and one of the
27111 Native I ~ ~ f s ~ ~two
t r ysquadro~~s
,
of the 2d Dongal Ligllt
Caval~py,and t\c*o l n ~ r ~ d r eof
d tl~t?Sl~ah's2tl I~orse. Lic~~tcbnant
Colonel Salter cornmnnded the wl~olc; and for a ml~ile,in spite
of the difficulties of the road, its progress was as steady ns could
have been desirctl. D o ~ ~ b t l c sl~crc
s
ant1 thcre a fort firetl upon
the men, but there secmetl little disposition nlrlong the inhabitants
of the villages to swell the nu~nberof the Dost's f'ollo\~~ers,
for
they flocked in by the score, intreating protectiot~ against the
invader, whom they described ns plundcring without rncrcy
wherever he went. A t Inst, fro^^^ vnrious tokeus that ~~resentetl
tl~cmsclves,it was judgctl that tllc Dost, wit11 11;s corps, could
not be fkr distnrit. T l ~ ccountry 1)cople desc~~ibctl
the latter as
3500 stroug; a1111 I~cld out I~ol~es,
that if a botly of cavalry
were pushed on y a route ~vl~icll
they described, tlie rctreal of
t l ~ ewl~oleniigl~tbe cut off. This idea, which Dr. Lord strongly
confi~*med,was acted upon without clclny, and two squadrons
' of the 2tl 13er1galCavalry were dircctetl to .skirt tlie hill OII the
rigllt, wtlile the left of t l ~ epass sl~ouldbe occupied by the Slrah's
11orse. I t is not ilecussary to describe in detail the mortifying
res111tsthat followed. Tlie 2d Bcngal C a ~ ~ a l rbeing
y,
threatened
by abont two hur~drcdof Dost Mol~nmmed's hone, turned and
fled, leaving their oflicei*s to be cut to pieces; while the infantry,
though they presented as usual a steady front, could not stc~pthe
ellellly from erecting tl~cirretreat in gootl order. B u t the Dost
welit not with tlien~. EIe 11ad borne himself gallantly ill t l ~ e
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cl~argeof horse. H e hacl recovered inarvellously fioln his defeat
at Banleean, and could boast of as large a following as attet~~letl
hiin previously. But lie felt that for tlie present his game
'was pla~redout. Accordingly, while his people marched back
tolvarcls tlie Xi-jrow Valley, lie stole away from them, with a
single attendalit in 11is tisill ; and, taking a circuitous route, so
as t o avoid Sir Robert Sale's camp, ~uslledfor Gabul.
0x1the evening of tlie 3d, the cisy succeeding the sl&irmit;h,Sir
William Blacnagl~ten was returning from a ride into the
country, anrl had approached ~vitllillfifty yards of the city gate.
-4 horseman sudtlenly 11assed his escort, and pulling up his weaiy
steed 11esitle that of the envoy, announced that he was Dost
hIoliamnied. Of all tliat followed it is unllecessary to speak.
Dost Il~)h;un~ned
was graciously receiver1 and treated with mucli
kindiiess. I-Ie was restored to his family, or, to speak Inore accurately, his family was restored to lliin ; and the whole, being
p u t ur~del*the charge of a sufficient escort, pi~oceedeclby Jellalabnd, and tl~rough the IChyber Pass into the Punjaub, and
t l ~ e ~ to
~ cthe
e place of residence wllich liad been allotted to them
within the Conrpany's territory.
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..tlie disodcrs n.liicli subseque~~tly
befel the artily of ctccnpation
principally arose.
T l ~ eti~nca t le~lgtliarrived when i t was judged expedient to
relieve ,z portion of tlie forcc now on duty across the Indus, and to
fill u p the ranl;s of thercgimeuts still kept there, with drafts froni
tllrir tlel~6ts. I n pursuance of this policy, tlie 44th Queen's regiment: under the command of Colonel Shclton, q~litted the provinces ; and being on its n ~ a r c hto Jellalabad, passetl the reniains
Dost
of the 1st Bengd European corps, nrlriclr was esco~~ting
17loha1ninetl and his h111ily to Loodi.ana11. By and by a fresh
c o ~ ~ v oarrived,
y
bl.inging wit11 it Major-General Elpliinstone,
to wlron~Sir Villoughby Cotton had alwady inade t h e necessa1.y
arrarlgements for giving over the command. The two generals'
seem to have passed one another on the road. The one returned,
coveretl wit11 l~onours,to Hindostan, the other proceeded, in bad
I~enlth,and in not nlnch better spirits, to take upoil Jiimselfa charge
for which he was ueitl~er rnorally nor physically fitted. Poor
El phinstonc came at an unluc1iy molllent. Already was the
t e n l p e ~of t l ~ epcople begin~lir~g
to cxl~ibititself so uncomforlably,
that Colollel Sl~eltonfuur~tlliimself obliged to diverge fro111 his
proper line of marcll, in order to l ~ n ~ ~ ai srefractory
li~
tribe in the
Nazmn valley. T l ~ eexpedition proved successful, for not fewer
tllan eighty forts or castles wcre demolishecl; yet it has never quite
appeared of \\hat particulmS crime thc malcontents had been
guilty, or whetlier tlie bead and front of their offending might
not be a refusal to pay tribute such as had, a t no prcvious period,
l ~ e nexacted of them. Colonel Sl~cltonand the 44th did, hornever, their duty ; neither were they less energetic a little later
in the season, wlien the liostile attitude of t11e Scikhs, let loose
fi.o~ntlie restraint which Rui~jeetSing11 used to impose up011
them, caller1 for a den~onst~~ation
from Jellalihad through the
Kliyber towards Pcsliawur. But tliere was no fighting on that
occasion. Captain Broadfoot, wit11 his convoy, scarcely a thousand strong, put on so bold a n attitude, and maintained it wit11
such steadi~less,that tlie Seilrli marauders feared to risk a s t i ~ ~ g g l e ,
and sufered tl~einto pass. The whole, therefore,-these fresh
ar.rrivals and Colonel Sheltorl's brigade together,-proceeded
onwards without let o r loss to Cabul.
Never had Afghanistan, o r a t least that portion of i t mhicli lios
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once mollifietl ari(l relldel~etl11al)pyby tl~erec*eipt
of :t sort of l)l:lckmail, wlricl~,to the allloul~tof 8Oi)Ol. :Lyear, the Uritihl~fit)vt:v~~mellt pnitl to tl~eltias t l ~ price
c
of protec~ioiito its comii~uriic:ltions.
Nobody tllereforc tlrexrlletl of tlarlger, or ~voultlllave crcditctl the
report llnd it beer1 inade to I~ini,tllat i r i ally of tllcse quarters the
spirit of intrigne ailtl cleadly 11:ltrerlwas I~usy,yet tlic sl~iritoftlisconteiit \\$asvery busy tl~rougl~out
t l ~ a\\-11ole coillpas of the
D o o r a ~ ~ iellipire
~ e e ; and Cabul itself llatl a1rc:ldy 11ecr1tl~csct!ilc of
plots aiid conspiracies \vitl~out.t?i1(1. i\Ioreover, so early as the
month of Na.y, AInjor l'ottinger, wllo llatl bccii apl~oil~tcd
political agelit i r l<olliutan,
~
reportetl to the eiivoy that all \\as
was not well ill the 1)1~ovincc. IIe reqrlested that Illore troops
tllat a siilglc regimight be sent, and provetl to den~oi~stratior~
lllC11t consi$tir~gof llntives of the place, wit11 thrcc six-p0utIcler
guns, coultl ]lot, eve11 if the illfalltry were to 11e dcpeildctl 1111011,
put dowli an i n s ~ ~ r r e c t i o ~B~i ~. fiItjo~t
l'ottii~gcr w:ls regxrdetl
as an alarmist, nrl~osr.repi~ese~itntioris
oligl~tto go for 110tlli11g;
so that tllc clouds nrcre pwinitted to gather arltl thickcn froln
day to (lay, till the storlrl burst wllicll swept tho u.11olc rl~iglltof
t h e Britisli arllly, and for a season, the prestige of thc Uritish
name alike before it.
I t will be borne i l l rriind that, as far as Dritisl~ir~illlericeextended, the r~ewlyerected Dooraiiilee empire \v:ls clividcd at this
tilne illto two ~nilitai~y
conin~niids. One of tliesc, ]laving its .
head-quarters in the capital, c~ribraced the proviiices wllich lllay
b e s ~ i dto be bnsed upon tlie parallel of tlicSu&itl IColl, towartla
the soutli. Its great t,owlis were Cabul, Gl~uzriee, arid Jdlalabad. I t s territory compreliei~ded the seveisal provit~c~s
tl~at
lie soutl~of tlle IIindoo Cusli, nortl~ of the lower roots of
the SuKaicl 1Col1,aiid e a t of the 14elmuntl it3 fur ~s l'csl~a~v~~r.
T ~ \ l oE~lropeai~
regimc?iits of infantry, Her Rlaje.<tyls13th a~ltl
44th; four of Native ir~fii~try,
the 27tl1, 3~tl1,37tl1, and 54th
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of Bellgal; four sqnadrons of reg~ilarNative cavalry ; two troops
of I~orse artillery; one nine-poul~der battery, uncler Captain
~ l ~ b o;-t~icse,
tt
together wit11 swarms of tlie Shah's forces, horse
and foot, coilstituted the garriso~lby whicli it was held. A n d
at tlie liead of the m11ole was ~ 4 j o r - G e n e r a lElphinstone, so far
at least ns a11 officer, mllo is required never to act except on the
sllggestions of an envoy, 01. political agent, or civil chief b y
~vliatsoe~.er
title designated, can be said to comrllalld a n arlny
at all.
The other niilitary district, lying to the south and west of the
Suffi~idlColi, mas far riiore extensive, alid therefore reqnired,
and l~atl allottecl, for its protection, a more nllmerous army.
I t s tomils mere Cauclahnr, Quetta, IChelat, Dadur, Gundava, and
the small but iniportaiit post of Ghiresk, tlpoll the I-Ielmund.
Here General Nott commanded, having his head-quarters a t
Cnn~lahnr, with garrisons in Quetta, Relat-i-Ghilzie, Killsabrloolnh, and Ghiresk. But in process of time, when trouble
tjegari to thicken, these detncllc,cl posts were abandoned, and i n
the nld only Candalmr, Quetta, ancl ICelat-i-Gliilzie, were
occupied.
With the proceedings of the army under the colnrnand of
General Nott it is not the business of the present narrative to
interf21-e. Enough is clone when me state, that long before
matters had come to a crisis around Cabul, Canclahar and t h e
prorrinccs dependent upon i t mere in a flame, Repeated insnrrections took plaoe, and many sharp actioiis were fought, the
whole of which redounded to the honour of the British officers
arid soltliers, Nntive as well as European. Moreover, the Shah's
revenue, lilisernbly inadequate a t the best, could seldom b e
collected except by British officers at tlie head of troops ; and i t
rarely happened that these fiscal movements failed of bringing
on collisions, always exasperating, and sometimes disastrous.
I n like manner tlie cliiefi ill ICohistan, and indeed everywhere
else beyoncl the limits of a few miles round the capital, could be
induced to contribute to~vardsthe maintenance of the government only by force. And as the whole of the troops thus employed, whether following the British standard or serving m d e r
that of the Shah, were paid and fed at the expense of t h e Indian
tremury, the pressore of the burthen began, ere long, to make
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itself felt. A t last the s ~ ~ l ~ r egovernment
~ne
at Calcutta began
to complain. Repeated instructions were given to the envoy
that he should practise a rigid economy in all departn~entsot
t l ~ estate. It mas proposed to diminish tlie amount of military
force by ml~ichthe throne was maintained ; and the question
put as to when, in tlie opinion of the experienced,
was contin~~ally
it vas probable that British support might be wl~ollywithtlrawn.
Sir William Macnaghten seelrls to have nlet these instances
with temper and moderatior], and every desirc to fall in with
the views of his superiors. I-Ie could not recommend that the
force wllicll kept the country should be diminished, unless,
indeed, the resolution were taken to abandon altogether the
policy which had raised Shah Phujah to the throne. 13ut he
promised to recluce its expenses lo the lowest practicable figure,
and began his system of entrenchment at themrong end. I3ad he
dispensed with tho services of three-fourths of the political agents,
~y whom Afghanistan was absolutely overrun, the saving to the
British treasury mould have been immense, and the damage done
to either government very slight. But this course he did not
judge it expedient to pursue ; and the consequence was, a step
comparatively little worth as regarded the saving to be effected
by it, tl~oughof incalculable mischief, inasmuch as it fanned into
a flame the insurrectionary temper ~vliichhad long smouldered.
The comlnunications between the most advanced of the
British sc~ttlementsin Hindostan an11 the capital of the ernpire
of which General Elphinstone was ill military possession, were
both difficult and insecure. Besides that, the territories of allies
not absolutely trllstmorthy must be crosseu,-each convoy as it
arrived on the frontier of Afgl~anistan, whether it came from
Peshawur or by the more circuitous route of Sulrkur, found
itself at the gorge of the first of a series of mountain passes, to
traverse which, even when unopposed, was difficult ; to force a
way through which, in the face of a resolute enemy, must have
been, except to an army a t once numerous and well disciplined,
impossible. Between Peshawur and Cabul lie first the Ichyber,
next Jugdulluk, then the Tizeen, and finally the Koord Cabul,
all of them difficult, and the last long and winding, wit11 a sorT
of basin or punch-bowl in the midst. On the other side, betweerr
tlie capital and Sulrkur, there are all the ravines and difficul
P
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l~laccsof mhicli, while tracing with a rapid pen the advance of
the army, mention has been made ; and of which one of the least
intricate proved, when attempted in an hour of dangcr, absolutely impracticable. Now two methods, and only two, were
offered to the eiivoy of keeping these passes open They must
either be studded with strong military posts, whence not tlie
gorges alone, but the crests of tlie hills should be commanded
(and to accoinplisli this effectually would require an army) ; or
else the natives must be prevailed upoii to do the work themselves. The latter course had been adopted, perhaps wisely ;
and the Ghilzie chiefs, on consideration of receiving an a~inual
payment among the whole of thein of 80001., agreed to protect
the march of convoys, caravans, and small detachments. U p to
the autumn of 1841, tliey fhlfilled their part of tlie treaty with
greater exactness than, from tlie constitution of society in
Central Asia, might have been expected. But now it was determined to higgle witli tliein about terms, and instead of 80001.,
40001. were offered. They indignantly rejected the proposal ;
and from the hour when it wasmade, entered eagerly into flie conspiracies which were everywhere maturing themselves round the
devoted general and envoy.
It lias already been stated that i n the month of May, 1841,
Major Pottinger, the political agent in Kohistan, communicated
to Sir William Macnaghten his fears for the peace of that
province, and urged that tlie military force allotted for its occupation should be increased. No great heed was paid to this remonstrance; nevertheless, a few native horsemen, with one gun
and a small reinforcement of the Shah's artillery, were sent to
him; and he was assured that the gentlenlen at liead-quarters
knew better than he how entirely without foundation were the
apprehensions which he cherished. Neither must we blame too
hastily the temper that lecl to a confidence which the progress
of events showed to have bee11 misplaced. The Shah and his
counsellors evinced no signs of distrast. The city was quiet,
and so were the towns and villages dependent on i t ; and the
whole of General Elphinstone's command, witli the exception of
the garrison of Ghuznee and one or two detachments less numerically strong, being concei~tratedround Cabul, it is hardly to be
wondered at if men, accustomed to give the law ant1 to be
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obeyed, should have discredited all runlours of a rebellio~l.
A~co~clingly,
time appears to have passed, both wi,tll ciiilians
ancl military officers, pleasalltly enough. The climate, tllough
hot, was less oppressive tllan that of I-Iinrlostan. T l ~ escellery
was attractive and the town full of good things ; and it rarely
happens that young men with swords at their sides look much
beyond the pleasant circu~nstancesby wl~ich"they- may- be snrrounded. I-Ience a diary of the proceedings of most of them
would present, were i t faitlifully transcribed, at] agreeable picture enough. There was society in the cantonments, for many
officers had been joined by their wives and families. There was
abundance of delicious fruit, and provisio~lswere plentiful. Excursions to different points remarkable for their natural beautiei,
or rendered memorable by the associatioils that mere connected
with them, gave agreeable occupation both to mind and body.
And, to suin up d l , i t really appeared, judging from the manner
of the chiefs and the hospitalities which they seemed willing to
dis~ense,that whatever of antipathy might have existed on either
between the two
side towards the other when the acq~~aintance
races began, was about to be supplanted by a better feeling. I t
may not, perhaps, be uninteresting to the reader to be told how
managed, during both summer and winter, to
his coui~try~nen
kill time in the centre of Asia; and the following accou~lt,
gathered from the journals of officers, may be taken by hi111 as a
tolerably accurate detail of their proceedings.

-
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C H A P T E R VIII.
Penceful Occupations at Cabul.

CABUL,as regwds its general appearance, has been described,
both by pen and pencil, too often and too acc~iratelyto warrant
a repetition of tlie picture here. I-louses, built chiefly of mud,
with flat roofs, and surrounding, as in Spain, open court-yards;
streets narrow and by 110 means remarkable for their cleanliness ;
bazaars or markets, each appropriatecl to its own particrllar use,
wherein dealers of every description set forth their wares for
sale,-these present in the capital of Afgllanistan, as they do
i n most Orieutal cities, the features which first attract the attention of the stranger. There was a wall, of course, carried
round t11e city. Here and there the tower or castle of a chief
rose above the ordinary level of tlie dwellings ; and the Ralla
Ilissar, crowning the rock which overlooked the wlloie, excited
t h e adnliwtion of the traveller, especially when loolced at from
a distance. But the mosques and other public buildings do not
appear to have been very imposing, either for their size or the
style of their architecture. I n a worcl, intimacy had the effect
i n this instance which it is @upposedto have in many others, of
lowering to a msrvellous extent the feeling of respect which a
first acqnaintance might have excited. Its position on an elevated plain, with tall rocks loolring down upon it, and the Indian Caucasus with its summits of eternal snow forming the
background t o the picture, gave to Cabul, when first seen from
afar, a very imposing appearance. I t proved, when examined
more closely and in detail, to be a mean collection of mean
l~ouses,and as filthy as all towns are which coutinue unclrainecl,
aiid are not provided with any of the conveniences which the
habils of civilized met1 require.
I t was in the beginning of Aogust that the soldiers of England
lnndo their first accluaintance with this city. T h e orchards and
gardens \vhich sul+round i t on every side were laden with rich
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fruit. Tile Cabul river flowed with a clear and rapid stream,
fertilizing the plain and giving a11 air of gladness to the scenery.
Inured to tile cliinate and hardened by exposure, our countrymen seemed to regard the intellse heat of the day as a: trifle, and
enjoyed t]le cool airs of early inorning and the hour that followecl
sunset intensely. T l ~ r o u g h ~ utlie
t whole of the autumn they
lived under canvas, t h e oficers passing to and fko with a confidence which, at this early stage of their acquaintance, appearccl
to comlnand a like degree of honesty among the people. Of
course, there was no lack of interesting occupation. Parties
rode hither and thither to visit and inspect such objects of
curiosity as were described to them. Baba Shah's tomb, of
which Mr. Blasson and Dr. Atkinson have botli given a description ; the obelisk, of which tradition ascribes the structure to
Alexander the Great ; the rnag~lificentscenery about Arkserai,
and as f8r into the mountairis as it was cleemed prudent to go,
off'erecl irresistible attractions to the adillirers both of nature
and of art. And when curiosity had begun to be appeased,
other and not less characteristic modes of disposing of their time
were by these light-hearted young men adopted.
Wherever Englishmen go, they sooner or later introduce
among the people whom they visit a taste for rnnnly sports.
Ilorse-racing arlcl cricket were both got up in the vicinity of
Cabul ; and in both tlie chiefs and the people sooil learnecl to
take a lively interest. S h a h Shujah himself gave a valuable
sword to be run for, which Major Ualy, of the 4th Light Dragoons, had the good fortune to win : and io irifectious became
the habit that several of t h e native gentry entered their horses,
with what success no record seems to have been preserved. T h e
game of criclret was not, however, so congenial to the taste of
the Afghans. Being great gamblers in their own way, they
looked on with astonishment a t the bowling, batting, and fagging
out of the Englishplayers ; but it does not appear that they were
ever tempted to lay aside their flowing robes and huge turbans
and enter the field as competitors. On the other hanci, our coun
trymen attended them to their mains of cocks, quails, and other
fighting animals, and, betting freely, lost or .won their rupees in
the best possible humonr. I n like manner our people indulged
them from time to time in trials of strength and feats of agility
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on which they mucll pride themselves: and to their own exceeding delight, tliongh very much to the astonishment of their new
friends, they in every instance threw the most noted of the
Cabul wrestlers.
The result of this frankness was to create among the Afghms
a good deal of personal liking for their conquerors. T h e chiefi,
in consequence, invited them to their houses in town, as well as
to sllare in their field-sports when they retired to their castles in
the country; and if the entertainments in the former situation
soon grew heavy after the sense of novelty wore away, the latter
appear to have been greatly relished to the last. And the accuracy with which the double-barrelled guns of the British officers
brought down, right and left, snipes and quails on the wing,
astounded those who never fired except at objects that were
stationary. But greater marvels still awaited the Afghans.
The winter a t Cabul may be said to set in towards the end of
October. I n 1839, for example, ice was seen i n the ditches
about this time of an incll or more in thickness ; and as November and December advanced, the weather grew continually
colder. N o words can describe the intense delight with which
men, long unaccustomed to the bracing air of a frosty day,
liailecl this change of climate; and when in January the snow
began to fall, it seemed as if all the hues of summer were hideous
in comparison with the uniform shining white wherewith the
wl~oleface of the coqltry was overspread. Strange to say,
however, the Afghans refused to believe that frost and snow
were familiar to the senses of the Feringhees. They harl marched
from the burning plains of Hinclostan ; and the good peopIe of
Cabul, though aware that they .were not Hindostanees, could
not be persuaded to credit that they were nat.ives of a cold
climate. But this piece of incredulity our countrymen got the
better of by a process as simple as it was ingenious.
There is a lake about five or six miles from Cabul, in the
direction of rstalif, which, though partially saline, or rather
metallic, in its waters, is fiozen over in all winters if the weather
be comlnonly severe. I n the winter of 1839-40 it was
covered with a coat of ice more than ordinarily thiclr, on which
the Afghans used to practise the art of sliding, far more skilfully, as well as gracefully, than their European visitors. Indeed,
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it was the c1111nsymanner in which tlie Feriughees assayed tllat
boyish sport which induced them to reitefate the conviction
that Iieat, mid no1 cold, was the nlliite man's element. Portllwith our young gentlemen set themselves to tlie fabrication of
skates : the artificers soon shalwd the ~vood-workaccor.cling to
lnodels given ; out of old iron, smelted, and hmdencd afterwa~ds,
tlie blades were formed; and in due time a party of skaters,
equipped for the exercise, appeared upon the lake. 'l'he hfgllan;
stared In mute amazement wliile the officers were fastening on
their skates, but cvl~enthey rose, dasl~eclacross the ice's surface,
wheeled and turned, and cot out all manner of fignres upon the
ice, there was an end at once to disbelief in regard to the place
of their nativity. " Now," cried they, rve see that you are not
lilte the infidel Nindoos that follow you : you are men, borl~and
bred like ourselves, ~vliei~e
the seasorls vary, and in their ellaages
give vigonr both to body and mind. We wish that you had
come among us as friends, and not as enemies, for you are fine
fellows one by one, thollgl~as a body we hate you."
Mention has been inade of the hospitalities which Tvere dispensed by Afghan chiefs to Bdtish officers. The latter were
not baclc>vard to return the civility. Not only 'the houses of
such men as the eilvoy, the commander-in-chief, and Sir Alexander Burnes, were thl-own open to them, but the mess of the
13th received its frequent guests, most of mhom ate and drank
with as ~nuchgood will anrl indiscrimination as if theye had been
no prohibitory clauses in the Koran or elsewhere. Among other
means adopted to entertain the aristocracy of Central Asia,
the British oficers got up a play: a theatre
constructed,
scenery painted, dresses prepared, and excellent bands in attendance; and as the pieces which they chose were chiefly broad
comedies, such as the Irish Ambassador ' slid otllers of the
same sort, great amusement was afforded to tlie audience. For
on such occasions they changed the titles of the dr~amatispersonce,
SO as to bring them and the offices of the parties bearing them
down to the level of the Afghan comprehension ; while Burnes
and others skilled in tlie dialect of the country, translated the
speeches as they were uttered. The Afghans are amerry people,
and have a keen relish of the ludicrous and the satit.ica1 ; and as
the interpreter never failed to bring the jokes of the actors
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quent peals of langhter.
The spring begins to burst at Cabul early in March. I t is
not, however, genial, for the rains are heavy and incessant till
about the rniddle of >lay, This is the season for snipe-shooting,
which nlen prosecute in the intervals of the showers, looking for
their game by the margin of the lalce, and wl~ereverwatercourses
or rnt1.slles intersect the cultivated country ; and then, likewise,
clucks ]nay be followed to advantage, though they aye more
sought after when the ice upon tlie lalie is stroi~g; ilnd the
sportsman is s1n.e to find them at tlie springs, which axwenever
frozen. But, as may be snpposed, both snipe and duclc-shooting
are followed only when the strength of the rain is interrupted,
as it begins to be towards the latter part of Apid. Nevertheless, the officers of the British army .do not appear to have
masted even the rainy season in absolute inaction. They set
themselves to all employment which was exceedingly i~ltel.esting
in itself, and which. when the period of exhibiting its results
arrived, proved to be a source of fresh wonder to their Caucasian

7

-

Tile 13th Light Infantry could boast in those of a very ingenious individual among its officers. Mr. Sinclair possessed a
great lnechanical genius, which he now applied to the construc. tion of a boat, which he succeeded in rendering complete in all
respects during the interval of the rains. Carriages being provided, it was conveyed, with its oars, masts, and sails, to the
lake, and tliere launched. Now there hatl never been seen in
all Afghanistan before that moment such a thing as a boat of
any description. Individual Afghans who might have strayed
as far as the Indus corlld possibly speak on their return of the
inflated hides by means of which the dwellers upon the banks
of that river waft themselves from point to point; and the
flying-bridges, or huge ferry-boats, which here and there cross
the stream, nlust hnve had a place i n their memory. But even
to travellers the trim wherry in which a party of young men
now emba.rkt.d was entirely new, and to the multitude it became
an object of asto~~isl~ment
indescribable. They could not comprehend the principle on which it had been fabricated. The
oars, the masts, the sails, and, above all, the rudder, were marvels
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and mysteries to them; and when the cre.cv, after exllibiting
before them, endeavoured to explain that Xngland possessed
floating castles of the kind, capable of accommodating many
hundrecl persons, and carrying each a Iiundred gulls of heavy
calibre, they lifted up their heads ancl eyrv in mute amazement.
I t id hardly iiecevsary to aclcl, that of the mighty ocean it was
impossible to convey to their mirlcls any idea; for he who has
not seen the sea never learns, evcn from boolrs and drawings,
how rightly to apprehend it ; and to thosc who had for the first
time heard of it, it was mere souild without sense.
So passed the various seasons of the year, each of ~vllich
brought with it both its pleasures and its anxieties. In winter
me11 wrapped well up, for the thermometer at early morning was
often far below zero ; and the white snow upon the grormd, reflecting back the rays of a sun, which movecl through a sliy
which was allnost always clo~~dless,
tricd tlie eyes severely, ancl
sometimes fatally: for it is a remarltable peculiarity in the
meteorological phenomena of Afghalistan, that, while the snow
is falling, the blue of the heavens overhead continues as clear as
ever. I n spring, out-of-dooT amusements were heartily entered
into when the rains would permit; after which, so late as the
end of June, the climate appears to have been delicious. A
clear air, with the tl~erinoinetervarying from 78" to 86', left such
as breathed it free to go abroad at all hours; and encouraged
them, iiot only to angle, as many (lid with great success, but to
add football, hocky, and quoits to the list of their athletic
sports.
Thus far all tllings went on 5s could have been desired. The
Afghan chiefs ~rofessed,and acted, ns if they felt something
like regard for their European invaders individually ; though
- theynever .&upled to tell thim frankly, that, as a pebp~e,they were
abhorred. Moreover, excellent discipline being preserved, there
occurred no grounds of collision between the occupants of the
calnp or the cantonments and the populace. In one respect,
however, a regard to historical truth compels us to aclmowledge,
that less regard was paid to the prejudices of the inhabitants than
could have been wished. Though they do not, like otlier Mohammedan races, universally shut up their women, the Afghans
are as open to jealousy as Orientals in general, and treating their
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wives often i,udely, the latter could not but be pleasecl wit11 the
attentions which the Feringhees showed them. It is much to be
feared, Illat our young countrymen did not always bear in mind
that the doinestic hal,its of any people ought to be sacred in the
eyes of strangers. And hence arose, by degrees, distrust, alienation, and hostility, for wbicll it were unfair to deny that there
migl~tbe sonle cause. However, it is not worth while to toucll
up011 a subject lvllich cannot be approached without seeming to
condenln where condonlnation could serve no good purpose.
Whatever errors they may have committed, the great mass of
the garrison of Cal~ulator~eclfor them terribly; and the survivors, as years pass over them, w i l l doubtless more and more
become convinced, that the gratification of the lnoment is purchase~lat too high a price, if it occasion cleep or permanent
suffering to othe~s.

MARCH OF SALES IIILIGADE.

---

CIIAPTER IX.
March of Sale's Brigade tovards the Provinces-Operatiol~s at Ilwtknk.

TEEtime mas now comc ml~enthe return to the pro~ir~ccs
of tile
reginients which tlic Qt~een's44th all11 otl~ercorps llad corne r ~ p
to relieve could no longer be deferred. Tlle Ilostile ~novcments
among the villnges of the Zonrmut ant1 tlie Gl~ootlabund,ml~icli
had l~itl~erto
operateil to postpone the armngen~cnt,mere p11t
down ; and tl~ougl~
runlours of the revival of a bat1 spirit in nlany
quarters were rife, nobnrlg seernetl mucli disposetl to regrtl tl~em.
Accordingly, in the beginning of' October, 1841, Sir Robert
Sale's brigade, consisting of tlle 13111 Ligllt Infia~ltry,increasetl
b y drafts recently received to eight 1111ndred bayonets, and the
35th Native I n f ~ n t r y ,of pretty nearly the sn~ne nurnurical
strengtll, was marnet1 to be in readiness for the marct~. Moreover, as t l ~ cmarch mas to I)e contluctetl tl~rouglr provinces supposed to be peacealile, al~dled in a l~omclvard tlirt?ction, both
corps were inforn~ed,t l ~ r o u g l tl~eir
~
comrnar~dil~g
officers, tl~nt
nothing more cooltl possibly be exacted from them, tlia~ithe
good condnct w l ~ i c nritisl~
l~
solrliers usually display wllen passing
from one quarter to another. Tlie men's arillv were, for the
most pnrt, of an inferior tlescripliol~. Oltl flint and stedlnuskcts
had become, tl~rol~gll
much use, so imperfect in their I~ands,that
numbers werc in tlie habit of missing fire continually, and tile
best and most serviceable in tlre ~ ~ I r obrigade
le
was jlwt aa likely
to carry its ball vvide of the mark M in a gtraiglit line towards
it. Sir Robert B l e , wtio knew the im[~ortancenntl value of
erective weapons, stnted these facts at head-quarters. I I e
reminded tile autl~oritiesthat there mere in store four tl~ousand
muskets, constructerl on the detonating prsinciple, perfectly new,
and never likely, a t lenst with the present force, to be snllic?d by
using ; and he begged perniission to arm his regi~nentfrom that
Ileap, a i d to leave his worn-out firelocks in the room of t l ~ eweapons withdrawn. But General Elphinstone ~vouldnot listen to
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the' proposal. What coulcl the 13th want with new muskets,
;when i t wa9 well known that, in marching out of Cabul, they
were accoinplishing the first stage on their journey to England ?
They inust carry .what they had with them, and they did SO; of
wllicl~tlie consequence was, that when the day of overthrow
came, eight hundred serviceable muskets fell into the hands of
Akbar IClian, instead of being used against him.
Thoogli nobody seemed to apprehend that serious obstacles to
the progress of the brigade would anywhere arise, still, as the
means of transport were scanty, and it was found necessary to
move the regi~neatsone by one, orders were issued for the attendance upon the leading battalion of a certain amount of troops
of other arms than its own. Accordingly Colollel Monteith,
who wit11 tlie 35th Native Infantry moved first from the cantonments, had under his orders, additional to his own corps, oue
liuundred inen of the Shah's sappers and miners, with Captain
Broadfoot, of the Royal Engineem, a t their head ; two six-pounder
guns, of which Lieut. Davis had the charge, and a squadron of
the 5th regiment Bengal Light Cavalry, commanded by Captain
Oldfield, of the same corps. The total amount of fighting men
in this column did not probably exceed one thousand; but, as
invariably happens in tlie East, the follou~ersfar surpassed them,
and when the quantity of animals needed to transport baggage,
ammunition, and hospital stores came to be computecl, the extent
of the line of march proved tremendous. S u r d y this custom of
carrying a crowd of nun-combatants about with our armies will,
in thc course of time, be set aside even in India ; for it not only
increases thedifficulty of subsisting a force four-fold, but it interferes with the pliability of the armed body, which is usually as
much concerned to save the baggage from falling into the
enemy's hands as to strike a blow, or to make the dispositions
which shall bring a n enemy within striking distance.
Colonel Monteitlz set out upon his progress a t an early llour
on the morning of the 9th of October. I-Ie traversed that clay
the elevated plain which separates Cabul from the Bootkak
hills, a range which, rising by degrees, connects itself with the
more stupendous mountains that overhang the ICoord Cabul,
and after a brief interval fall in, and form a junction with,
those that lie beyond. T h e plain in question is tolerably fertile,
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b e i n g \\nsl~ed tile
of tilt: LoKlrl. and the Cabul strear~ls,
wllicll, coluirlg tlo,vll fiolllrliflbrelltso~lrces,~ l r ~ i tabout.
e
lnitlway
betweell t h e 1:all:l Iliss:~rnllcI tire n ~ o u n t a i ~ ~It
s . is open too, mld
t h e Y ~ L I S , ~ I I O L I llot
~I~
arc :tbuntlantIg passable, at least in
Sllrnmcr. Accortlirlgly tile niarcll was
~\'ithoutclifficulty, niitl bro1lgllt to a eluse in ~ o o dorcler ; and in an open
SPaCe near t i ~ cyilhgc of 1300tknk, ilaving t h e hills 011 his rig&
and t h e li1o11tl1 of the pass itbout a mile o r a nlile and a half
before llii~i,110 pitcl~ctlhis tents.
nzeanwl~ilc t21c oficers a ~ l drilell of t h e 1 3 t h Light Iiifa~itry
a b o d e q~lietlyin their cnlltonnlents. Some of them, ~ 1 1 0had
been called ir~fiolll visits to tl~cirfyiei~tlsa t a distalice, expressed
sl~oultl]lave been i n t e r r ~ ~ p t ebefore
d
r e g r e t that tllcir ~,l(!:,~~rcs
t h e time, for nobr,dy esl,ccted that, withill the compass of a week
a t t h e nearest, tllc re;Lt rli\,isioll of the brigade would be directed
t o begirl its j~urilt:~.wherefore the snrprise of all concerned
when, &out rloori on t h e lotll, a n order wassudm a y b e i~~lagi~letl
d ~ . n i ls s~~ ~ cfor
d t l ~ cregilncllt to pack its baggage, and set out for
Bootka.1~a t cIa\vn on the follornillg. morning. AS was to be expeered, cririosity, if not a deeper feeling, everywhere awoke.
M e n Iii~stcr~orI
to i l ~ ( ~ ~illto
r i r e the causes of such an unexpected
c h a n g e of plan ; :und it con T~arrllyb e said t h a t they received
ariy very unlooketl-for tidings when it was told them, that their
coinrades of t l ~ e35th 11:ld been nttacked over-night, and sustained
considerable loss.
T h e 13th were not quite prepared for moving at SO short a
notice. Trained nr~tlgood soldicru, from t h e veteran to the recruit, they were ready at any nioment t o figlit ; b u t tlie means of
transport nvailablc were exceedingly deficient, and the accumulation of property is always great in a corps which abides for any
l e n g t h of time in tlie mme place, xvl~etherits quarters be fixed in
Inclin or i11 Englnntl. IIence many arrangements which individ u d s hnd intended to niakc were still incomplete ; and even the
public aervice, LU reg~rcledcan~elsand other beasts o f burthen,
could not be slipplietl to the extent which t h e lieads of departm e n t s might 11avewislied. Nevertheless t h e order, sudden as it
was, took 110 one by surprise. The men undertook cheerfully
t o carry their ow11knapsacks,-a new feature, b e i t observed, in
Oriental warfare ; arid the offictirs sacrificed nfit.hout Ilesitation
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every article of private baggage which it might have beell inconvenient to move. T o be sure, the soldier's load was lightened to
tlie lowest point that seemed to be compatible with comfort. I&
was directed to pack up only one spare shirt, one pair of socks, one
pair of boots, and his blue trowsers, the whole of which, tl~ougll
increased by the weight of such indispensable articles as soap,
towel, and cooking utensils, left him considerably less burtbened
than an infilntry solclieisusually is on a home parade. Alld the
marc to relieve him, forty rounds of ammunition, instead of sixty,
wcre sto~veclin his pouch, the remaining twenty being carried
for hirri on tfie flanlc of his company by anilnals allotted for
this service. Still botli officers and inen were put to some
inconvenience, more especially as they do not n.ppear to have
been informed wliethei~the morrow's march ought to bo regarded
m a nlovement towards Hindostan, or as a mere expedition
for the relief of their colnracles of the 35th. I-Iowever, no sound
of murmur, far less of complaint, was heard in their quarters.
011 the contrary, they took leave of the sick of thcir own corps
and of such friencls a i d intinlate acquaintances as they happened
severally to possess in others, and, retiring to rest in good time,
were up, with baggage packed, and took their places in the ranks
on tlie first blast of the bugle.
The 13th mere excellent marchers. They had proved tliemselves such botli on the advance fisoin Suklcur and in all the
various desultory operations in mliicli they had since borne a
part ; and they swung along on the present occasion at so smart
a pace, that their sudden appearance near the camp of the 35th
excited as much of surprise as of satisfaction. Kindly greetings
passed between the officers of the two corps, the force encamped
supplying the comers from afar with a well-earned breakfast,
after wliicll the Europeans, pitching their own tents, made ready
for such work as their gallant leader might cut out for them
against tlie morrow. Moreover, each tale that was told more
and more prepared them for hard knoclrs in abundance. The
pass had, i t appeared, been reconnoitred for a good way by tho
Acting Quarter-Master-General, who reported that i t was not
only filled with armed men, but that, at a point particularly
adapted for the arrangement, a s o n g , or stone barricade, had
been thrown up. Sir Robert Sale received this statement kith
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characteristic coolrre%$ and gwi hirmor~r. Ile stw, f r m tbe
natural fmturw of tile country, that ti &w rrra~lutemen might
keep it against a thousand; arid prcmal~lto onlrr wlc.11 wranpmcntn m he trusted, makii~gdue allownncr! for the SLIIM
riority of hi$ own men over the enemy, would put the cletmn~inntion of its defenders to a l d e r trial than they &ouM tie able
Ae a step preparatory to the busirltlr~sof tho niorrow it wm
neceseiary to provide for the security of the night. The anmy
might again come on, they bad done on n former w m i n a ;
and Sir Robert Sale was determined that, if t l ~ ydid, they should
take little by their motion. With thin uit!\o, strong pique@
wore pwted a t nightfall ao as to cover the mnlp in front, un
hot11 flanks, and in the renr. Cavalry patrols were likewim
directed to be on the look out, particolnrly in the direction o f
the pa= and 011 the right; while orden were i~auedthat, at the
first alarm, all lights nhould be extinguished, and q i r n e n b and
detachments aseernbled at their respective alnrm-pwta, without
beat of drum, and in profound silence. It w w a wise and soldierlike a r r a n g m a ~ ~ but,
t ; either because they had had enough of it
on the night of the loth, or that, being aware of lfie arrival of
European reinforcementa, they considered it useleae to wmk
their ammunition in a repet.ition of the p e , the enemy o f f d
no molestation, even to tire sentries. The dark hours, therefore,
passod without disquiet ; and men and baggage unimak, decping
soundly, were refreshed.
The brigade ordcrs of the previout, evening had indimted,
with sufficient accuracy, tho arrang.ements that were to be d o
on the 12th for forcing the paea. A t the first blast of the bugale,
Berafore, the troop stood to Uleir arms ; ant1 the line of,maroh
was formed in good time, so that the whole wore in &om to
quit the ground at the hour appointed. I n front of all, formfog
an ad~ancedpard, mer0 to move two companies of the 18th.
They were to be etrangtllened by the two hk.compsaim of the
86th Native hfhtry, having the gum, with Captain B : d b t V 6
sappm, in immediate commuaiix~onwith tbem; whila, with a
slight interval betwem., ware, to follow thg two &mants, %ht
in front, the whole being covered by a o o m p y of the 86th M
atdbg, under the
a rear-&,
Be to the a m p , that wag
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protection of the guard which is usually told off for such fiervices ; and Captain Oldfield with his l~orsemenwas enjoined
because it
in addition to keep within the lines, not mou~~ted,
was desirable that his horses should be fresh, but each nlan accoutred and reacly to spring into tlie saddle on tlie first appearance of dtmger. Finally, patrols were to watch tlie several approaches to the canip, narrowly; and for all that might follow
they had their own good swords to trust to.
The dawn had made considerable progress, and was mel-ging
rapidly into broad day, when, at the appointed signal, the troops
moved forward. No opposition met tllcm till they were Fdirly
entangled in the pass ; and then, from t.he roclts and precipices
on either side, sucli a storm of fire opened as told of itself that
the heights above were occupied in great force. So sliilful, too,
were the Afghans in the art of sltirmishing, that, except by the
flashes which their matchlocks emitted, i t was in~possibleto tell
where tlie ~narlismen lay. Rocks and stones, some of them
hardly larger than a thirteen-inch shell, seemed to afford them
excellent shelter. They squatted clown, showing nothing above
the crag except the long barrds of their fusils and the tops of
their turbans; and with such unerring aim were their shots
thrown, that both in the advanced guard and from the body
of the column inen soon began to drop. Then might be seen
with what exceeding hardihood British soldiers throw themselves
into the teeth of danger, and, by affronting, overcome it. The
bugles sounded for the leading companies to extend, and away
among the precipices ran the skirmishers ; scaling conies with
a steady foot, and returning the fire of tlie Afghans with great
alacrity. iVIeanwhile the column slacliened not its pace for a
moment. Onward it pressed, detaching two or three companies
as flankers, which mounted the hills on the right and left, and
soon -became warmly engaged, till by and by the stockade, or
breast-worlr of huge stones: wherewith the enemy had endeavoured
to block lip the pass, becsme conspicuous. , A gallant rush was
made at this work, which, however, the Afghans did not venture
to clefencl ; and then Lieut. Davis, lashing his horses, went on
with his guns at a gallop, and at a gallop passed through.
From that time tlie fire of the enemy began to slacken. Their
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of the leading companies, and the whole now fleeing to the crests
of the mountains, whitlier our men could not follow, gradually
melted away, and at last disappeared.
The loss sustained in the course of this affair was less severe
ttran might have been expected. Slr Robert Sale himself receivcd a musket-ball in the ancle just-as he entered the pass ; a i d
almost at the same moment his aide-cle-camp, who rode by 111s
side, had his horse shot under him. CBptain Yo~lngliusband,of
the 35th Native Infantry, likewise, and Lieutenant K c r s of the
13t11, were wot~ndeclseverely ; and among the ranlr and file in
all the corps engaged casliailties occurred. But the total amount
of inen put hers de cornbut was wonderfully small, considering
the great advantage of position which the enemy possessed ; aud
of horses few were struck. Of those attached to the guns, happily
not one received damage.
The result of this successful encount,er was to carry the 35th
Native Infantry, with all their baggage and followers, over one
important stage on their hoine~vardjourney. The narrowest and
most intricate portion of the pass was threaded ; and in a hort of
pnnchbowl, or circulitr valley, offering a position comparatively
secnrc froni night attacks, they mado prel~arationsfor encamping.
Not so tlie 13th. T o have left the 13001kak gorge in the hands
of the enemy would have been not only ta isolate tlie 35th, but
! to give up the con~municationsbetween Cabul and the frontiers
.j altogether ; and hence the gallant 13th had received instructions,
so soon as the barricade s l ~ ~ u lbed forced, to return to tlie camp
j wllence they had set out in the morning. They now proceeded
/ to obey these ii~structior~s
; and, carrying their woui~dedwith
/ them, marohed back illto tlie defile. Again they were assailed,
i both from the right hand and from the left, with a desultory,
I
, but warin skirmishing fire ; and again they rail the gauntlet
i through it, fighting fo; every inch of ground, and ~vianingit too,
j though not without some loss and considerable inconvenience.
;They then returned to the tents, and to the force, mounted and
/dismounted, which they had left to protect them ; and slept that
!,night as soundly ay soldiers are accustomed to do wlio have gone
jthrough a sharp day's work, with honour Co themselves.
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CHAPTER X.
Niglit atta,cks on the 35th-Advance of the 13th to rejoin their comrades.

THEREwas a strange delusion at this time,-a

cloud, for which
it is impossible to account, upon the intellects of all the leading
fi~nctionaries in Cabul. Nobody wonld believe that a terrible
revolution nras at hand. Some clays previously to tlie marcli of
the 35th Native Illfantry, three Ghilzie chief's of note had silcldeilly q~rittedthe capital, and the next iritelligence received of
them was, that they had attacked and plundered a rich Icaffela,
or caravan, a t Tizeen, and occupied, wit11 their armed follo\vers,
the difficult defilc of Koord-Cabul. Mohammed Akbnr Khan,
likewise, the fighting son, as he was called, of Dost &fahoinmed,
ww known t o have arrived a t Bameean, from l~liooloon~,
and to
be busy, both in person and by nieans of his emissaries, in conductink intrigues against the government. T o speak of the insolence both of chiefs and people in tlie city wo~lldbe to repeat a
tale witlt which all Europe rang not long ago ; while far and near
about Ghuznee, iiot less than in Kohistan, the srorst spirit was
known to prevail, without so ~ n n c has a desire, as i t seemed, to
hide it. Nevertheless, Sir William Macnaghten, Sir Alexander
Burnes, and Gerieral Elpliinstone, convinced, as was to be erpected, by their reasoning, rejected with disdain all warnings of
danger. There was no organised conspiracy to get ricl of Shah
Sliu~jali,or t o molest his allies. A people little used to restraint
coulcl not be expected to submit all a t once, or with a good grace,
to a n y settled government ; and as to attacks on Kaffelas, such
things had been from time immemorial, aud could not be got rid
of for inany a day ; perhaps not during the continuance of the
present generation. T o such a height, indeed, was the infatuation carried, that when Sir Robert Sale communicated to heaclquarters the details of his recent marcli, and the results of tlie
operation, he receivecl an answer of which i t would be unjust to
all concerned, were it not inserted in the present narrative at.
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length. " The Ghilzies," so ran tliia memorable document,
whicli I copy from the Orderly-Book of Sir Robert Sale's division, " are a race of liereditary robbers. NOWthat they liave been
defeated tliey are goirig about everywhere, ancl will, no doubt,
do all the miscliief they call in the dark. The reinecly is this ;
I have sent a man to Jan Feshan Khan, desiring him to keep
watch with his Jazailcliies round tlie camp. S l ~ i rMahmourl
IClian Baboo Kuzzee should remain at the entrance of the pass
at Koord Cabul ; and wit11 twenty horsemen, a i d orle hundred
footmen, guard the road to Bootliak. From Bootkak to Cabul,
security of the road is committed to Meer Cotall Khari Logusee.
To-morrow I will have all the caves and caverns searched, and
any Ghilzie that may be found will be seized. The only favour
I would beg is, that you will request the gentlemen not to move
about late at night. T h e Major-General requests you will make
the above arrangements known to tlie officers under your command, to prevent mistakes ; but our security must, notwithstancling, depend mainly upon our own prudence and vigilance."
Onc clause in this remarkable despatch deserved all possible
attention, namely, the last. There was no further doubt on the
mind of any membcr of Sir Robert Sale's force, that his own
safety, ancl that of his comrades, must henceforth clepeiid upon
the vigilaiice of indivicluals themselves; ancl the vigilance of
videttes, sentries, piquets, aiicl, indeed, of the troops ill general,
never relaxed for a moment. fio111 day to clay the brignde
Orclei~ly-Bookcontained this notice : - L C Tlie troops will be 011
the alert during the night, ready to turn out at a moment's warning ;" and on the alert, clothed, accoutred, and ready for action,
from the oldest to the youngest, they kept themselves. Nor, to
say the truth, was the caution, either of the men or of their
leaders, uncdled for. T h e enemy, as it afterwards came out,
withdrew in a body from the pass, not relishing- tlie idea of
getting enclosed between tlie regiments which occupied its tmo
extremities. Nevertheless, straggling parties of them still held
to the ravines, and from time to time, especially in the night,
fired from their long matchlocks into the camp. N o lives, however, were lost, nor were any casualties occasioi~ed; ancl in due
time it came to pass, that men learned to regard such interrupG 2
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tioas with indifference, and slept on, unconcerned, so long as the
voices of their own sentinels, or the notes of their own bugle,
failed to rouse them.
The camp of the 13th was pitched about a couple of miles
from the mouth of the pass ; ancl a cavalry piquet posted, about a
~ n i l ein advance of it, kept a goocl look-out, and by patrolling
constantly, rendered the advance of any considerable body by
stealth impossible. The patrols, moreover, were steady, ancl
selclom brought tidings wliich the evcnt failed to justify: yet
once a false alarm arose, and the effect of it war to show how
speedily, and wit11 what little stir, that small but most efficient
body of inen coulcl be made to turn out ready for action. One
evening, after tlie men hacl lain down, and a profound silence prevailed, tlie noise of a l~orseput to his utmost speed caused the
sentrf to challenge. I n an instant the picluet stood to its arms,
and the rider being allowed to approach, and reporting that a
colun~nhad been seen in the gorge, the word was passed quietly
from tent to tent, and in two minutes the regiment was formeo.
N o enemy came, however, nor wasany or1 the way. Captnin Oldfield, riding forward to reconnoitl-e, soon came back with intellip i c e that the patrol had mistaken a few of our own horsemen,
bearers of a despa.tch, for the leading files of an Afghan division, and men aiid officers returned to their tents, somewhat vexed,
perhaps, for the monierit, a t the interruption which their sleep
had sustained ; but more than ever satisfied that the caution
which hacl come from head-quarters was not wasted on any
ineinber of the body.
From the 12th to the 20th of October, the 13th Light Infantry, with Captain Olclfield's squadron of the 5th Light Cavalry, occupied tllc encampment near Bootkak. Tlie 35th
Native Infantry, likewise, to which was arlcled by and by a rasselah
of Andenon's -ii9regular horse, abode in their tents at Koord
Cabul, both sections of the brigade being either without orders,
or the orders wliich they receivecl proving so vague and untelligible, that nobody feIt justified in acting upon them. Meanwhile, from far and near, swarms of Ghilzies gatherer1 to rr head.
Now it was reported t l i d at Tizeen they had set up their
standard; and by and by, among other rumours t h a t spread
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abroacl, this mas stated, that the very plain in rear of lj00tk;~l;
mas not free from them, and that the capital itself was about to
be placed in a state of siege.
I t was not the business of Sir Robert Sale or his officers eitller
to change their dispositions or to shift their ground, on accoullt
of reports which neither came to them in an official sllalle, nor
\vei7eacco~npaniedby any explicit instructiorls; but of his
immediatc followcrs the veteran took good care. Loose stolles
being abundant in those parts, the piquets at their out-stations,
and the several colnpanies within the lilies, were directed to t]ll.om
up sol~gas,each at its own alarm post, and to ma!ce tIlem o f a
height sufficient to shelter the lllerl wllile they slept, yet not so
lofty as to l~inrlert11e"muskets from being rested upon tllem, so
that marlisinen might take good aim from behind thenI as securely as under cover of a brenstmorlr.
All this while the constituted authorities in Cabul clung with
an astoniul~ing tenacity to the persuasion that the clor~dwhich
darkened the political horizon would soon pass away. They
could no longer discredit the existence of an insurrectionary
movement among the hills between J'ellalabad and the cnpital; and they seem to have admitted, though with cvider~t
reluctance, that more than a band of feudatory robbers 11ad take11
part in it. They felt, moreover, that let the cost be what it
might, L1ie1-e was a necessity for re-establishing their communicat,ioas with theprovinces, which the insurgents harl cut off. Hence
reinforcements of all arms were marched to join Sir Robert
Sale ; so that there a~rivedbetween the 13th a t ~ d18tl1, first, two
guns of European horse-artillery, under Lieutenant Walker ;
next four co~npaniesof the 3'7th Native Infantry; and, by and
by, Captain Backhouse's mouritain train ; three hundred additional sappers ; Captain Abbott's battery, fresh from service in the
Zoorinut valley ; and the remaining companies of tlie 37th. Ant1
high time it was that Sale's corps should be streilgtl~ened and
reridered serviceable ; for the 35th had again been attacked in
their position ; and the Afghan horsemen Avho served with them
proving treacherous, the enemy had penetrated unchallenged
wid~intheir lines, and caused a severe loss, both in killed and
wounded, ere they were driven off.
Not without some foretaste of the difficulties whicli awaited
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them had these reinforcements reached the point on which they
e ndetachment
t
were directed. By some strange ~ l i i s m a n a ~ ~ m a
of artillery was sent from Cabul without an escort ; and thc consequence mas that though the troopers and their guns, and the
tumbrils attached to them, arrived safely in camp, their baggage,
animals, and followers were a.ttaclted, and the whole of the horsesy
clothing, as well as the men's teats, carried off. Both men and
horses iuffered fiom this loss ; nevertheless they were ready, and
in excellent humour, for whatever services miglit be required of
them ; and on the iilorning of the 20th the forward movement
began. It mas uninterrupted in any way till they reached IChoorcl
Cabul. T h e necessit.~to which tlie men were subjected of repeatedly fortling a stream which runs through the gorge, and
came with its waters more than half-leg high, proved disagreeable
enough; for the season was now considerably advanced, and at
night the cold began to be severe. But beyoni this no inconvenience befel them. Not an enemy appeared ; and the baggage keeping well rip, and the horses and ca'mels sustaining their loads
stootly, the whole arrived in excellent order and without loss,
long before noon, at the camp of their comrades.
The sick and wounded of the 13th had been sent back to Cabul
previously to this advance. Those from the 35th were met midway in the pass, journeying in the same direction, and they
amounted to eighty persons ; for the night affair of the 27th had
been a sharv one. Treason CO-operated with onen violence to
work the regiment wrong, I t appeared that about noon on the
17th Captain Mac Gregor, the political agent for Jellalabad,
who accompanied the 35t11, received a written communication
from a cl~iefat Kubber Jubber, which announced that the writer
" was two hours' march from the British camp, and intended to
attack it, against a specified time." A n answer was sent back i n the
same spirit of familiarity, whereby the K~tbberchief was advised
to make haste, otherwise he might find himself too late for the
fun; and the regiment made such preparations as were judged
necessary. But no provision could be made against tlie coming
in of a body of Doorannees, who, having heretofore been regarded
as among the most loyal of Shah Shujah's s~lbjects,were permiited
to pitch their tents close to that of the political agent. Nothing
occurrecl, however, till about 9 o'clock, wlien, as the troops stood
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to their arms, tidings were brought that a strong column mas
advancing on the rear of the camp. The grenadier company immediately fi~cedabout, and moved towards the point threatened ;
but they had just cleared the place where the co1nmissari;~t
camels were picketed, when a large body of armed men sprang 1111
from behind the beasts of burden, ancl fired upon them. Thirty
Sipallis, with Captain Jenkins their leader, fell, and the friendly
Afghans n~adea rush towards the baggage : for the people ~vho
had joined them late in the afternoon were those fieom whom this
damage came ; and the confusion caused by the discovery that
the camp was full of traitors, proved, for the moment, considerable. Discipline and courage are no?, however, under any circnmstances, to be taken quite by si~rprise. The gallant 35th
soon extricated themselves from this dilemma, and took ample
vengeance upon the robbers; while the chief from IZubber
Jubber, aft,er giving and receiving a few pretty close discharges,
retired. That night cost Sir Robert Sale's brigade some valuablc
lives; and when an account was taken of the camels 011 the
morrow, not fewer than eighty, including one laden with ammunition, were found to be missing.
For the loss of baggage animals to a force circurnstanced as
was this, nothing could compensate. Application had been made
to get the deficiency supplierl from the capital; but not a hoof
came, ancl Sir Robert Sale determined, let the consequences be
what they might, that he shofld not budge an inch from his present position till they did come. I l e therefore turned a deaf ear to
the suggestion that it would be both practicable and convenient
to p y h by div,isions upon Jellalabad. H e had seen enough of
the state of the country to convince hiin that there could be no
more passing through it except by dint of hard fighting; and he
was too good a soldier to think of exposing his brigade to l ~ cut
e
to pieces in detail. Steadily, therefore, he persisted in his determination not to penetrate beyond ICoorcl Cabul till he should be
cnabled to do so in force; and his Grlnness prevailed. On the
evening of the 21st such a supply of camels arrived a~ would suffice to carry the whole of the baggage, including tents, hospital
stores, and-ammunition ; and orders were issued the same hour,
t h t the advance should be begun at an early hour on the
morrow.
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C H A P T E R XI,
March to Tizeen-Affair in the Valley.

ITwas still dark

011 the nlorning of the 22nd of October, when
a general stir in the camp began, Bat-men saddlecl their horses ;
camel-drivers and the keppers of Yaboos or ponies got the
animals ready ; and ammunition-boxes, arm-chests, bag5 of
provision, and other necessaries, were conveyed t o their proper
stations. By and by came tho striking and rolling of tents ;
and finally, the strapping of all these, with officers' trunks, and
tlre little extra baggage that accompaniecl the force, on the backs
of the beasts of burden. Meanwhile, after snatching a hasty
meal, the Europeans a morsel of bread, and a cnp of coffee, or a
alass of rum and water ; the Hindoatanees their otta or boiled
:ice ; the line of march was formed. The advanced guard was
composed of six companies of infantry, two being furnished from
each corps, those from the 13th leading. They were supported
by two 9-poonders and the mountain train, the latter consisting
of 3.pounders, which, tho~iglinow horsed in the ordinary way,
used to be taken to pieces and conve);eci on the backs of camelsas the Duke of Wellington conveyed the lightest of his artillery
on the backs of mules over the more rugged of the passes of the
'Pyrenees. Tliree companies of sappers nioved in rear of: the
guns, having a troop of the 5th Light Cavalry to cover them ; and
the whole were commanded by Lientenant-Colonel Monteith, of
the 35th Native Infantry.
Such was the advanced guard-a strong force, though certainly
not stronger than the nature of the country demanded. The
mairi c o l ~ ~ n consisting
~n,
of the three infantry regiments, with
Abbott's battery, mas led by Colonel Dennie, inasmuch as Sir
Robert Sale's wound still incapacitated him from taking his
proper place in tlre field ; while the rear g ~ ~ a r dcomposed
,
of
some Afghan riflemen, with Anderson's horse, and tllc romaining troop of the 5th Cavalry, acted unddr tlie orders of Captain

,
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MARCH TO TIZEEN.

Oldfield. With respect to the baggage, it was directed t o move
between the tail of tlie colomn and the head of the rear-guard ;
and the road being narrow it occupiecl a space so extended as to
separate the latter from the former of these armed bodies somewhat inconveniently.

to an end; and with rocks rising sl~ereand perpendicular, on
either side of the llarrow way into which it sank, their services
ceased to be available. They were therefore called in, a n d moved
on in their proper places, with their comrades. I t is harclly necessary to state that troops passing througll such a ravine a s that
into which Saes,I'
brigade liad now plunged, however b r a v e and
disciplines they may be, feel that they are powerless. T h e y look
to tlie right hand and to the left, and behold that a wall s h u t s them
in. They see that to change their formation is impossible ; and
that a few resolute men-indeed, that women, or even children,
'might, by rolling huge stones over the precipices, destzLoythem.
Happily for Sale's brigade, not an enemy appeared upon t h e tops
of the nearer ridges throughout the whole of a seventeen miles'
march. On some of the more distant peaks which overtopped
the precipitous edges of the ravine, horsemen here and there
showed themselves ; and as the advanced companies d r e w t o w u r d ~
Kubber Jubber, the word was passed to I-re upon the alert. But
even Kubber Jubber, though well adapted, from the n a t u r e of
the ground, for a resolute stand, was abandoned, and the whole
column, including both the baggage and the rear-guard, passed
it unmolested.
F o r seventeen miles or thereabouts the column wound i t s way
through this terrific and pircuitous pass ; and at last saw before
it the opening of the valley of Tizeen. This is one of those

I
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natural I~ollo~i~smhich
occur at intervals among all the mountain
ranges 'of Afgl~anistan,forming, as it were, halting-places for
caravans, because of the herbage wherewith tiley are partially
covered. A fort or tower stands on the slope of one of the
mountnins, which recede from each other to a distance of perhalls five English miles; and hamlets scattered here and there
give shelter to the tribe which pays obedience t o the chief who
inhabits it. The valley of Tizeen wonld be picturesque i l l the
extreme if tliore were any natural wood to adorn it ; but except
a few fruit-trees planted about the chieftain's castle, not a l e d
is to be seen from one extremity t o the other. Nevertheless, the
/softened cl~aracterof tlie hills, which here lay aside in part their
rugged formations, gives relief to the eye, as well as to the ima; gination, which has grown weary by this time of dealing entirely
with the terrific, alld longs to have associations stirred that connect tl~en~selves
with pastoral rather than with robber life. F o r
sternin the extreme were all the associations which in the course
' of their
progress heretofore had been stirred in these bardy
soldiers. Black, bald, and baryell rocks closing in and hanging
over them continually, without a shrub, or tree, or blade of
grass to ornament them, llad fatigued both the ,mind and tlie
vision ; ancl now the men felt positiveIy glad at the prospect of
passing for awhile through a gentler cormtry.
You du not come upon the valley of Tizeen all at once. T h e
pass widens a little as you approach two huge rocks, which, pushi n g out their shoulders on the right hand and on the left,'lodk
like two huge door-posts on whicli a pair of enorlnous folding
gates might be swung. The leading files were already betweell
these rocks, when thk officer commanding saw, just infiide their
curvature, a small body of Afghan horse drawn up. H e halted
his men, and riding back in all haste, suggested to Colonel
Monteith that it would be a good thing to let loose the cavalry
upor1 them, innsmuch as they might easily be cut off. Colonel
Nonteith, however, was too prudent a soldier to throw his
people in such a country by driblets out of hand ; so he closcd
up the whole of the advanced guard, and moved forward. I t
mas well that he did so. No sooner wero the projecting crag@
turned than the hills ~vliichbounded the valley on all sides were
seen to swarm with Afghans, who baa manifestly placed this
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shots at them across the valley, our people set up a s1lout, and
dnslled fortyard. The skirmish was warmer, and the ground better
colltested on this occnsion, than before. The hill, indeed, was
steeper, and the Afghans, though they rarely permitted our men
to come within three hundred yards of them, kept up a warm tire
from behinrl the many rocks and crags with which its face was
broken. But they could not maintain their ground. They were
forced back and back, till they began to disappar over the
ridge ; wl~ereupontile assailants, whose last move had not been approved of by Colonel Dennie, were at length, though not without
some difficulty, halted.
Colonel Dennie had seen from his post upon the road that his
fiery young friends were getting into a scrape. I l e therefore
ordered up two additional companies, with a body of the Shah's
sappers, to reinforce them ; and these troops did their duty well,
and took their own share in the later skirmish. They sustained
some loss lilrewise ;for Lieut. Orr, a good officer, ~vhocommanded
the sappers, was scverely wounded on the very crest of the hill ;
a private of the 13th falling dead at the same moment besicle
liiin. The whole, however, halted at last; and till four o'clock
in the afternoon lcept their ground, which was by no meails
favourable, apinst repeated though desultory advances by the
enemy. n'leanwhile the main body of the division moved on
unmolested; but just ns the baggage approached the termination
of the pass, a warm fire opened upon it and upon the rear-guard
from the Ilills that hung over them. A considerable loss and
great confusion' was the consequence. Many camp-followers
the sides of overhanging rocks, and the Shah's riflemen seemed
scarcely in earnest in their efforts to dislodge them. Now it was
in operations such as this that, from the beginning to the end of
the war, the Afglians proved themselves to be especially skilful.
Though inrlividually brave, they seldoln stood to oppose our men
either in a stand-up fight upon the plain, or in a smart skirmish :
but wherever they found an opening whereby to approach our
baggage and rear-guards at a disadvantage, no troops 5n the
world knew better how to turn it to account. They slew (;llis day
a good Inany men, and carried off no inconsiderable portion of
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booty; of n.Iiic11 it \voultl be l~nrtl to say whetlber our people
,
with all
grudged them the most uiue new hoqlital t e t ~ l \vlticb
the furniture they appropriated, or certain kegs containing not
felver thnn thirty tho11wnc1rouncls of musket amrnurritioi~.
While tl~t! n1ni11body tlius pnst~edon, and the rear sustained
loss anrl clanrape, the skirn~ishers\vho covered tlre line of march
from the hill wl~icllthey had so grrlln~~tly
carried, were becoming
evely hour environed by dangers, more formitlable than they
seem to have a~~ticipatedwhen the morr~ing's work began.
'l'heir am11111nitiongrew slrort, insomuch that they ceased by
degrees to reply to tlre fire of the ellenry, and failed tl~ereforeto
y
likewise, an
keep tlien~at a dista~lce. At this u ~ ~ l u c krno~neut
order, wl~icli they do not appear rightly to htrve untlerstood,
s
arrived to tlirect them ill their retreat. Tlie i n ~ t n ~ c t i o nissued
es,
were, that they slroultl withdraw by alternate c o n ~ ~ n i ~ ione
clescending the hill and pnssing over to the nearer height, while
the other, holtliug its grot~ncl,sl~ouldkeep the Afghans a t bay.
But either because the n l w g e wm delivered indistinctly, or
that they all felt themselvca to be nlike useless with empty
pouches, tlie \\.hole force, as coon as the movement wns s~lppoeed
to be snnctionecl, began their retreat together. Bioreover i t
sool~became, as retrats conducted under similar circumstances
i ~ ~ v a r i ~ do,
b l y little better tl~ana mce. Away the men ran
I~elfer-skelter down t l ~ edeclivity, while the enerny, taking
courage from the panic wl~icllthey believed to have fallen upon
the Peringhees, followe'cl close upon their heels. I t was to no
purpose that Lieutenants Rattray and King called aloud to the
men to slacken their pace, or warned them that tho Afghans
were closing upon them. They neither paused to show a front,
nor took the srnnllcst pains to keep themselves under cover, but
rushed down the descent and over the glen, nnd reached the
opposite rise eagerly. Meanwhile the officers, gathering some
eight or ten men nabout them, took post behind a mnge of low
rocks, and made a show of resistance: hut wl~enthe enemy
were arrival within twenty yards of the position, the men
declared, with one accord, that they l~adnot a cartridge Ieft ;
and, no longer restmined by the voioes of the officers, took to
their heels. I t was a run for life or dertth on all sides, nnd not
in nll qnarters conduatd successfully. Lleut, Rattray escaped,
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his safety bejng occasioned by a fall from a rock, which might
have killed him, but which merely carried hi~n, a t the expense
of a few bruises, out ?f the rarige of the shot, which sang round
him like hail. Lieut. King was not so fortunate ; an Afghan
bullet pierced liis heart, and lie soll led dead to the bottom of the
declivity. H e was a gallant and chivalrous young soldier, whom
his comrades greatly loved, and over whose untimely fate they
mourned wit11 much sincerity. Yet he died a soldier's death ;
and now that time has in some measure clovecl up the wound in
their spirits, both his relatives and they who saw him fall cannot
but find comfort in this remembrance of him.
Having cleared the ravine which separated the two hills, the
skirmishem, supplied 6 t h fresh ammunition, and reinforced gy
three more companies, took up their ground on that which they
had first won. I t was called the Tower-hill, because of the
chiefs castle which crowned one of its lower ridges, and formed a
better position for protecting the army on its march than that t o
which their impetuosity had carried tliem. They weye repeatedly threatened, but never seriously attacked ; for the manner i n
which they saluted the more daring of their assailants proved
that they had made up their minds not to be driven off; and the
valour of the enemy seldom led them 'to seek, by hard fighting,
any bbject which our troops appeared determined not t o surrender on other terms. Moreover, just before dark, Abbott's
guns openecl with shot and shell upon the .masses which
threatened them, and they soon melted away. I-Iaving remained,
therefore, on the rising ground till ten or eleven o'clock a t
night, .the flankers were recalled by orders from Sir Robert Sale,
and marched into camp.

-
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CHAPTER XII.
March from Tizeen-Rear-guard engngcd.

THESalne caution which had marked the whole of Sir Robert
Sale7#proceedings from tlie outset was manifested in the arrangement of his camp in the valley of Tizeen. Strong piquets
were planted on every side, and not they alone, but the advanced
hatries were ordered to construct songas for their o ~ v nprotection ; while within the lines breastworks of loose stones were
thrown up, from behii~dwhich the troops might be able to
defend themselves against a large superiority of numbers, Not
contented with these precautions, Sir Robert made arrangements
for attacking, 'on the morrow, the chief's castle ; and one-half the
amount of' his inhntry, together with a still larger proportion of
his artillery, were directed to follow Col. Dennie on this service.
B u t just as the troops had paraded, and were preparing to quit
the grouiid, a messenger came in from the obnoxious chief with
a letter to the political agent, in which he professed his inability
to resist the Feringhees, and proposed to come to an accommodation with them. '( I know," SO ran his despatch, that I ancl
my countrymen cannot pretend to cope with your soldiers. If,
therefore, you attack my castle, I shall flee to the hills, destroying, before I go, my whole stock of provisions for the winter.
W e may starve, but you will not be benefited; and starving
men sometimes do desperate things. I do not wish to fight any
more ; offer me terms."
Captain MacGregor, having read this characteristic communication, proceeded with i t to General Sale's tent; and expressing
an opinion that the writer would cheerfully agree to such conditions as might be proposed, he prevailed upon the General
to counter-order the march of the tlSoopsthat hacl been about to
operate against the tower. Neither, as it seemed, had the politic a l agent suffered his hopeg to outrun probabilities; for the
chief of Tizeen expressed his willingnees to come into the treaty

-
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Iwoposed, and to give hosta.ges for his fkithful fulfilment of' it.
Accortlingly about six o'clock in the evening of the 23rd, ten
heads of families arrived in the camp, who were placed under
~urveillance rather for appearance's sake than because of any
use that would be made of then1 ; for the daughter of hostages is
an atrocity unknown with English armies, whether serving in tlie
East 01) i r ~the West.' However, i t was taken for grantecl that the
Afghans could not possibly b e aware of this difference between
their usages and ours : and the presence,alnong them of these ten
poor wretches, who looked more like the outcasts of a tribe
tha,n its leading members, induced t h e inhabitants of the British
camp to hope for an immediate pacification of the .valley.
Thus far tlie chief was true to h i s word, that, in the course of
the 25th) considerable supplies of provisions and forage were
sent into camp. T h e people who brought them, l~omever,seemed
to be excessively out of humour, and would neither accept nor
bestow the snlallest civilities on the strangers ;indeed, i t was observed by more thsn one of our people, that when they werit away
they spat on the ground-a sure token of their co~ztemptand abhorrence of the parties with which they had just been conversing.
T h e consequence was, that strict orders were issued to hinder
either soldiers or followers from wandering beyond the line of
tlie advanced sentries, while severe punishment wm denounced
against such as might be convicted of plundering any of the
villages, or solitary huts, that were scattered through the valley.
I n like ~ n i n n e rthe camels were prohibited from being led to
pasture far across the plain ; and wherever they went, i t mas directed that a guard should attend them ; " Though the en6my
have given hostages," ran one of Sir Robert Sale's orders, ('it
would be both imprudent an'd unsafe in us to relax our vigilance.
T h e troops will therefore sleep fully accoutred, i n front of their
lines, and under cover of the breastworks ; alld the piquets and
sentries mill be as much as ever upon the alert, knowing that on
our own vigilance both our honour and our safety depend."
I n the course of the 23rd, an attempt was made to recover
part of the baggage which had been left in the pass, by sending
back two companies of Native Infantry to loolc for it. The
search was not very profitable in any respect, and especially
failed in regard to a point which was felt at this moment t o b e
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more important than any other. None of the camels or horse8
which had brolren loose amid the confusion were found ; and the
loss, as well in this way, as by death, whether through, overfatigue or by the bullets of the enemy, had become so great as
seriously to affect thc pliability of the division. Indeed, so deficient did he find himself in the means of transport, that Sir
Robert Sale, when the time came for moving on, determined to
move with no more than his original command. Accordingly
the 37th Native Infantry, with a detachmerlt from Captain Backhouse's mountail1 train, and three companies of sappers under
a European officer, were directed to stand fast, the Deputy
Assistant Quarter Master General being instructed to make
choice for them of a defensible position ; and to await in the
valley of Tizeen the coming up of the 54th, which the General
had been led to believe would arrive in a few clays, bringing
with i t a convoy of sick on the way to the provinces, and some
treasure for the use of his own brigade. A s soon as these should
arrive, the 37th were to conduct both sick and treasure to Jellalabad, and, whether they came early or late, Major Griffiths,
commanding the 37th, was requested to communicate as frequently
as possible with Sir Robert Sale and the rest of the division.
Having adjusted these matters, and appropriated to his own
use every disposable animal that seei~edcapable of bearing a
burthen, General Sale gave orders that at half-past six on the
morning of the 26th, the columi~of march should be formed.
T h e troops were to fall in right in front, having for the'advanced
guard two companies of the 13th Light Infantry, four guns of
Captain Abbott's battery, two companies 35th Native Infantry,
and on9 company of Sappers ; the main body was to consist of
the strength of the two regiments ; and to be followed, first by
the ammunition and ordnance stores, under the escort of a cornpany of Sappers, and next by Captain Backhouse's monntaintrain, that is to say, by as many guns as had nbt been allotted for
the strengthening of the position of the 87th regiment. Next,
moved the baggage, a long aud cumbrous line, the charge of
which was devolved upon a troop of the 5th Light Cavalry, and
a rasselah of the Shah's horse ; with instructions to distribute tl~enlselvesas mucll as possible along either flank, so as to
ttforcl protection froin niarauders to this by far the feeblest
u
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portion of the cavalcade, Finally, a strong rear-guard, consisting
of two guns from Abbott's battery, two companies of the 35th
Native Infantry, one company of Sappers, and the remaining
troop of the 5th Light Cavalry, closed the column, and acted
under the orders of Captain Oldfield, an officer of much intelligence, and unconquerable courage and activity.
Little occurred in the course of the march of the 26th of which
it is llecessary to make mention. The route of the column lay
through a country less difficult than that which it had already
passed ; yet so commanded at every step as to render extreme vigilance on the par.t of the officers necessary; but it did so happen
that not on any occasion were the advanced parties withstood, o r
the progress of the main body interrupted. The rear-guard, to
be sure, was exposed as usual to a good deal of desultory fighting. I t produced, however, few casualties, and, thanks to the
excellent arrangements that had been made, occasioned neither
loss nor confusion among their baggage. SOthat, after compassing about ten English miles, the whole arrived in good order a t
a place called Seh-Baba, where the tents were pitched.
To explain how the camp was arranged and protected from
one night to another; how the outposts were stationed, and the
selltries covered ; and the troops within the lines sent to rest
armed and accoutred, would be to repeat a tale which, i n its reiteration, however interesting when first told, could not fail to
weary both the reader and the writer. Enough is done when I
state, that no precaution required by the critical position of
the force wa? omitted to ensure its safety ; and that care was
taker1 not only to issue provisions regula.rly, but to see that they
were carefully cooked and eaten. I n spite, therefore, of faligue
and much watching, the brigade enjoyed as good health as the
veteran officer a t its head could have wished ; for the return of
sick, which now lies before me, presents a list of little else than
of gallant fellows, officers and privates, who had received wounds
in the course of their encounters with the enemy.
.Having reached the ground in goocl time on the 26th, the
troops were enabled to make themselves comfortable ; and a n
opportunity was afforded to the Brigadier of circulating among
'

l!im on the march to Cabul.

These related principally to the
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distribution of the force ~ v l ~ i cwas
h to remain in Afghanistan, ancl
were only so far of interest to Sale's brigade, that they explained
what was already understood, and had been acted upon from the
outset; namely, that the 13th and 35th regiments were on their
inarch to the provinces, ancl that tho 37th had been directed to
join them. But the 37th Sale hacl already ordered back as far
as Kubber Jubber, part.ly because the valley of Tizeen was considered too exposed, partly in orcler that they might be nearer
to a supply of baggage animals, without receiving which their
movement on Jellalabwl had become impracticable. Accordingly,
though men read ancl made their remarks on the probable results
as these might affect the convenience and comforts of others, their
thoughts soon reverted to a consirleration of their own position.
which the progress of each new hour more and more tentled
to convince them was beset with grave difficulties, and surrounded with very many dangers.
'
A t the usual hour in the morning of the 28th the march of
the brigade began. I t was conducted in the same order as before ; but partly because the country became more difficult ns
the troops advanced, partly becaese the absence of serious molestation throughout the preceding day led the camp fo11owers to
relax in their cliscipline during the present, a greater dispositio~~
to stray from beneath the protection of the column was exhibitecl than proved either judicious or safe. The roacl ran today through a sort of broken valley, hemmed in as usual by
precipitous roclcs ; but having solrle width in itself, t h o ~ ~ ginterh
rupted continually by bold hills or heights that seared themselves at intervals throughout its whole extent. A winding
course was therefore that which the troops fbllowecl; and they
ascended and descended continuslly short, steep hills, after
traversing one of which all the length of way which might have
been previously compassed was hidden from vietv.
On the
right hand and on the left, likewise, similar waves of rock and
soil were rolled; so that the straggler who ventured perhaps a
hundred yards from the flank of the columa disappeared altogether. Such a country, with its ribs of granite closing in t h e
whole, offers far 'greater facilities of attack to an active enemy
than a mere gorge hemmed i n between two walls. Walls of
rock are for the most part as precipitous,-and therefore as inac'
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cessible from the laear as from the front; or else they furnish no
cover to marksmen who surmount them ; and not unfrequently,
by receding towards their ridges, hinder such as inay have ascended thither from obtaining any view of the road that passes
beneath. B u t dips and hollows, such as the brigade this day
encountered, seem made for afording cover to ambuscades and
pl~lnderers; and 110th were encountered abundantly as the march
proccedecl.
I t wau not the custom of the Afghans to measlire themselves
with o m troops so long as there seemed t o be any chance of
acquiring spoil without i t ; and to-day both the advanced guard
and the main body held their course unmolested. But no sooner
had the head of the line of baggzzge passed a certain point than
the business of plunder began. A n unfortunate grass-cutter,
having wandered but a ' f e w yards apart from the baggageguard, was set upon by a band of men who lay hidden behind
some rocks, and murdered. This done, the assassins opened
a fire upon the camels and their leaders, which was taken up
far and near by clouds of their companions ; and by and by the
faces of the far-off hills were*seen to swarm with 'armed men.
It would not do to halt the column for such an interruption as
this. Where an object is to be gained in war, the officer who
commands must disregard as much as possible minor inconveniences, and press steadily toward the end ; and Sir Robert Sale,
acting upon this principle, caused his little army t o continue its
march as i t had heretofore done. But he detached company
after company from the column, throwing one upon this height
and another upon t h a t ; and so distributing the whole that they
should furnish a succession of guards to the baggage and the
camp-followers at every point along the road which seemed
more than others to require protection. By these means the
enemy's attention was turned from those who could not defend
themselves ; and they were forced, instead of killing camels and
ponies, to enter upon a series of warm skirmishes, from which,
if o u r people sustained some loss, the loss caused t o the aggressors was much greater.
This state of things cantinued throughout the whole of the
clay'e march, and came to an end only when, at a place callad
ICutta Sing, the troops halted. Neither after the tenh were
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~ i t c h e ddid the enemy venture to approach, for they appear by
this time to have been taught that a British camp is not like all
Afghan outspan, a mere mass of l~umanbeings in confusion.
But multitudes were seen by the piquets crossing the road all
night long, as if there were some great design in progress, and
armed men were concentrating in order to effect it. The political agent being informed of all this received the announcement with perfect indifference. H e assured Sir Robert Sale that
there was no national feeling of hostility towards the English
anywhere. T h e brigade was now in the most savage part of the
kingdom, where every chief was a leader of brigands and every
man a robber : but after the arrangements that had been entered
into \vith the Tizeen Patriarch, i t was not to be thought of that
any opposition would be made to its onward progress. All,
therefore, that was necessary seemed to be, thnt the rear and the
baggage should be looked t o ; for he had reason to believe that
sixty or eighty ruffians had combined to harass the morrow's
march, and i t would be well to keep an eye to them from the first.
Thus warned, and looking perhaps rather to his own anticipations of what might befal than to Captain MacGregorii assurances,
Sir Robert Sale issued in the course of the day fresh and stringent orders relative to the disposition of the march on the morrow. H e directed Lieut. Meyne, with a detachment of cavalry,
to be on the alert a t the sounding of the first bugle, and to stop
and turn back any camp followers who might endeavour, as,
many of them seemed inclined, to precede the brigade in its
advance. Similar instructions were given to the officers in command of the piquets by which the flanks of the camp were
covered. On no account whatever could man or beast beasuffered to obstruct the road, or to pass beyond his legitimate place
i n the line of niarch; for the safety of the whole depended on
the freedom and readiness with wlrich corps and armed bodies
should be able to form lip and act in case of danger. Por the
same reason, and to prevent any loss or confusion in the event
of an attack, quarte~-masters of regiments were informed that
the proper place for their spare animunition was on the right
flank of their respective corps, and they were charged to. have
their animals loaded and led to their stations in good time. N O
particle of baggage, whether public or private, was to move
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with the magazines ; and even the sick, with the hospital tents
and stores, had a place assigned to them, guarded indeed, and
therefore comparatively safe, yet clear of all risk of interference

serious view of the state of affairs than the political agent ; for
the coluli~nhad scarcely quitted its ground, aid the baggage was
yet halted, when not sixty or eighty, but some hundreds of lvellarmed men, rose from behind the hillocks and broken ground.
that lay about the camp, and fell fiercely upon the rear-guard.
The firing on both sides was warm and incessant ; and though,
Backhouse's mountain guns sent showers of grape and shrapnell:
among the assailants, they were not to be denied. Men b e g a n
to drop, few killed but many wounded ; and the difficulty of conveying them away, through the absence of a sufficielit n u m b e r o f
doolies, became constantly greater. Not one, however, was left
behind. The rear-guard fought stoutly : they never yielded a
foot of ground till all behind them was clear and at a sufficient
distance ; and even then they merely passed from one favourable
position to another, where they might again make a stand. S o
the greater portion of the day was spent; for the enemy, t h o u g h
they did not succeed in a i c ~ i n uu
c a sincie camel, hung uppn'
the line of march till it drew to an end: and when the list of
casualties came to be taken, which was done as soon a f t e r t h e
pitching of the tents as.possible, it showed a considerable addition to the number of helpless persons, in which list Lieut.
Jennings, of the 13t11, having received a severe wound t h r o u g h
the arm, was included.
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C H A P T E R XIII.
Marc11 to Gundnmuck-Smart Affair with the Rear-guard.
far the progress of the little army had been conducted
without niuch loss or any great pressure from fatigue. The
malches were generally short: that of the 28th of October
hardly exceeded five miles ; and though the road was rough,
from the quantityof loose stones which covered it, and therefore
exceedingly inconvenient for wheel-carriages, both men and
horses managed to get along without foundering. The
trial of a11 was the want of forage. Not a blade of grass grew,
except here and there, and in very small patches, along the
entire course of the glen ; and the water was in some places so
impregnated with mineral substances, that neither men nor
animals could drink it. The cold, likewise, after sunset, became
doubly sharp in consequence of the great heat of the day, and
all were exposed to it; for it was ollly when a halt of a day or
two had been determined upon, that the tents were pitched. N o
body of troops could, however, preserve better order or sustain
a nobler spirit. Crime was unknown : nobody marauded ; nobody indulged to excess in the use of spirituous liquors ; and the
consequence was that at every hour, both of the day and night,
tho whole (from the general down to the drum-boy) were ready
and willing to undertake any service.
The division was now approaching a part of the road, after
crossing which, provided it were done well, an opinion prevailed,
both in camp and elsewhere, that the main obstacle to their safe
arrival at Jellalabad would be surmounted. Flow it might fare
with them amid the descent of tlie Khyber, nobody appeared to
know ; but supposing them to be fairly clear of the pass of Jugdulluck, and to reach the cantonments of Gundamuck, then
there was r~othingmore to stop them in their progress towards
the town, where rest would be afforded them. Moreover, by
following the more circuitous of the two roads which lead from
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Tizeen to the valley of Jugdulluck, they had thrown the hostile
natives considerably out in their calculations. A s it came afterwards to be known, the 00100s (for this tribe i t is which inhabit,^
the mountain-ranges from Seh Baba to the extreme verge of
the Gundamuck valley) had coupted on the advance of the Feringhees through the Peri pass, and had, in conseqoence, not only
fortified i t midway, but had drawn tliither every disposable
man, with the intention of fighting a great battle. But Sir
Robert Sale, suspecting the intention, had wisely diverged from
this gorge, and determined to face, and by dint df hard fighting,
i f necessary, to force the ravine into Jugdulluck. A t the same
time, the continued movement of clouds of men during t h e
afternoon of the 28t11, and, indeed, all night long, round t h e
camp and away towards the pass ill question, left no room to
doubt that there would be hard work for both parties ere t h e
valley that lay beyond it could be reached. N o t on this account,
Itowever, was any change of plan, much less of route, contemplated ;
on the contrary, the troops were warned that the march would
begin at the usual hour, h a l f p s t seven, on the following morning, care being taken to reinforce considerably both the advanced
guard and the rear-guard ; and to support them with a stronger
artillery than as yet had been allotted to this service-the former
having four guns from Abbott's battery attached, the latter two
from the same effective corps.
The road on which the division now entered runs for several
miles along the bottom of a narrow mountain defile. I t is
hemmed i n on both sides. not like the oath between Bootkak and
Jubber Kubber, by perpendicular cliffs, but by a succession of
mountains, one rising above the other till the whole a r e termi~latedfar in the rear by a long line of sugar-loaf granite peaks.
These hills, though both stoep and stony, are quite accessible
by active men, and approach so close to the r o d , that marksmen
firing from the summits of the nearest, may do execution upon
n. column beneath, though their aim will of course be uncertain.
Moreover, here and there in the face of this range gullies and
ravines show tl~emselves,which conlmunicate with other valleys
behind the range, and are used by the inhabitants as the ordinary
cl.ianr~e!s of communicatio~~
with them. Such a pass themilitary
reac\,er will pt once perceive presented obstacles to the march of
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troops a thousandfold more formidable than any mere rent, so to
speak, through the heart of a chain of rocks; and Sir Robert
Sale, who was neither ignorant of the locality nor inclined to
uilderrate its importance, made his dispositions for a battle,
should it he forced upon him, with characteristic energy and
self-possession.
T h e usual distribution of the force into advance, main body,
and rear-guard, was of course made ; and the companies allotted
for the latter service being ordered upon piquet at sunset, were
i n their places and ready to cover the march of the baggage d t e r
the column, had moved on. Protection, however, was required
this day for the column itself, as well as for tbe baggage, and
flanking partics were in consequence thrown oat to clear the
nearest hills. These soon. became engaged in a very lively
skirmish, for the enemy crowcled the face of the ascent, and
showed themselves not less skilful than heretofore in tnking advantage of every cover that offered. Nevertheless, our m e n
pressed on, and reinforcements being from time to time sent to
them, they gained ground up011 the Afghans, though not without
sustaining spme loss, Among the light troops who distinguished
themselves on that occasion, it is but justice to particula&e two
companies of Goorkhas, forming a portion of that corps of the
Shah Shujah's army which accoilipnnied Sir Robert Sale's
column. S n ~ a l lmen, but resolute and active, they ran from
rock to rock wit11 surprising celerity, and delivered their fire
with's degree of accuracy and a correctness of aim which won
for them the applause of their European comrades. Tlle office13
and mep of the 13th, though excellent skirmishers themselves,
beheld the working of these wild mountaineers with delight.
U p and u p the mountain-side the light troops scrarubled, till
they attained the summits of the nearest spurs, and looked down
upon the column winding beneath, at u distance of full two thousand feet. T h e rarefaction of the atmosphere at this great
altitude (for the road in the pass was full five thousand feet
above the level of the &a) combined with the intense heat to blow
the men exceedingly : so the bugles sounded a halt, and all lay
down to refresh, Unfortunately, however, the halt took place on
the left of the line of march, just within long range of a breastw ~ g k; from behind which, on the slope of wether hill, a party
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of the enemy kept up an incessant fusilade. One officer, Lieutenant Rattray, of the 13th, and several men, were wounded on
that occasion ; and Inore might have suffered, had not the bugles
from below warned the skirmishers to lnove on. They did so,
holding the high grounds which they had won, and sweeping
from before them clouds of the enemy, who forthwith betook
themselves to the inore remote ridges. But, however efficacious
the proceeding might bc in covering the head, and indeed the
wbole extent of the r.olurnn, from insult, it left the rear-guard
exposed to serious dangers, which were not sloat in showing
themselves. The enemy, though beaten from the nearer hills,
were not cowed. On the contrary, they retired into the valley'
on the other side; and, passing round, came out at the different
ravines of which notice has been taktn as falling in upon the road
at various points near the beginning of the pass. Their numbers
were very formidable ; and whether because the sense of a decided superiority in this respect gave them courage, or that the
string of camels and ponies that passed under their view inflamed
their cupidity, they rushed into action against the rear-guard
with a degree of determination and eagerness, such as they hacl
not on any previous occnsion exhibited. A very warm and
bloody encounter ensued, dnring which it is no disgrace to the
handful of British troops engaged to admit that they fell for a
moment into confusion. They were attacked simultaneously on
both flanks, in front, and i n rear ; and were forced to cut their
way through a swarm of men who, issuing from the glens, threw
themselves right in the middle of the line of baggage, and forced
back a portion of it upon the leading company of the rear-guard.
But a momentary corif~lsionis soon rectified when officers know
their duty, and men are inured to war.
T h e rear-guard was not slow in meeting with its skirmishers
their assailants on all sides, while the mass pushed at once through
that portion of the enemy which had broken theline of march ; and
then the retreat was conducted with as much celerity as a regard
to the safety of the wounded would perniit. I n this affair the
loss on the side of the English was very severe. Next day's re.
tulmnsshowed that, between the flank patrols and the rear-guard,
twenty-nine men k~ad been killed and ninety-one wounded ; and
among the former waa numbered an officer of great merit and
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atill highrtr pmmie, Vaphin Wyndharn, of the a t h Nati\'o
Illfantry. .%ing
a ~ o 1 1 n r l dmldier ullable to get 0'11, be d k
Ino\lnttd and l r r ~ thim hb 11om. But Captain Wgntlbm wm
lrimfielf Ian~c,from a previous 11urt; and rr~uldnot, tkrxafore,
whet1 tlie rush of the enemy wan the fiercest, keep up with his
own pwplc in their wmt : ant1 the c o ~ u m i c was!
e
that he,
who had pnemuarly relinquish~lan d v a n t v in order that 8
poor w o u ~ l t l ccommle
~i
ehoulrl not be Imt. 1pau3 himwlf overtaken
by the s a v a p that hung upon the rear of hh party, and after a
brave mhtance, slain.
The clivi~ionhalted for the night at a p i n t in the
which
werned to offer mther more facilitieg of defence t h the mt.
This tncwurrp was the more nw.ceslrery, that doolim and other
meal15 of trarlsport for the sick and wounded harl begun to ~ K I W

m a not mcrificed.

Re this, howover, as it may, the

exchanged between the flank patrob u d some stcagglbg
Afghans, whoee p u d t y waa accounted for by tho awurnptJm
that the Oolooa were too busy dividing tho v i l in ths m, to
think of the 1- d e , though hardly 1- c h a ~ % ~ t & tmp10~I~
ment, of hmwdng: tho Feringbees in tho h n t .

all the way ; and i t twminated about two h tbe &entoon, by
introducing the column into a romantia, and., ~ ~ ~ n ~ " t i v @ l y
speaking, fertile rctratb of oomidernble extan4 md att&Ied with
towers and hamlets. This
the vaIley of Gundamwok, 0116
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of Shah Shujah's military posts ; where, in a cantonment built for
their accon~modation,he kept two of his own regiments, one of
cavalry, the other of infantry, with a corps of Jezailchees, or
riflemen-all under European officers. It was overspread with
vegetation, and feathered here and there with wood ; among which
n e r e fruit-trees of different kinds in abundance, and vines, of
which the produce was delicious ; and a clear but shallow stream
ran with a broken current through the midst of it. I t is scarcely
necesswy t o add, that such a scene was beheld by t h e hardy men
who gazed upon i t with positive delight. For eighteen successive days they had toiled through the heart of bleak and
mid n~ountains. Beneath their feet lay a loose shin@e, intermixed with large stones, such as torrents roll onwards in their
course; and leave high and dry when the strength of the water'
recedes ; while above them and around, uprose walls of granite,
surmounted by jagged peaks, or broken cliffs, on which not SO
much as a blade of grass grew. T h e contrast was therefore exceedingly striking; and the travellers relished it the more, that
there seemed some prospect of obtaining here the rest of which
they stood in need, while the addition of fruit and vegetables to
their diet promised as much to benefit the health of the men, as
i t conduced in every possible way to gratify their tastes.
The cantonment, or barrack, which had been erected for the
Shah's troops occupied the summit of an extensive table-land,
which occurred about the centre of the valley. Close to these
huts the tents of Sale's brigades were pitched, and though the
inmates felt thanselves comparatively secure, the same precau-.
tions were adopted to guard against surprise as if an enemy had
been beside them. Piquets outline and inline were on duty
day ancl night, and care was taken not only to prevent straggling
a t a distance, but to hinder suspicious-looking strangers from
penetrating in any numbers within the line of seutries. Strict
orders were issued, likewise, to officers commanding corps, that
they woulcl caution their men against plundering, and punish
every act of the sort on the instant; in a word, everything was
done which prudence and humanity could suggest to preserve
discipline amoiig the troops, and t o conciliate by fair dealing in
businew, and kind treatment otherwise, the good will of the in-
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into the rninrh of both o6rcm anrl men. Morcwer, the tribe?
in the valley kqp~n,by dc%mw, lo put on a more irtaolrnt air;
W I unother
~
n l m n w r , wllo arrival on the 9th) brought letters,
tui ho 1 1 i m l f s @ t l u l , from Cabul, and distributed ti~eulto the
J n r ~ l w r or
~ , fjbl~'s regiment of cavalry, The eircumstnnc~
wm couwided by no mmmr mtirhctory at h d - q u a r t e t tent:
w l ~ e h f ~dl
m the piquets were o ~ i e r dto be strerlgtherld at
sunset, ant1 the omcera comnlanding were directed to keep an eye
upon these horsemen.
So ~ M X Ithe interval betweell the morning of the 9th and the
evening of the 10th. It wns a period of conriderable uneasinem
everywhere; for rumours, of impending attacks bttgnn e n to
pervnde the camp, and the patrols of the 5th Light Cavalry,
which went rorln~lit by night, were fired upon. Under these
~ircurnutances,Sir Robert Soie determined to push without further delay npou Jellalnlxrrd,and to occupy the town, and keep it
till he rllould he correctly informed in t w r d to the state of
afiirs at the capital. Accordingly, instructions were given to
get the bagjpp animals reatly, and lo be prepared to strike the
tents. But when the moment c t u n ~for mustering camels and
pod- hy fur the p t e r number were ahcnt. Tho drivers, it
appeared, had led them out, under the pretext of feeding, and
were f l ~ ~ 1no
, one knew whither, nud any attempt to seek for
them, even among the hills nearest at hand, was pronounced
hopeless. Tllk was moat vexatious, yet Sale, ren~emberingthat
the mfety of Ilia troopa was hirl first object, deterniirid not to
abandon the plan of marching on Jellnlabnd. Oh the contrary,
he desired that such animal8 ae yet remained should be laden with
ammunition, hospital and c o m m h i a t stores, and that the
eanlp equiptqp ant1 the pivate b
o
w of officers s11ouId be
oommitted to the keeping of the Shah's regiments which he
propowl to leave iu chnrge of the cantonment. N o t a murmur
or word ofcornpluint erscaped m y man'a lips when these ordels
were read : all falt that the time wns come wheh private convenience must give m y to tho attainment of a public good, and all
wore m d y to make whataver sacriflces the urgency of cimumetnncos might requlw.
I n this spirit tho troop add&
thansdvea to the packing .
of their knapacks, and the officers to the securing in tbe best way
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they could such indispensable articles a they iin&ined that they
would be able to transport upon their riding horses, or about their
ow11 persons. The reinforcements for the piquets likewise took
up their ground, alid the patrols did their duty. Moreover, nobody was surprised to find the desultory firing about the camp
more frequent and more warm than heretofore. Yet the bugle
never sounded, and therefore the sleepers were not called Tram
their lairs. I t was found, likewise, that arrangements .which
could not be completed till the last moment required more time
to carry through than had been anticipated ; and the consequenck
was that noon on the 11th was near at hand ere the march began.
But when begun it was conducted in the best possible order.
There might be fewer comforts in anticipation, because of the
falling off in the extent of the baggage-train; but while, the
rnarch lasted the division learned to understand that the less of
baggage there is with an army on the move, the more pliable
and therefore the more efficient the army is. A few shots exchanged between the rear-guard and a body of Afghans which
followed them was the only manifestation given that they were
passing through an unfriendly country ; and when the halt took
place at Puttehabad, it was found that no list, either of killed or
wounded, remained to be made up.
The column did not reach its ground till after sunset, for the
space traversed fell little sliort of fourteen miles; and the arrangements for passing the night were soon made. Songas,
with large fires burning near them, supplied t h e place ot
tents. But not yet had the hum of conversation ceased in the
bivouac, when two or three tent-pitchers came running in from
the rear, with tidings that tlie cantonments had been attacked
immediately on tlie departure of the brigade, and that the Shah's
Janbazees (cavalry) had joined the enemy. A considerable sensation was produced, as may be supposed, on the receipt of this
intelligence : nor had it begun to subside when, through the darkness, the sound as of a column advancing was heard; and the
piquets stood to their arms. ' By and by a body of men were
discerned, on whom the sappers-for they chanced to form the
outpost that seemed threatened-opened a heavy fire ; and i t was
.not suppressed without considerable difficulty, tlioagh the people
fired upon made no return. A t length, however, the firing was
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sl.opped ; and an interzhange of sal~ntationsin the English language informed the officer 011 clnty that tlie intruders came as
friends, and not as enemies. A way was fortllwith made for tIieln
within the lilies. They proved to be the IZhyberree battalion,
who had stood by their European officers in spite of the defectiorl
of the Jaiibazees ; and who, after defending the cailtoninents till
treason left them hopeless of doing so effectually, had marched
after the division, bringing with them oilly their arms, and such
ammunition as they could carry in their pouches. All the heavy
Lnggnge t l ~ u sfell into tlie enemy's hands, as well as two sixpounder guns, which the Khyberrees found it ilnpossible to
transport with them; and everything which the plunderers dicl
not care to appropriate was, with the cantonments themselves,
coin~nittedto the flames.
Bad tidirigs were these for Sale and his men. They confirmed
the suspicion which hacl arisen aniong them, that matters could
not be going on at Cabul so favourably as the chief from Jugdulluck had represented ; and left them nothing to look fur,
throughout the remainder of their progress, except hard knoclc~.
X o man's heart failed him, however, nor was any thought entertained, except of winning and holding Jellalabacl as long as it
might be judged advisable to do so. Wherefore, sharing their
fires with the new comers, the troops lay clown again, and slept,
well guarded by their outposts, till about six o'clock on tlie
following morning, when the word was passed to rouse and take
their places.
The dawn had not broken when the troops stood to their anns,
and it was still grey twilight when tlie line of march was formed ;
but, for obvious reasons, there was no purpose of quitting the
ground till tltere sliould be light enough to discern objects at a
good half-mile's distance, Men stood in the ranks, therefore,
and gazed into the sky ; till, as the morning brightened, other
objects, to the full as exciting., arrested their attention. They
looked to the hills, by which a good way off the site of the
encampment was girdled in, and saw that those behind, as well
as on the right and left, were covered with Afghans. There had
been no such gathering of mountaineers at any other stage in
their progress ; and the spirit which actuated them was soor1
made manifest by the dropping of long shots into the very hivouac.
I
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'' W e shall have warm work presently," said one to another.
particularly anlong the companies which formed the rear-guard ;
and warm work sure enough they had : for scarcely had the
column moved off-the baggage under its e ~ c o r tmaking ready
to follow-when down froin the heights 011 the right and left
rushed the enemy, while a cloud of people coming up from
behind soon fbrmed the arc of the bow ; and the whole opened
I t was beautiful to witness tlie coolness and perfect order with
which the rear-guard, commancled that day by Lieut.-Colonel
Dennie, offered a front to the agsailants in every direction. The
road running amid frequent declivities offered good cover for the
parties ~vhicliheld it ; while the piquets on either flank extended
and mai~ltaineda sharp skirmish among tlie rocks. They were
fed, too, with great judgment, as often as they seemed in danger
of .being overpowerecl ; and Captain Oldfield, with his squadron,
never lost an opportunity of clashing at such of the Afghans as
ventured to descend into the low ground, and pushing them back
u p i n to the mountains. Thus, fighting in a sort of' semicircle,
in loose order, but with full reliance on one another, some three.
hundred men kept as many tl~ousands at bay ; never giving
ground except for a moment, and then only to recover it again,
till the well-known bugle-call, begun near the bivouac, and
tt~kenup from point to point round the valley, warned them t i
move on.
T h e object of this standing skirmish was to cover the march
04 the baggage animals, which moved in safety behind the flanking piquets, and gradually passed out of danger. Then, and nottill then, the rear-guard took ground in the same direction,
preserving its order intact, however, and taking advantage of
every rock, stone, and undulation of the ground to give its fire
effectively, and thus to keep the pursuers a t a distance. And so
the affair proceeded for about four miles. But here a village
presented itself, upon which the hil.18 closed in on either side ;
and to get them through the gorge as speedily as possible became
with Colonel Dennie an object of pnramount importance. Moreover, having reconnoitred the country beyond, and seeing that it
~vasopen and co~~venient
for aavalry, he determined to conduct
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the operation in suc11 a illailner as nligllt inspire the AfgIlalls
with an overweerling confidence, ancl thus lure them to tlleil+
destruction. H e tlierefore directed the cavalry to pass throllgh
at a hard-gallop, rind to forill up in line under cover of a shoulder
of one of, the hills, so that they might be ill a conditioil to act
with eff'ect should e~rentsbefal as he anticipated. The bugles
then sounded for the infantry, first to llillt, then to advance firing,
and lastly, when the enemy as usual were fleeing before them, to
face about, and run with all speed through the village and the
enclosures round it. Everything was done with the accuracy
of a paracle manccuvre ; and the results, as regarded the Afghans,
fulfilled Dennie's expectations.
They did not at first seem
to understand what the Feringhees were about. They halted,
indeed, sooil after the on~vardrush of the rear-guard had ceased ;
but were manifestly at a loss w11o.t to do when they saw the very
men, wlio but a moment before had cllased them with the eagerness of conquerors, ninning as if for life, when there was no man
in pursuit of them. By degrees they recovered their self-possession ; and then, as if impressed with the conviction that they
l ~ a dachieved a great victory, they set
one of their fiendish
howls, and followed hellel,-skelter. I t was precisely the movement for which Colonel Dennie hadmade his arran~ements. On
rushed the Afghans in a dense throng, leaving village, ancl
brolren ground, and finally the gorge of the pass behind them,
and away over the open valley, their wl~olesouls, as it appeared,
being intent on the destruction of' the escort and tlie plunder of
the baggage. But scarcely were they clear of the spurs of the
two hills, which form, as it were, the horns of the crescent, ere
Captain Oldfield's cavalry, bringing their right shoulders up,
gave the spur to their chargers and were among them. A t the
same time a rasselah of Anderson's irregl~larhorse, which Sir
Robert Sale, observing the nature of the country as he passed,
had sent back, fell upon them from the opposite side ; and the
slaughter was tremendous. Not once, since the commencement
of tho march from Bootkak, had the Afghans received such a
lesson. The sappers, whom Dennie had formed to support the
cavalry, joined also in the cl~arge; and, following the fugitives,
who took to the mountains, slew them in great numbers. I t wus
said of the British horsemen that day, that: their right arms were
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wearied with the blows which they struck ; and the quantity o f
dead that might be seen scattered over the face of the valley
proved that they had not struck a t random.
From that time, till it arrived within three miles of Jellalabad,
the rear-guard sustained no annoyance whatever. The enemy
seenled to have become satisfied all a t once that, though retiring,
Sir Robert Sale's little army was not defeated ; and they therefore contented themselves with following at so respectful a distance that no exchange of shots could take place. Indeed, t e n
miles of may in an open country, and over a conti~~uous
descent,
offered few facilities for t h e sort of warfiire in which they were
the most skilfuI ; and when the road, at the termination of these,
became again difficult and contracted, they appeared very little
tlisposed to take advantage of it. Once, and only once, led on
by some of the Janbazees who had deserted at Gundamuck, they
advanced within very long range and begun to fire. But their
shot did not tell ; and Colonel Dennie, in consequence, without
pausing to return it, marched on. He halted, indeed, and formed
up as so011 as the broken ground wm cleared, offering them
battle, should they be disposed to accept it. B u t no such humour
\\,as present wit11 them. Wherefore the rear-guard, follotving in
'he footsteps of their comrades who had gone before, moved on.
till, withoutthe occurrence of any other adventure, they arrived
a t JellaIabd.
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C H A P T E R XV.
Jellnlnbnd-Con4ngrntions

n t N i g h t s o r t i e in the Morning.

JELLALABAD,
tlle winter-residence of the kings of Cabul since
the Doorannee empire became consolidated, is situated in a valley
of cohsiderable extent, and of great comparative beauty all11
fertility. I t is the capital of a province which stretches west
and east from the Kotah of Jugdulluck to the mouth of the
Kllyber pass ; and north and south from the hills wl~ichintervene between it and ICafristan, to the Safed IZoh, which shuts it
out from IChuram. The valley itself may nieasure about eightand-twenty miles in length, with an average breadth of three
or four miles; and is, especially towards the Khyber extremity,
in a high state of cultivation. Besides numerous lesser streams,
three considerable rivers adorn and fertilise i t : namely, the
Cabul river, which flows near the town ; the Surkh Rud, or Red
River, which joins the main river at a place cdlecl Darmita ; and
the ICara-Su, or Black River, which a little east of Bala. Bag11
unites with the Surkh Rud. Between BaIa Bagh (a town of some
importance) and Jellalabad numerous castles and villagesintervene.
The faceof the valley, moreover, in that direction, is well wooded
with forest-trees; and the scenery, closed in on all sides by
magnificent mountain-ranges, is attractive in the extreme. B u t
immediately around Jellalabad itself an arid desert spreads.
This, to persons accustomed to European arrangements, may
seem a strange peculiarity in the disposition of a town which,
because of the comparative salubrity of its climate, had been
chosen as the winter-residence of the court; yet in the East it is
not uncommon : for all that the prince seeks in such places is
exemption from the intense cold of a higher latitude;, and a
sandy plain is more liltely to afford this than a rich valley,
intersected by water-courses, and therefore inviting frost, so to
/speak, or filling the air with damp exhalations.
T h e tow~l, originally a place next in importance only to
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Carldaliar and Cabul, had, through the ravages of war and the
operation of other causes, fallen i n 1841 into complete decay.
I t seemed, indeed, as if at iiltervals there hacl been some political
necessity for curtailing its enceinle, for not fewer than three distinct circles of ramparts, all broken down, might be traced ; and
the town itself, little better than a rrnin, stood withill the innermost of them. Like other Afghan cities of note, Jellalabad had
its Balla Hissar : half palace, half citadel. But the Balla Hissar
i n the present instance, instead of standing apart from the town,
as a t Cabul, stood in the heart of i t ; forming with its bare walls
u sort of innermost town of all, and furnishing but indifferent
accommodatio~ito such as might be in the habit of dwelling
Uninviting to the gaee of the ordinaiy traveller as this dilapldated city lniglrt have appeared, to the eyes of the brave but
sorely hnrassed l~andfil of troops who, on the 12th of November,
1841, approached it weary and foot-sore, i t offered many and
great attractions. They had been accustomed to think of it amid
\vatcl~ingsand battles as a place of a t least temporary rest ; and
now, in spite of the unfavourable turn which things seenled to have
taken around them, they still hoped to find tlrere repose from their
toil. Not so was it with the natives. They seem never to have
calculated on so bold a measure as the occupation of Jellalabad by
Sale's brigade. They believed that the Feringhees were on their
march to their own polluted country ; and hence every village,
which the force approached and passed, sent out its armed men,
more or less numerous, to assist in harassing the unbelievers.
Wherefoi3e, when, instead of encamping in the open fields, with
a view of renewing his march on the morrow, Sir Robert Sale
turned the head of his column towards the nearest city gate, the
astonishment both of the dwellers in the town, and of the inhabitants of the villages near it, seemed to deprive them of all
self-possession. As many of the citizens as could escape, fled
through the opposite gates, without making so much as a show'
of resistance ; and thus the place was won, and whatever stores
both of provisions and ammunition might happen to be deposited there, fell into the hands of the brigade, without so much
as a musket-shot having been fired.
I t was high time that the troops should reach this or some
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other place of temporary relaxation. The stock of provigons in
hand being taken account of, was found to suffice for no *lore
than two days' consumptiol~,and how tp obtain a supply seemed,
when the subject came to be maturely considered, a matter
b y no means easy of adjustment. There was neiti~erclifficulty
nor any hesitation in puttingall ranks upon half rations ; and
dl ranks, whether soldiers or civilians, prepared to contract their
appetites without a murmur. But pinch as they might, two
days' provisions held out but a slender prospect of existence to
begirt, as was this gallant little force, b y barbarous
enemies. For scarcely were they within the walls, when swarms
of Afghans appeared on every side, surrounding the town, and
uttering yells and cries, discordant and loud enougl~to a~valten
t h e clead. Moreover, under cover of the many broken parnpets
and building of v a r i o ~ ~sorts,
s
which abutted upon the place,
stragglers approached within ear-shot of the sentries, and vented
their fury in all lrlanner of threats, which they professed themselves determined to execute, inl less the town were abandoned.
A n d as tile city wall mas full of breaches, and had r ~ oditch
before i t such as deserved the name, serious npprellensions were
erltertained lest, after dark, they might eadeavour to force thcir
way into the, town by mere weight of numbers. T o provide
against this every necessaryprecaution was taken. Guards were
planted a t each of the gates, which gave sentries enough to cornmunicate a t short intervals round the whole of the circuit ;
while in a sort of square or place in the centre of the tourn,
whence streets passed off to the several'outfets, a s t r o ~ ~piquet
g
was planted, with orders to send support to every point where
there should be heavy firing or other evidence of liostile operat i o n ~ . T h e rest of the little army was kept well in hancl, the
men lying down by companies, having their officers w a r them;
and all slept accoutred, with their weapons near, so that they
might b e ready to turn out and defend the~nselvesat a moment'e
Warning.
WhiIe the troops, after eating a scanty meal, four~di n sleep
t h e refreshment of which they stood sorely in need, the comlnandants of corps, with Sir Robert Sale at their head, met to
comsicler as to the steps which it would be judicious to taltu
amid the remarkable circumstances by which they were sur-
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rounded. There were no differences of opinion in regard to the
necessity which had arisen of holding tlheir groulid where they
were, till orders from head-quarters should reach them ; but a
question presented itself i
to wliether it would be better to keep
possession of the whole of the town, or retire within the ciiailel,
ancl there maintain themselves. T h e y who argued for this latter
course pointed out that tho town, weie it even in a defensible
state, was too extensive for their force ; and that so far was it from
being defensible, that the whole of the bastions we1.e in ruins,
the curtains themselves being pierced by various breaches. N O W
the citadel, or Balla Hisjar, though most imperfectly fortified,
was a t all events encircled by a wall; and, offering more than
suficient accomriiodation for tlie troops, might be llelcl with a
considerable saving of watchfulness and consequent exhaustion,
by a garrison well concentratecl, ancl therefore effective in all
emergencies. I t is said, I know not how truly, that at first tlie
leanings of the council of mar mere decidedly in that direction.
But n wiser policy ,prevailed in the end. Voices explained, that
by giving 11p the tow11 you made a virtual ucknowledginent of
weakness, ~ v h i c lin
~ the presence of a barbarous enemy is especially to be deprecated ; and tliat any advantage which might b e
gained by a concentration of your strength would be more than
counterbalanced by the cover which the assailants would fitrcl
a m o n g the houses, and through the lanes and streets that were
abandoned to them. I t is but justice to the memory of the brave
and somemliat ill-used Dennie to explain that of the latter opinion
lle was the chief aclirocate ; and well was it for the illustrious
garrison" that, after a'good deal of discussion, it prevailed.
Raving settled this point, the next course resolved upon was,
that no time ought to be lost in putting the defences of the town
in the lnost perfect state of which tiley might appear capable.
T o set about an operation so delicate, however, ill the face of the
armed hordes which swarnled i n the neighbourhood, was felt to
be imp]-acticable ; and a determination WAS therefore come to of
liazarding a sally on the following day, and driving them t o a
distance. Anc! this was the more necessary, that from the sum]nits of certain rising grounds, particularly fiom a rocky hill on
the southern face of the town, they managed to annoy the garrison, and to put the lives of the selltries iu jeopardy, by a con-
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he shoulti return into the city by a ditfcmnt gate.
In no m p t does t h conduct of qalu asd d h i p l i d
t m o p m n t m t more m ~ ~ k i r b with
l y that of raw leuia, t h n
in thl,-that
tibe a r e which the former take to destroy rlc~thiag
which m y huld out ttie p m y m t of shelter to thenwlvea i9 ex.
wqkd only by tlirir anxiety to cut down the shelter of an cenen~y.
IZaw leviea, on the other hand, seem impelled by sheer crcitttnlctnt to pm-petrate mimhief; arid this night tho strength of the
irnpulae. on the A f g h ~ waa
i illuartrated, by the wantonnw with
which they set Bre to every h o w and q e d to whlch, 8s they kg.
without the wulh of' the town, they could p i n iaccw~ Thu
British tnwlp, from their lailleb and quartem in the city, looked
rrhnml upon a d ~ w oft flme, whic11 w w fed by M i u t i o r ~which
tbn memy, had they hen prudent, would have mugt~tto protwt,
wd the bed&@
rnadfl it their businem, on tho flat cativsl~irnt
opportunity, to destn~y, Yet the i~~cendinrim,
tm far fnnu s m in# to regmt the ~ ~ ~ t r which
a g e they had committd, manifestly
rqjolced in it. The sentrim on the calls mw p u p af them
h d n g round each conflagration like demoncl. They h a r d also
the wild &outapmid which the s
a
w continued thmughout h c
whole night to multiply their execrations and threata of turture
to the unbalievere; and which they
to pour firth ooly
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to sleep the most soundly, and is, in consequence, the most exposed to the sort of rousir~gwhicl~Sir Robert Sale had cletermined to administer to him.
Where a field of operations is strange to one of two parties,
and the other may be assumed to be familiarly acquainted with
all its features, the former, if undertaking an offensive operation,
will take care to set about it in broad day. Acting upon this
principle, Sir Robert Sale kept his colu~nnsof sortie in hand till
the sun was fully risen ; and thus enabled Colonel Monteith, to
whom the privilege of leading had been entrusted, to survey
accurately and carefully the ground on which he was about to
act. He looked down from the flat roof of one of the loftiest of
the houses upon a plain, varied here and there with gardens and
other enclosures, some of which came near to the Cabul gate,
and were dottetl with castles, of which thev seem to form the
pleasure-grounds. I l e saw likewise, where, in another direction,
a t the distance of perhaps a quarter of a mile from the wall,
the river poured its waters, and, turning roontl, exa~ninetl the
hills towarclu the south, ~vliichcommanded the town conlpletely,
though at a considerable range. The hills, as well as the gardens
and the flat country beyond, were crowdetl with Afghans. There
could not be fewer than five thousand warriors at the least; and,
in spite of the entire absence of discipline, according, to the
European sense of that term, which characterized them, they
presented a formidable appearance, being stout men and well
armed. All the various featu'res in the scene, as well as the dispositions which the enemy had made for the purpose of turning
them to account, Colonel Monteith took tiliie to exanline ; and
then he proceeded in a soldier-like manner to perform the duty
which was required of him.
T h e total a r n o ~ ~ noft force put under his orders fell somewhat
short of eleven hundred men ; and of these only three hundred
and fifty were Europeans. Above seven hundred, including the
ordinary guards and piquets, remained far the defence of the
place, so that the operation, however agreeable to the ordinary
course of things, could not but be reparcled as a critical one.
T h e slightest reverse, it was felt, would tell ; and if by chance
more than a reverse were to befal, the collsequencm must be
serious. Mllerefore every precaution, which aircumstances up-
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penred to auggest, went arlo~ltedto prevent dimzm. The t m , p
witl~inthe town s t m l to Lllttir nrma. n i l the nrtillssy, with the
exception of the pieem which had bee11 told off B r wrvim, w m
ranged along the wnlls, BQ ux to cover the ndvance of the eartie;
and opend their fire as soon ns word H ~ S
paQictd t h t the w c h
was about to begin. Yet though the practice wnus excellent, md
nlen and h o w went down beneath it, the enemy p v e no ground
till tlie lading* comp~ittsrushed o~lt,and c i d upon them kith
a sharp ancl rapid storrn of musketry.
There was au enclosure outside the town, with a mtlnknI~ouseand other buildings in the midst of it, to which, bmawj
Sir IVillinm Macnaghten had rlwdt there during the &dace,
in tlia previons winter, of Shah Sl~~~jah'u
court at .Tellalahd, the
name of the M b i o n Compound liad been given. Tlrere the Khyberrre regimeut, faithful among the hithless found," I
d passed
the night ; and now the enemy, as if in mticiption of a movement
on the fiide of the p r i s o n , atmicad it with greet f'urry. The
IIhyberrees fought well ; but were forced to give wsy, tilI the
cavalry, issuing from the nearat gate, fell upon the d l a a h ,
sutl cut them down in great numbers. I t so happened, dm,that
the gallant squtulron of the 5th were brought into collision with
the Jar~lmzees, who llad betrayed their trwt s t Gouciamuck;
and though the latter offered a tito~~t
rebiistance, they went down
like nine-pins before tile charge. Blmnwbile the irrfnntry, p
illg thro11g11the Cabul p i e , advanced towards tile hills. They
were tiironged wit11 tlefcndera, who kept up e hravy but not very
not to
effective Are ; and arllong them wm B piper, who C&
play upon his mast unmusical instrument, reganlieas of the
shower of balls that wliistled past him. As a rnatter of course
the piper become the subject of many a rude joke among tho mm
of the 18th. They laughcd while they took deliberate d m at
him, showing, however, this much of respect to hh mhawledgd
bravery, thnt in honour of him. they fortbwitb dmof nated the
hoighta L' The Piper's EIill!' And I do not.doubt tllat a uame,
which it received during this memorable etruggle, the rock
still.retnins, even among the Afghans. I t ie right to d d , that
tile piper escaped unhurt.
There wna a panic among the hfgbaoa in all q u a r t m The
cavalry, breaking out of the euclosures, f
d upon them, t b r o n d
U
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together in the plain, and hewed them clown. The infantry,
after pushing tlle occupnnts of the hills from their vantageground, hung upon their rear, till they fled outright. They
were pursued as fur as the nearest of the forts, into which the
victors forced their way, securing-an acceptable reward of their
g.al1mtry-the small stock of grain which it contained. Aud
now, seeing that the purposes of the sortie had been accomplished to the utmost extent of men's wishes, the bugles soi~nded
the recall. Slowly, and with apparet~treIuctance, the victorions
troops obeyed the summons. By twos and threes the skirmishers
closed upon the ct:ritre, and marched back to take their places
with the supporting colurnn; and the whole returned i n grcat
spirits within the city. A s to the cnemy, not a trace of them
could be discovered as far as the eye reached. About two hnndred dead bodies scattered over the plain told where they had
lately been ; but of living warriors not one remained to annoy,
even mill< threats and abusive language, the gallant prrisbil of
Jellulabtrd.

CHAPTER XVI.
Con~nuanceof the Blockade.

FROM
t l ~ odnte of this successful sally up to the 28th of No-

vember, the g p r r b n sustained no serious molestation.
h~
opportuirity was thus afforded, of wllicll S i r Robert Sale made
excellent use, to strellgthen his position, and t o lay in sucll a
stock o f provisions migllf enable him to hold his ground till it
should b e judged expedient to shift it. I n order to acconlplish
former of these objects, strong ~vorkir~g-parties
were employed from morning till night in filling up the breaches in t h e
town walls, and c l a r i n g out and deepelling the clitches,in part
of them. Every tree, likewise, which stood in the line of fire
c u t down ; every wall und house and inequality in the
ground levelled ; wllilo the fiwts o r towers which in several directions came close in upon wllat had been the suburbs, 11a.d
their near walls beaten doGn, so ns to render them untenable b y
all enemy. 111 like mnuner pnrnpets were r u n up along
ramparts, s n n d - b a ~and the saddles of the baggage animals being
used i n their conptruction ; and finally, ten pieces of cannon, of
various calibre, nnd in some instances mounted on strange carriages, wit11 one or two mortars, mere run into the bastions, and
equipped for service. M e a n ~ h i l ef o r a ~ n gparties went out under
sufficient escorts, which gathered in from the villages and homesteads round about dl manner of gmin, sheep, fuel, and other
useful articles. And t h e consequence tms, thnt within the space
of a few days, not only had the town become defensible gain st
such a n enemy as was likely to nssnil it, but the commissary, o n
t a k i n g account of his stock, satisfied himself that there was provision enollgli for a month's consumption a t the rate then in use,
namely, ha1f-rations.
All this was satisfactory: nor perhnps could any one much
lament, under the aircumstances in which the brigade was placed, ,
t h a t n o t one drop of spirits remnined i u store. Undoubtedly
there a r e cases in which ardent apirits, used as a medicine, prove
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invaluable. Many a frame, exllausted and sinking, has been
sustained by the stimulus of brandy till nature had time to rally ;
but considered as an article of daily consumption, i t is now universally acknowledged. that ardent spirits tend only to weaken,
not to invigorate, the human constitution. But it is not easy to
persuade either soldiers or sailsrs of this fact; and so long as
the English government shall continue to include a certain
portion of fire-water i n the supplies which it furnishes t o its
troops, the troops will demand the poison as their rigl~t-and get
it. And so long as English soldiers are encouraged and invited
to regard the habit of drinking spirits as a privilege peculiar to
their class, crime, as well as disease, \viH abound in t h e army,
whether it serve at home or abroad. I n Jellalabad, however,
there were no spirits, nor could any of the places round about
supply them : and the consequence was, that throughout the continuance of this siege there was no crime, no sickness, cxccpt
from wounrls,-the highest courage, the very best humour, and
a d o ~ i l i t ~ a nquickness
d
such as had never before Been noticed,
'even in the 13th Light Infantry, remarkable as that fine regiment
had lor~gbeen for all the qualities which combine to form the
character of a really efficient corps.
Prom the 14th to thc 28th of November, the garrison of
Jellalalvrd sustained no serious moleslation by the attacks of the
enemy. Parties of Afghans hung about the place all this while, and
at night the sentries on the walls were frequently fired a t ; while
from-time to time a rulnour spread abroad, which put both men
and officers on the alert. F o r example, a report would come in
over-night that the working-parties were to be attacked as soon
as they passed beyond the walls on the morrow: and a stroiig
covering party was directed in consequence to precede them, and
to patrol round the place, in orcles to guard against the hazmd.
On another occasion the foragers would be threatened, perhaps
molested : whereupon the nearest guard or piquet would seize
their weapons arid run to the rescue ; or the cavalry sally forth,
and with its accustomed bravery and skill, dash at twice o r thrice
its bwn numbers, and sweep them away. But no affair of importance took place; neither were any valuable lives wasted. One
circulnstarrce, indeed, created a good deal of uneasiness in the
ininds of those to whom it was known. On taking account of
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the musket ammunition, the alarming discovery was made, that,
including what the men carried i n their pouches, not more tl~nrl
one hundred and twenty ro~uldsper 'head remained. Nevertheless, no human being dreamed of desponding; .indeed, the
oiily n~easurewhich brave men so circulustanced could adopt was
adopted ; an order being issued that tlie greatest care sl~ouldbe
taken not to throw away a shot, and therefore never to fire,
except in an extremity, and then only when sure of doing so
with effect.
Jellalabad was now fairly in a state of siege. T h e communications with both, Cabul and Peshawur, thougli not entirely cut
off, were become so insecure, that intelligence from either place
reached the garrison
but rarely; and, except when brought by
messengers hired to wnceal written billets about their persons,
could not always be depended upon. On the 15t11, for example,
tidings arrived of a great success at Cabul, and the same evening
a salute of twenty-one guns mas fired in honour of the victory.
But scarcely had t h e echoes died a \ ~ a yamong the mountains, ere
news of revolts and disasters in qther ,quarters spread abroad.
I t was ascertained bcyond doubt, that a post a t Besh-i-bolak,
about twenty-five miles on the Peshawur road-which Captain
Ferrirs, with a Jezalcbce corps, had hitherto maintained-mas
forced ; and Perrirs with his men were described as retreating
upon Pesha~vur. By and by, cossicls (messengers) brought
information, that the \vhole of the roacl between Bootkak ant1
Gundamuck was blocked ; that the eneiny had established posts
at every favourable point ; and that elsewllere, from the one
extremity of Afghanistan to the other, the population was in
arms. Then followed tales of more battles, disastrous to the
English ; of the shutting-up of Shah S1111jahin the Balla Hissar,
and of the British army in its cantonments; of the blockade of
Ghuznee, Candahar, an$ indeed of every post and fortress into
which the English had thrown a garrison. I t was impossible to
say how muckof importance deserved to be attached to these
runlours ; though some of them, particularly such as described
the death or the wounds of individuals, carricd with them a great
air of truth. But the general effect was more and more to satisfy
Sale and his followers, that, as far as their immediate safety stood
affected, they must trust to the protection of Providence and
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their own right hnnda: and not a lnan among them seemecl to
desire any better guarantee for the attainment of this end, importr~ntaa they all felt it to be.
For two or three days there hat1 been a whisper in Jellalabad
that the repose which the garrison enjoyed from hostile operations would soon be interrupted. More than once cautions were
given to the officers on guard at the gates to be upon tile dlert,
and the infantry slept accoutred in their quarters; the cavalry,
wit11 their horses sadclled, near them. This was particularly the
case during the nights of the 27th and 28th ; indeed, dropping
shots, wllich whistled by the sentries, tolcl, that whether i n large
llunibers or in small, an enemy was certainly near ; but on the
morliing of the 29th all doubts mere removed. There were seen
advancing from the side of Cabul dense columns of men, of which
the numbers were guessed not to fall sliort of four or fire thousand, while in front of them moved a cloucl of skirmishers,
who, penerrating as far as the broken ground near theriver side,
opened a desultory fire upon the place. The garrison stood to
its arms, of course: but observing that the main body shoved
no design of haznrding an assault ; that it rntlier spread itself
round the town, occupying a number of forts about a mile and a
haIf distant, and taking possession of the Piper's Hill, S i r Robert Sale contented himself with abidiiig in a state of preparedness, and kept his troops in hand. The consequence was, that
throughout that, and for two or three days succeedingit, alniost
all the noise and show of fighting was on the side of the
Afghans. For the British troops, mindful of tlle caution which
they had received, reserved their musketry fire with admirable
coolness, a~lcl answered the enemy only with an occasional cannon shot, of mhiclr, happily for themselves, they possessed a good
store.
S o passed the interval between the 29th of November and the
1st of December. T h e enemy, encouraged by the apparent supineness of the garrison, grew from hour to hour more bold, throwing his skirmishers co~ltjnuallynearer to the walls, and putting
an entire stop to the operations of the worlring parties, till at
last Sir Robert Sale determined to give them a lesson ; and a
force, consisting of the cavalry, two nine-pounder guns, and three
hundred inen from each of the infantry regiments, I V ~ Splaced
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under the command of Colonel Dennie, and desired to clear them
off. I t was about one o'clock in the day when Colonel Dennis
received his instructiolls ; and haying waited till his illen had eatell
their noontide meal, he sallied forth. The cheer of the soldiers
rang througll the air, and seemed to produce a p e n t effect llpon
tile Afghans. Their scattered parties ran together, formed up
in a rude line, and, as soon as the liead of the colun~nappeared
through the gateway, fired a volley. I t nas perfectly harmless,
and can hardly be said to have been repeated, for the people who
gave it broke and fled, our troops rushing after the111 at the top
of their speed. 'L'he guns, also, were unlimbered, and poured
grape with nlurderous accuracy among the fugitives ; wllile the
cavalry, striking spurs into their horses, dashed among the tllrong,
and struck their blows, to the right alld left, with exccllelit will.
Never was rout morc conlplete. Tlie enemy, scattered in all
directio~~s,
some fleeing across the plains, others making for the
river, into which repeated charges of the cavalry forced them;
while the infantry, making no pause, carried the hills at the point
of tlie bayonet. About one hundred and fifty of the besiegers fell
on that day, without the loss to the troops employed against them
of a single one. And when the dawn of the morrow came in,
it was ascertained that the forts which the main body had occupied were deserted, and that the whole of the enormous masses
which came up on the 29th, with such a show of resolution, were
dissolved and gone, nobody could tell whither.
A long interval of comparative repose ensued, after this brilliant sortie, to tlie garrison of Jellalabad. I t was occupied, as
similar periods of time had been before, in strengthening the
works, and adding to the stock of provisions ; men's miuds being
kept all the while in a state of excitement-not always of a pleasurable n a t u r e b y the ruinours of battle and disasterwhich came
in from Cabul: for the truth began by degrees to ooze out.
The ln~irderof Sir Alexander Burnes and his friends, and slender
guard, was already an acknowleclged hct. So was the unaccountable blunder which had pcnnitted the coinmissariat fort at
Cabul, with all its vnl,r~ablecontents, to fall into the hancls of
the enemy. And there now came in details, more or less accurate, of the ill-directed attack upon the Reltabashee fort, w1zel.e
Colonel Shelton's brigade someurhat misconducted itself; and
I(
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Colonel Mackerell, with other valuable officers, was slain. B y
and by an indistinct narrative of the disasters of the detachment
stationed in the Nijrow valley began to circulate. T h e murder
of Lieutenant Rattray, assistant political agent there, much aggravated the sufferings of his brother of the 13th Light Infantry,
who still lay sick with the wound which he had received in the
affair of Jugdulluck; and it tended in no respect to raise either
his spirits or the spirits of his comrades, when authentic intelligence of the destruction of the whole force, with the exception
of Major Pottinger and Lieutenant Houghton, both of whom had
been previously wounded, reached them. Thus, from day t o
rlay, tidings disastrous and humiliating poured i n upon this handful of brave men. For though they heard that a brigade had
marched from Candahar for the purpose of forcing its way t o
Cabul, and bringing relief to the beleaguered garrison, no intelligence of its arrival reached them ; and it soon came out that
the relieving force had found the passes too strictly guarded, a.nd
had been obliged to retrace its steps, and seek safety within the
walls of tlle old capital.
I t is impossible for those who have not tliemselves had personal experience of the matter to enter into or understand the
feelings of men situated as were a t this time S i r Robert Sale
and his followers. Isolated in a country where every human
being was their enemy, or prepared to become such on the first
appearance of weakness on their part ; having no, hope of relief
from their comrades whom they had quitted, and as little that
an armed force from the provinces would come t o succour them ;
without supplies of any mrt, except such as they could procure
for themselves; and above all, knowing that one protracted and
desperate battle would leave them, whether victorious or beaten,
without a round of musket-ammunition wherewith to defend
their lives, they would have been either more o r less than men
had not anxiety weighed upon their spirits. Moreover, it is
marvellous with what effect rumours, whether sinister or the
reverse, tell when circulated among people i n their plight.
Eager to believe the best, yet with natural waywardness distrustful both of their informants and of their own wishes, they receive the many and contradictory tales which reach them with
a strange mixture of feeling. But when upon the 17th a mes-
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senger came in, and Sir Robert Sale, having read tlie despatch,
put it into his pocket and made no mention of its contents,
men's suriniscs became more dark, because more vague, thalj
ever; and though each, when questioned, could give no good
authority for what he said, there was scarcely an individual in
the place whose mouth was not filled with tales of disaster. A t
last the rumour began to circulate that the British army in
Cabul had capitulated, and that Sir William Macnagliten hail
agreed to evacuate Afghanistan on condition that their march to
the provinces should be unmolested. No words can describe the
sensation which this rumour, in whatever source originating,
created. Shame, sorrow, indignation, were the feelings uppermost in every man's heart; and the speech of all was strongly
tinctured with the tone which such feelings give. The result
was, that the garrison of Jellalabad came, as if by coininon
consent, to the conclusion that there could be no truth whatever
in the story. " They may have mismanaged their business,-that
is very probable; they may have sustained great loss, and have
before them the prospect of much suffering and many privations ;
but to tell us that they have capitulated-the thing is out of the
question." So argued these gallant fellovs, judging of others
from themselves; and then dismissing all uneasy thoughts, ab. far
as it was possible so to do, from their minds, they returned to
their daily tasks of working, and foraging, and laying in stores
of every kind, with all the zeal and p o d humour which had
characterised their proceedings from the outset.
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Bad News-A1.rival

of Dr. Brydon-His

Narrative.

So passed the latter months of 1841. They llacl been preglln~~t
with eveuts of very deep moment. to every individual in the
brigade : yet the progress of time soon showed that other ancl
still more startling incidents were to be born of them. January,
1842, came in with frightful tidings in his hand. T h e officers
of the garrisoli had celebrated Christmas Day, first by reverently
attending divine worship, and then by dining together after the
custom of their country, and remembering in their talk the
friends and relatives whom they might never perhaps see again.
'Their beverage was water; yet they drank it to the healths of
' nlany far away, and were as happy, with a sol~eredjoy, as they
could expect to be apart from the society of those dearest to
1 them. And here le't me not forget to record to the honour of
the illustrious garrison, that regularly as the Lord's Day came
round, brigade orders called both oficers and mcn together, that
1 in his own name and in the names of his comrades, one of them/ selves might present to their Father wllich is in heaven their
, colnmon sacrifice of prayer arid praise. I t was a righteous custom,
and produced upon all concerned the happiest effect. I t sobered
I
7.vhile it encouraged all, from the highest to the lowest, teaching
them to feel that the lives of the brave are in the hands of I-Iim
who gave them ; ancl that the best preparation which men car]
' ~ n n k efor battle and for dcath comes out of a h~lrnbleyet hopefnl
reliance on the mercy, as well as on the power, of the Most
1-Iigh. Nor do I think that I go beyoncl the liue of sober truth
if to the prevalence of this right feeling among them, aided by
the happy absence of that bane of a soldier's usefi~lness,spirituous
I liquors, and the e!lcouraged
use of them, I attribute the patience,
the good-huinonr, the u~~wearied
zeal, which from the begirn~i~lg
to the cnd of r.he siege characterisecl the behaviour of all classrs,
drld rendered tile garrigon of tJellalabatl, though few in number,
I
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: invincible. Ilad the sallle tempers prevailed at Cabul, and tlie
! san~ewisdom been exhibited in the encouragement of them, w l ~ o
loan doabt that the fate of Generpl Elphinstone's corps would
!have b&en different ?
New Year's Day, 1842, is marged in a journal which lies
before me with two emphatic words, " A l l quiet." Their ineanilig is, that no shots were fired, that no enemy showed himself,
that no untoward rumours occurred to disturb the equanimity of
the garrison, and that within the walls and without things held
their accustomed course. Quiet, in a besieged city, is a state of
things which has no existence ; for the spade and the pickaxe are
at work continually ; and guards are watchful; and sentinels
much on the alert, whether there be any visible object of sus.
picion near them or the reverse. On the 1st of January, precisely as on other days, the routine of life went on ; and from
hour to hour the defences of the place became more formidable.
But the 2nd brought wit11 it ample ground of uneasiness and
alarm. A letter from Mqjor Pottinger announced that Sir William iIEacnaghten wm rnurdcred ; &d described, hurriedly, the
terrible results that ensued from that act of treason, And while
men yet held their breath through horror of such tidings, another
messenger brought word that the Candahar brigade had been
stopped by the snow, and fallen back again after having penetrated as far as Ghuznee. Finally, a despatch from Akbar Khan
to one of the chiefs in the neighbourhood wns intercepted and
brought in ; from which Captain MII'Gregor learned that a holy
war was proclaimed ; and that all believers were adjured, in the
name of the Prophet, to rise against the infidels, " whose chief,"
continued this memorable despatch, " I have slain with mine own
hand, as you, I trust, will in like manner slay the chief o[ the
Feringhees in Jellalabad."
There was horror and extreme indignation among those who
listened to these recitals ; but not one pulse beat the more hurriedly. They felt, indeed, more and more, that their lives were
in their own keeping; for they who had mutdered the envoy
while sitting with them in friendly conference, breaking through
their national respect for the rites of hospitality, and violatiiig
the sanctity that in all lands attaches to the person and character
of an ambassador, were not likely to T a r e the lives of soldiers
-2
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who had resisted them so long and so daringly. T h e little conclave therefore broke up, the determination of its members being
t
on
additionally strengthened ; and forth, as u s d , ~ e l l foragers
the prowl, and grass-cutters to provide food for the horses arid
camels. NO great while elapsed, moreover, ere ~ i g n of
s a coming
storm began to show themselves. Partie3 of armed men were
seen, now at a distance, now hovering about the place ; and on
the '7th one of these fell upon the cavalry grass-cutters, and e1.e
assistance could be sent slew three of them. Immediately horsemen of the 5th cavalry rode to the rescue ; but they arrived too
late, and brought back with them two out of the three headless
trunks of their6unlucky attendants. The poor fellows were buried
within the ditch ; and care was taken not to trust any more of
their nuniber abroad, except a sufficient escort attended them.
T h e 8th of January passed somewhat in gloom. Hopes had
been 'entertained that ere this something mould have been heard
of the force from Peshawur ; which was understood to have been
warned for a march up the country, but of the coming of which
no signs appeared. The 9th was rendered memorable by the
unexpected arrival before the town of a small band of horsemeu,
bearers of a flag of truce, and messengers, ay to the officer on
guard they described themselves to be, from Cabul. They were
conducted into the presence of Sir Robert Sale, and produced a
letter, written in English, and subscribed with General Elphinstone's name. I t contained the announcement that between the
writer and Akbar Khan a convention had been established,
whereby General Elphinstone had agreed to evacuate the country,
and that the evacuation was to begin from Jellalabad. The garrison was accordingly directed to march immediately, with its
arms, storm, and ammunition, for Peshawur ; because the force
111 Cabul had agreed not to commence its movement towards the
provinces, till it should have been assured that General Sale and
his people were beyond the frontier.
Everything," continued
this mnarkable despatch, " has been done in good faith. You
will not be molested on your way; and to the safe-conduct which
Akbar
has given, I trust for the pasmge of the troops under
immediate orders through the passes."
There was no mistake here. The document was a genoine
document, and the signature that of one with whose handwritirlg
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all wore familiar ; and the orders were as peremptory as ever
came from the head-quarters of an army or a corps. What waq
to he done? Were such orders, so issued, to be obeyed? A
man less resolute than he whose fall on the banks of the Sutlei
i . ~yet mourned as a national calamity, would have obeyed such
orders at once. There might be risk in the march, but risks
soldiers are trained to encounter ; and perhaps, if the scales arere
fairly held, the hazards attending a retreat out of the country
might appear less serious than must attend the endeavour to hold
on. But Sale had other thoughts in his mind than his own
personal peril, or even peril to the lives of his followers. H e
thought of the honour of his country, and of the wisdom, in R
political point of view, of not abandoning altogether the fruits of
the triumphs of 1839 ; and, full of these convictions, he called
together the commandants of his several corps, and the heads of
the several departments which served under him. A sort of
council of war was held, in which the same noble spirit that
animated Sale was found to prevail. They examined the despatch
narrowly ;saw that it was dated not fewer than eleven days back ;
and came to the resolution that it would not be prudent to act
upon such a document ; and that the garrison would therefore
abide where it was till further orders."
It would have been idle to think of concealing from the troops
t l ~ econtents of the communication which had reached the general.
Nobody, indeed, seems to have thought i t necessary to make the
attempt ; for the men were as resolute as the officers ; and both
classes held up their hands in amazement when the capitulation
of five thousand disciplined soldiers to any conceivable number
of barbarians was announced to them aa an affair accomplished.
&loreover, the men were ready either to march o r abide where
they were, according as those to whom they looked for guidance
should judge expedient; and when the latter and wiser determination was announced to them, they received it with a cheer,
and turned to their work with renewed alacrity. Probably the
annals of war offer few parallels to the state of discipline and
mutual confidence in each other to which this handful of brave
men-Asiatics equally with Europeans-had been brought. The
men believed that their officers would always decide wisely for
tliem. The officers believed that the men would accomplish
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whatever they were desired to attempt ; and the consequence
I V that,
~
amid dangers and difficulties of the most trying kind,
the spirits of both classes kept up.
F o r some days previously there had been considerable uneasiness, because of the lack of information from Peshawur.
Hitherto, though neither troops nor stores came from that
quarter, communications in writing had been pretty regularly sent
in; and more than once the commar~dantor political agent had
managed to convey to General SaIe a supply of money. T h e
money was well used in bribing certain chiefs and heads of villages
in the districts round to send grain, and sheep, and cattle, for the
use of the garrison. But latterly no despatches of any kind had
arrived ; and as the funds at Sale's disposal were exhausted, apprehensions began to be entertained lest supplies should run short.
I t was therefore a pleasant break in the monotony of their existence when, towards evening on,tho 1.1th, forty horsemen, pnrt
of the train of Turabas Khan, a friendly chief, sought admittance
into the town. They had come from Peshawur by the LaIpoora
road, and were the bearers, not only of letters, but of treasure to
the amount of twenty-one tl~ousandrupees.
I t was ~omethingto have received a supply of money. I n
Afghanistan, as in most other parts of the world, wliere money
happens to be scarce, little service is t o be procured ; where it
is abundant', every man, woman, or child whom you meet is
more or less amenable to your bidding. The acquisition of this
increase to his slender store gave therefore to Sir Robert ;Sale an
assurance that not yet woilld he run the risk of being starved into
a surrender. But he would have given the whole of the rupees,
perhaps the amount twice told, for a; moderate supply of musket
ammunition; of which the stock, in spite of great care in husbanding aud reserving it, was beginning to diminish faet. Moreover, just about this period, as if to fill up the amount of his
difficulties, suspicions began for the first time to be entertained
regarding the fidelity of the Jezalchees. I t did not exactly appear upon what ground these suspicions rested. Nobody could
say that he had either seen or heard ought in the behaviour of
the men which would justify him in bringing so grave a charge
against them, as that they had meditated proceedings hostile to
the garrison or were in comnmnication with the enemy. . Never-'

FOREBODINGS OF DENNIE.

theless, when a suspicion of the kind contrives by any Aeans to
slxing up, it is a very difficult matter to get rid of it ; and of a11
the feelings which, cat1 affect men circumstanced as at that time
were Sale and his brigade, it is hard to conceive any more distressing than the doubt of the trustworthiness of those with
whom they are associated.
Working parties busied then~selvcsall dny long during the
11th and the 12th in digging a ditch round the hastion on the
north-west angle of the town, that being the point on which the
acting engineer saw that the place was weakest. They mere
tllus engaged, their arms being piled nenr them, and the cavalry,
with horses sacldled, ready to gallop forth to their support, when
a little after noon on the 13th, one of the sentries on that part of
the wall whicli faced Gundamuck and the road from Cabul,
called alond that he saw a mounted man in the distance. Tn a
moment glasses were levelled in this direction, and there, sure
enough, coulcl be distinguished, leaning rather than sitting upon
a miserable pony, a European, faint, as it seemed, from travel,.
if not sick, or perhaps wounded. I t is impossible t o describe the
sort of'thrill which ran through rnen'sveins as they watched the
movements of the stranger. Slowly he approached ;and strange
as it may appear, it is nevertheless true, that Colonel Dennie
foretold the nature of the tidings of which he wassthe bearer :

.

voucll for, that almost from the first Colonel Dennie had boded
ill of the force left in Cabul; and that subsequently to the receipt of the earliest intelligence which told of the warfare i n
which they were engaged, nndof the disastrous results to which i t
led, he repeatedly declared his conviction, that to a man the
army would be destroyed. His words were, You '11 see. Not
a soul will escape from Cabul except one man; and he will
come to tell us that the rest are destroyed." Under such circumstnnces it is vely little to be wondered at, if men's blood
curdled while they watched the advance of the solitary horseman ; nnd the voice of Dennie sounded like the response of an
oracle, when he exclaimed, '' Did I not say so ? here comes the
Colonel Dennie spoke the tnlth. An escort of cavalry being
aent out to meet the traveller, he was brought in bleeding and

.
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faint, a i d covered with wounds; grasping in his right hand the
hiIt, and a small fragment of a sword which had broken i n the
terrible conflict from which he was come. H e proved to be Dr.
Brydon, whose escape from the scene of slaughter had been mar~relloue,and who a t the moment believed himself to be, and was
regarded by others, as the sole survivor of General Elphinstone's once magriificent little army.
T h e tale of the disastrous retreat from Cabul, and of the
frightful massacre of the ill-commanded troops which set forth
upon it, has been told too often, and with too much breadth of
detail, to permit a repetition of the narrative here. Enough is
done when I state, that from the lips of their wounded comrade,
as soon as care and wholesome diet had in some degree recovered
his strength, the officers of the Jellalabad garrison received
an accoiint of all that had befallen, from the fatal blunders which
characterised the first endeavours that were made to put down
the revolt, up to the signing of the treaty of armistice, and its
immediate violation bjr the Afghan chiefs. Dr. Brydon told
how the column set forth, disorganised and cowed a t the very
beginning of its march ; how first tlie baggage, and by and by
tlie soldiers, were set upon by the enemy that tracked tbeir
steps; how they fought their way through the Koord Cabul,
some dropping under the fire that was showered upon them from
the rocks, others perishing of cold amid the snow which constituted their beds a t night. H e described the wavering and
imbecility of the leaders ; the insubordinate canduct of the men ;
their desperate valour on all occasions, which led, however, to
no results, because there was no mind present to direct it wisely ;
anci last of all, the treachery of Akbar Khan, who, enticing the
General, with almost all the other officers of rank, into his
power, left the wreck of the army without any one to guide it.
W h e n matters arrived a t this pass there was an end to discipline, to order, and of collrse to strength. The troops straggled
forward by parties as far as Jugdulluck. There, a t the end of
the narrow ascent, a n abattis of pricMy pear had been thrown
across the road, in their effort to force a way through which
multitudes perished. A t last, all the sepoys and camp-followers
11aving died, some. of cold and fatigue, others by bullets o r the
sword, a miserabIe remnant of the 44th regiment, with about
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forty European officers, arrived in the vicinity of Gundamuck,
having marched all night, and fought a battle for the passage of
the river. I-Iere it would seem that some of the officers and the
men parted company. About twelve, who were better mounted
than the rest, rode on wit11 a few cavalry which had'survived the
march. One by one they dropped off, till six only remained,
and these pulled up to rest for a short space at Puttehabnd. It
was a fatal measure, into which a treacherous show of kindness
by the inhabitants lured them: for while they were yet eating
the morsel of bread which had been ostentatiouslv* . laced before
thein, a band of ruffians rushed upon them and cut down two.
The other four galloped off, and Dr. Brydon, who was the
worst mounted of the whole, soon fell into the rear. His heart
failed him, as well it might; so he quitted the road, and concealed himself for a while behind some rocks that offered shelter.
But here, the thought occurred that to him there was no safety
in delay ; so he once more turned his jaded pony into the road,
and pushed on. H e soon came up with the body of one of his
friends, which lay in the middle of the path terribly mutilated ;
and had not proceeded far beyond it ere an Afghan horseman,
armed to the teeth, confronted him. There was nothing for it
but to offer the best resistance which the wretched weapon by
his side, and the jaded state of his starved horse, might-enable
him to do. He fought for his life, and in the melde his sword
broke off by the hilt. Just then he received a wound i n the
knee, the pain of which caused him to stoop forward; whereupon
the Afghan, supposing that he was about to draw a pistol, turned
and fled. H e rode on, bleeding and weak, yet thankful for the
respite from death which had been granted him ; and, being soon
afterward8 espied from the ramparts of Jellalabad, was brought
in, as has just been described, t o the garrison.

'
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THEhorror of those to whom Dr. Brydon told his tale of blood
surpasses the power of language to describe. They felt that the
work of slaughter must have been long ere this consummated ;
yet the cavalry were ordered to mount forthwith, and to ~ a t r o l
along the Cabul road to the farthest reach which miglit seem to
be compatible with a regard to their own safety. A good many
officers accompanied them ; and they had not ridden above four
miles from the town ere they cameupom the mutilated remains of
the three out of Dr. Brydon's four ill-fated companions, of whom
he could give no account. Not astraggler, however-not a living
soul, man, woman, or child-appeared either there, or as far as
the eye could reach beyond. Wherefore the patrol, after lingering about till the shadows began to deepen, turned their horses'
heads with sorrow homewards, and rejoined their comrades.
That night lanterns were suspended from poles at different points
about the ramparts : while from time to time the bugles sounded
the advance, in the hope that one or other of these beacons might
guide some wanderer to a place of rest. But none came ; and
though on the morrow, and for several days and nights subsequently, a like course was pursued, not one man, European or
native, seemed to be alive-certainly none profited by it.
And now, more than ever convinced that they had but themselves and the hand of Providence to look to, the '' illustrious
garrison" continued to deepen their ditches, to strengthen their
ramparts, and to ,make every preparation which circumstances
would allow for meeting and repelling the fierce attack with
which they expected hourly to be favoured. Occasionally a word
or look of reproach might perhaps escape them when though& of
what might have been done had the force from Peshawur come
up in time, entered into their minds. They knew, what the bri-
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gade stationetl at lTeshawur probably did !lot know-that every
nlan capable of bea~.ingarrns had been sum~no~~ed
to the mar at
Cabpl, and hence thnt tlie Rhyber pnsv was left well r~iglldestitute of defenders. Elad the leader of the Peshawur force been
hut aware of that fact, he would I~aveprobably disregarded whatever cautions reaclled ltirn from the provinces ; atirl, marching
upon Jellalabad, might have given a very different turn to the
issues of the strife, or, a t the worst, rendered the escape of
General Elphinstone and his army certain. But either his
ignorance of the real state of the case, or his respect for authority (a great military principle), kept him back, and now it
would 11ave been utter madness to tl~inkof moving. Accordingly, if a reproachful thought entered by chance iuto the mind
of any individual attnclied to the garrison of Jellnlnbacl, it rpferred al.lwsys to days gone by, and opportnnities neglectecl ; for
with reference both to the present and the kture, the lemt reflecting of that gallant band saw that all must depend upon his own
powers of endurance, and that of the comrades with whom he

woiild not move a t all, the garrison of Jellnlabad did their
comTacles wrong. There mas every wish on the part of Brigadier General Wyld to go to the relief of his beleaguered fellow
soldiers ; ant1 he did marc11 as soon ns the political agent would
sanction the step, though only to be stopped while a vain endea\10u13wss made to accomplish by negotiation what the sword
alone had potyer to achieve. The consequence was, that baffled,
deceived, and overreached, two regiments of Native Infantry
lingered a t the foot of the pass, till such n crowd of warriors
gathered for its defence, that when the attempt was made to cut
a way through it failed. So did the intermixture of civil with
military authority work a t every stage in the Afghan war. So
unl~appywas the influence whicl~presided over every plan fbr
the runintenance of a commanding position in a. country whereir~roa British army ought never, perhaps, to have entered.
Heanwhile information in regard to the fate of the fern survivors from Generd Elphinstone's corps began to come in. A
letter wns received, on the 18th, from Captain Souter, of the 44t11,
which, bearing date " Tootoo, near Gundamuck," gaye an ac-

"
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count of the last struggle made by a handful of the men of liis
regiment, in which they were all destroyed. Ollly h e and Major
Griffiths, of the 37th Native infantry, survived ; and they were
both prisoners in the ]lands of a chief, who undertook to convey
them uninjured to Jellalabad, provided he were made sure of
receiving a ransom a t the rate of a thousand rupees for each.
I n a moment a subscription was set on foot, and the privates of
the 13th collecting among them upwards of one thou~and
rupees, the remainder were with great difficulty mustered by the
officers. A report to this effect was sent without delay to
Tootoo, whereupon the Serjeant Major of the 37th, who was
likewise a prisoner there, came over ; and a second offer was
made to ransom the whole, including thirteen men of the 13t11, and
fifteen, or thereabouts, of the 44th, for a lakh of rupees. With
extreme difficulty, and only by encroaching on the public funds,
the desired amount wns made up. But the parties sent with it
were set upon and plundered before they reached the place of
their destination ; and the next thing heard of the unhappy captives was that Akbar Khan had claimed them, and relhoved
them to a place of security in the Lugl~man@ley. There were
llot two opinions in the garrison respecting the robbery of the
treasure, or the cause o f it. The whole was understood t o be
the result of a preconcerted scheme, and the poor fellows who
had given all that they possessed to redeem their countrymen
from bondage were forced to find what consolation they might
in the consciousness of having acted for the best.
Among the chiefs whose clans dwelt in the vicinity of Jellalabad, there was one Abdool Guffoor Khan, whose a i m seemed
to be to keep as far as possible on good terms with both parties.
H e i t was who, on receiving an exorbitant price, used to supply
the garrison with provisions ; and he now SO far enlarged the
circle of his friendly offices, as to become the medium of commu~iicntionbetween General Sale's brigade and the British prilioners in the Lughman valley. These, as is well known, included the wives of all the officers who had been so imprudent
as to carry their families to Cabul; among whom were Lady
Sale and her daughter, Mrs. Sturt, now unfortunately a widow ;
and to them, as well as to the officers and ma], such supplies of
littld luxuries were sent as their own poverty, in regard to these
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matters, enabled tlie garrisor~of Jellalabnd to muster. Clothing,
books, and a small supply of money reacllecl the prisoners safely,
and were by them higlily esteemed. But of tea therc wns not a
grain in Jellalabad, and coffee wns in like manner wanting.
Such were tlie principal events which left their impress as it
passed 011 to the month of January, 1842. Stirring and
important, though tlie reverse of exl~ilarating,all who survived
to speak of them felt them to be; yet were they but the forerunners of others still more mo~nentousto tlie handful of rwolute
men by whom Jellalabacl was occupied. For the very first day
of February g+ve promise, or $eeniecl to do so, of sharper work
than had yet been encountered. 'Numerous bodies of the cnemy
were observed marching fro~nvnrioiis quarters, and pushing off
all in the same direction, namely, towards Lughrnan. The
natural inference was, that there the grand muster wonld take
place, and that when they had assembled in sufficient force to
bear down, as they imagined, all resistance, Akbar IIhan and
hie people would attack. Now t h o ~ ~ gtoh thie consummation all
men looked, as to u thing sooner or later inevitable, its nenr approach put them a good deal upon their mettle. An order
came out the same day, that all such of the camp-followers ns
were able to"carry arms shonld be enrolled ; and these, knowing
that they would surely share the fate of their masters, cheerfully obeyed it. As many muskets and rifles ns chanced to bein
store (they were not very numerous, for they had accumulated
, chiefly out of deaths in the field) were delivered to the most
enterprising, while the remainder were supplied with pikes, the
heads of which were fabricated out of old hoops, or any other
bits of iron which it was found practicable to gather in froin a
..thousand d i s r e n t sources. This done, the recruits were trained
to wield their weapons in a rude but not inefficient way; and
having places assigned to them along the ramparts, presented
when arranged there a very form$able appearance. They declared themselves willing to die at their posts, whenever the necessity might arise.
Meanwhile, that as far as was possible the hazard of %mine
inight be provided against, foraging parties went forth on two
successive days, and brought hack with them one hundred and
seventy headof cattle, with between six and seven hundred sheep.
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T h e cattle were slaughtered a t once, and salted down, for there
wns no fodder on which to support them; and the sheep were
sent out every morning to graze upon the n~arslles that intervened between the river and the town wall, shepherds and an
armed covering party attending them. And final'ly, elverytree
and bush within sight of the place was cut down, and all the
d o o ~ santi timber-work from the houses near were carried off
and laid up as winter fuel. This done, Inen drew their breath
with illcreased facility, and received with indiffelnence the contradictory rulnours, 11ow of coming assaults, now of relief at
hand, wllich from day to day, and well nigh fro~qhourto hour,
poured in upon them. '
I have had occasion to speak of the mechanical genius of
Lieut. Sinclair ,of the 13th 1,ight Infal~try,and of the manner
in wl~ichhe exercised his talellt to promote the hilarity of his
comracles during the peacdul occupation of Cabul. In Jellalabad a more important. field of usefulness was affol-ded to him.
There was not a hill in the place, and l~encethe corn which the
foragers brought in, holvever acceptable i t might be to the
I~orses,could not by tile men of the garrison be converted into
hread. Nr. ~ i n c l d rtook the matter up, and in due time produced as many haad-mills as sufficed to grind from day to day
, t h e quantity of flour that bas required. I t is unnecessary to
acld that if, while prosecuting his work, the gallant ~necl~anic
found both amusement and occupation, its completion was hailed
with extreme delight by his brother soldiers. Cakes baked upon.
the coals, or cooked over heated stones, now took the place of
parched corn, and the change was felt by all to whom it applied
as a serious improvenieut in their physical condition.
Dr. Brydon recovered ; so did the sergeant-major of the 37th
Native Infantry, who had declined returning with the money
bearers to Lughman ; b u ~an unfortunate Greek merchant,
who had escaped the slaughter of Koord Cabul and Gundamuck, died o f 1ock;jaw brought on by excessive suffering:
he was buried in one of the ditches. Neither did the gallant
garrison forget, amid the diffic~~ltiesof its situation, to pay
the custolnary honours to such days of f@teas occurred. Oh
the 12th of February a royal salute was fired in honour of the
Prince of Wales's birthday, which caused no slight sensation
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when first the roar of the artillery ~vasheard,-they 1v11o were
not in the secret coming hastily to the conclusion that General
Pollock with his army was in sight : for it is due to Lord Auckland's administration to record, that no sooner did intelligence
of the state of things in Afghanistan reach them, than they
despatched Pollock to take the command of the corps wllicll
was to carry relief to the forces in Cabul. 'And Pollock's
arrival in Peshawur having already been ascertained, people
~laturallylooked for his appearance in the valley of Jellalabnd
from one day to another. Pollock, however, did not comc, but
illstead of him, the white tents of Akbar Khan were seen on
the morning of the 15th on the farther aide of the river, ant1
about six miles distant ftom the walls ; and, as rumonr had been
very busy for some days previously, describing both the force
which he commanded and the desperate intentions by which he
was actuated, the near prospect of a struggle, on the issue of
which their lives must depend, became manifest to the garrison,
and was greeted cheerfully.
Hard and steadily the men laboured in the ditches and on the
ramparts round about. They were merry, too, at t5eir taslts,
for the officers shared them ; and, all faring alike, there sprang
up between these classes that sort of companionfihip whicll irk
well-regulated corps always exists near an enemy, and wl~icll,so
fir from relaxing, tightens, while it renders easy to be borne, the
boncls of discipline.- They had worked, moreover, to such an
excelIent purpose, especially during t h ~16th, 17th, nnd 18t11,
that the acting engineer began to consider how far it might be
necessary to keep them so many hours in each day to their taslts.
But while on the 19th he was pondering this matter, and giving
clirectio~~s
that the scarp of the ditch should be polished off, an
event befel, so sudden and so awful, that to his dying day noue
who witnessed will ever be able to forget it.
The morning of the 19th set in cold and windy. I t was perhaps as comfokless an opening to the day as had been experielxed since the occupation of the tow11 ; yet there were no
manifestations in the sky or in the state of the atnlosphere of
any storm brewing.. Accordingly. the men marched out as
usual, carrying their arms with them; and having piled the
lattes, took spade and piclraxe in hand, and plied them chewL
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fully. The guards were, as usual, at the gates; tlie sentries
occupied their accustomed posts along the ramparts ; and the
officers not on duty sought amusement in walking or r i d i ~ l g ,
some outside the walls, others within the circle of t h e lines.
Col. Monteith, who happened to be field-officer for the d a y , had
ascended one of the bastions, and was sweeping the horizon with
his telescope, when all at once the earth began to tremble, and
there was a noise, not so much like thunder as of a thousand
heavily-laden waggons rolling and jolting over a n ill-paved .
street. The effect upori all over whom the spell of the phenomenon was cast is not to be described. They looked u p and
around them with a stare of consternation ; and then, as if actuated by one coinmon influence, the parties in the trenches,
seizing their arme, rushed out. I t was well for thein t h a t they
did so ; for scarcely liad they reached the glacis ere t h e whole
of the plain began to heave like billows on the surface o f the
ocean, and walls and houses, splitting asuncler, carne t u m b l i n g
down upon tlie space which but an instant before h a d been
cro\vded with workmen. No man who saw that sight c o u l d any
longer be at a loss to realise the " opening by the earth of its
mouth, and the swallowing of Datban and Abiram a n d their
ho,usehold;" for the earth did open her nlouth and close it repeatedly, receiving on one occasion into the horrid gulf a n
officer high in rank and throwing him forth again, happily without the infliction on his person of any serious damage.
The earthqnake of tlie 19th of February undid in an 11our all
that i t had taken the garrison of Jellalabad three m o n t h s to
accolnplish. The whole of the parapets which had b e e n with
so rnncli skill and diligence constructed were thrown d o w n with
a fearful crash into heaps of ruins. I n the walls, breaches were
made, more accessible than any which the troops found when
they first entered the place ; and the entire circuit was m o r e o r
less shaken. A s to the houses in the town, there was scarcely
one of them which escaped more or less of damage. S o m e fell
in altogether; others had their fronts or flanks destroyed and
the roofs shaken down ; and the cloud of dust which rose immediately on tlie occurrence of the catastrophe is described as
liaving been portentous. Happily, very few lives w e r e lost.
By far the greater number of the troops, being w i t h o u t t h e
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walls when the shock came, stood upon the glacis, or lay flat,
while it heaved beneath them, to witness the o v e r t l ~ r o ~and
; the
guards, making for open spaces, escaped. Some natives were
overwhelnied in the ruins of the houses where they sqjourned ;
and Colonel BIonteith, before he could escape fio~nthe rampart,
sustained some bruises. But, on tlie whole, the casualtics were
wo~~clerfullyrare ; and the stores, both of ammunition and
salted provisions, sustained no damage.
I t is at moments like these, and amid such a convulsion of
nature, that the sense of his own nothingness is forced upon the
least considerate of men. Battle and the tempest at sea are in
some sort familiar both to soldiers and sailors; and if the occurrelice of either sober them for the inomemt, the impression
soon wears off when tlie cause rvhich immediately producecl it
has ceased to operate. But the earthquake, and especially such
an earthquake as this, speaks to their moral nature in a sterner
tone, and awakens in them emotions which do not pass away in
an hour. I coulcl, if delicacy did not forbid the proceeding*,
specify more than one instance wherein the effect of the convulsion of that day was to stir for tlie first time the religious principle in bosoms which had never hcforeacknowledged it. A t
the same time none could look round upon the havoc that had
occurred without feeling that the place, with all its inmates, was
as open to the assault of the enemy as it had ever been since the
brigade took possession of it. Indeed, circumstances were so
much less favourable now than formei.ly, that the armed strength
of Afgliar~istanwas fkee to be carriecl whithersoever Akbar lK11an
might direct ; and his desire to make himself master of the town
was too openly expressed to admit of a doubt regarding his application of i t to that purpose. Now, as his army stood scarce
six lniles from the glacis, it was inlpossible to imagine that he
would long remain in ignorance of the havocwhich had been
wrought in the defences. W h a t was to be done? That point
the decision of the commander, and the excellent spirit that pervaded the troops, decided at once. Throughout the 19th, whenever from time to time shocks, though less violent than the first,
occurrecl, tlle garri3on was satiefied to maintain an attitude of
matchfulness ; and a t night all lay upon their a r m , sleeping a t
their alarm-posts. But the dawn of tlle 20th found them once
L 2
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~ ~ ~with
o r spade
e
and pickaxe in hand, clearing away the rubbish
and filling up the breaches as well as they could. A t the same
time Sir Robert Sale considered it expedient to despatch a hasty
messenger to Peshawur with a letter which contained a full
account of the catastrophe, and urged General Pollock to march
to their relief. But General Pollock either did not receive the
despatch, or he found himself unable to comply with the requisition which it contained ; and the garrison was in consequence
left, as it had been before, to depend upon the care of Providence
and ~ t own
u
vigilance and exceeding .gallantry.

-
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C I l A P T E R XIX.
Siege continued-Sortie.

THE^^ was no falling away in the confidence of these brave men,
nor any change in their manner of life, either with or without
tho lines. Anticipating a stricter investment, they made good
use of the opportunities that were present with them ; and sencling out daily grass-cutting and foraging parties, they did their
best to provide a little stock of neceasaries against the season of
increased difficulty. As was to be expected, these forays were
not invariably executed without loss. The enemy's cavalry, of
which about two thousand were understood to be in camp, made
occasional dashes where they imagined that the foragers were
without support ; and though always checked, and sometimes
severely punished by the troopers of the 6th, they here and
there inflicted a blow that was felt. On such occasions the
guns on the bastions did excellent service. The whole country
within long range of the walls had been carefully measured by
the artillery officers, and certain marks set up by which the distance could be nccurately calculated ; and the consequence ww,
that every shot thrown where a group of Afghans presented
themselves, told. Indeed, to such perfection was the gunnery
of the place carried, that a man and horse at eight hundred o r
a thousand yards' distauce ran extreme risk of being cut down
by a round shot; and on one occasion, at least, Captain Backhouse stryck down a cavalier who could, not have approached
within a mile of the fort.
N o satisfactory reason has ever been assigned for the reluctance which Akbar Khan manifested to bring his dispute with
the garrison of Jellalabad to the arbitrament of a hand-to-hand
fight. Though the earthquake occurred on the 19th, and he
codld not but be aware of its effects upon the English works,
Akbar kept up to the 26th his encamping ground on the Cabul
side of the river, Then, however, he put his people in motion,
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and about an hour before noon large masses of men were seen
approaclling, who, th~mwil~g
themselves round tile place, took
possession of the whole circle of remote forts and heights, and
. rendered the blockade, to all outward appearance, complete.
Parties mere then pushed forward, which, getting under cover
of some broken wJls about five hundred yards from the southern
part of the town, opened a fire upon every thing which 8howed
itself above the parapet. This continued throughout the whole
day, t h e pecple on Piper's I-Iill fusillading in like manner ; yet
ngt a man rior animal of any kind ,sustained hurt. Meanwhile
the British artilIery made occasional answers to the best purpose,
It was curious to see the round shot strike the loose stones,
causing the men who had sought shelter behind them to flee in
all directions ; while the shell practice towards the Piper's Hill,
judging from the commotion which i t produced, must have been
excellent. But not a musket waa discharged ; for in the scarcity
of musket ammunition lay the main source of weakness in Jellalabad ; and because it was considered unwise to expose them to
insult which they could not repel, the infantry, much to their
orvn regret, were kept on the alert under armcr, indeed, but within

I u this manner February wore away. Repeated shocks of
earthquake, though in a milder form than those of the 19th,
marked its progress, and it was as prolific as its predecessors had
been in rumours of all kinds. But it produced no event of which,
because of its influence on the fate of the campaign, it is worth
while t o make mention. The same sort of annoyance which he
had given to the garrison on the 28th, Akbar renewed to as
little purpose on the 2nd of March, till towards the evening,
when a party of sappers sallied fbrth, and drove the Afghan
skirmishers away.
T h e 3rd of March *as a season of comparative repose. T h e
enemy did not approach the walk, having suffered for their
temerity, in this respect, the previotis day ; but on the 4th a
great tmvement
seen in their camp, and the garrison stood
at once to its arms. Large bodies of men moved round the
northern face of the forvn, and took up a position in a grove,
about a mile and a half in the direction of Peshawur, ~t
calculated by those who watched the proceeding through their
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telescopes, that the force collected there could not fall short, of (I
thousand infantry and five hundred horse. Neither was there
any mistake as to the design of the manmuvre. Akbar, distrusting hisgower of carrying the place by assault, was resolved to
reduce it by famine, and the grove was occupied as affording a
convenient point whence attacks might be made on the foraging
parties when they went out ; while all communication with the
district which had heretofore sent in the chief wortion of the suuplies was cut off. Akbar had not reckoned, however, on the
skill of the artillerists that lay behind the walls; neither, in
all probability, was he aware that to a more remote circumference the radii of the circle, of which Jellalabacl was the centre,
had all been accurately measured. Wherefore, the whole of his
plan suffered interruption the moment the battery on the southeast bastion opened, for every shot struck into the midfit of his
people ; and after the fourth had told, the division retired in confusion to a Illore remote camping ground.
Meanwhile, from morning till night, strong working-parties
plied tlieir intrenching tools. They were not permitted to do fio
unmolested, for clouds of Afghans crept up under cover wherever they could find it, and fired long shots incessantly, t l i o u g l ~ ~
not to much purpose. A t length the ofice's devised a scheme
for drawing off this fire from the men, which proved for a time
eminently successful, and occasioned great mirth in the garrison.
They dressed up a wooden image, and put a cocked hat on its
head, painting the face eo as to inalte it resemble, when seen
from a distance, a n officer of rank, and raising i t from time tn
time above the parapet, drew such a storm of fire towa1.d~it, as
left the working-party free. They would cause it to inove
backwards and forwards, likewise, as if the General had been
reconnoitring, and occasionally let it fall, whereupon a loud
shout from the Afghan skirmishers gave indication that they
were amazingly pleased with themselves. It is scarcely necessary to add, that the enemy's shout was responded to by peals
of laughter from the garrison ; but the trick seemed to be discovered at last, and then the effigy was removed.
I n this manner things.went on from one day to another. The
enemy received contini~alreinforcements, while the garrison was
thrown more and more upon its own resources ; and to add to

-
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the boldness of the one, and the difficulties in the position of
the other, every hour brought tidings of defeat and disaster to
the English arms elsewllere. A t Cabul matters were almost ns
desperate as they could be. The Shah, shut up in the Balla
IIissar, could scarcely hold his ground ; while Colonel Palmer,
who, with a regiment of Native Infantry had lcept Ghuznee till
fanline stared him in the face, was reported to have capitulated.
No mail's heart, however, failed him, of all Sale's gdlant baad,
because of these things ; on the contrary, they felt that there was
the -greater need for them to retain their hold upon the country :
and, perceiving that the assailants were becoming more daring
tlran heretofore, Sale determined to read them s lesson, as he had.

runlour of this sort was too serious to be treated with neglect;
wherefore, orders were issued .for a portion of the brigade to make
ready for a sortie on the mgrrow, and Colonel Dennie was warned
to'take the command, and to direct the movement.
A t dawn of day on the 11th of March, three hundred men of
the 13tI1, as many of the 35th Native Infantry, with two hundred
sappers and miners, having Captain Broadfoot at their head,
marched out of the Peshawur gate. A t the same time tlie whole
of tlie cavalry passed through the south gate, and formed in the
plain ; ~vliilethe artillery, manning their guns on the ramparts,
opened sr~clia fire upon the songas as rendered it exceedingly
inconvenient for anybody to show his head above them. There
wu a great stir in Akbar's camp. His whole army, liorse and
fopt, turned out with mucl~alacrity; and the former made more
than one attempt to march forward-but so destructive was the
cannonade from the walls, that they never got beyond a certain
line, ere they broke and ffed. Meanwllile the British infantiY,
tlrrowing out skirmishers, pressed on ; and driving the enemy's,

'

.a(lvanced posts before them, soon forced their way to the breastworks, and knocked them to pieces. I t was ascertained at the
mlxe time, beyond the possibility of doubt, thnt no attempt at
~llininghad been made : ancl the purpose of the sally having thus
been effect,ecl, Colonel Dennie caused the bugles to sound the
recall. Accorcling to custom in such cases, the British troops
110 sooner began to fall back, than the ellelny trod boldly upon
their fbotsteps. The skirmish became, therefore, more a,aim
.than ever, ancl Captain Broadfoot, who with his sappers bore the
brunt of it, received a moslret-ball through the thigh. But the
nlolnent our people halted, and formed as if t o charge, the
Afkllans fled in confusion ! T h e result of the operation was d
few casualties on the- side of the garrison, without the loss of a
single life : while of the enemy about a hundred were supposed
to have fallen ; and the sprinkling of dead bodies over the field
, of battle was considerable.
I t were tedious to tell how, day by day, events similar to those
which have already been described came to pass. The enemy,
though worstecl in every skirnlish, relaxed nothing in their bold!less ; but took up again the ground which they had lost, as soor]
as,our people withdrew from it. Tlleir breast-works, in like
manner, sprang u p after they had been thrown down, with marrellous celerity ; while their fire was as constant, as teasing., ancl
in the main as harmless, as i t had been from the beginning.
Occasionally a ball would take effect; and once a sentinel was
killed, being shot through the loop-hole which enabled him to
look abroad in comparative security. Moreover, the musket
am,msnition within the walls became so scarce, that instructions

wlGch the garrison lived, when i t is stated that one officer 001lected in a day for his own use not fewer than one hundred and
thirty bullets ; and as powder was happily abundant, a supply of
cartridges came into store-not before it was needed. And here
i t may be well to observe, that among the offiaers in garrison
there were lnany who hnd brought riflcs and fowling-pieces to
the seat of war. These, for the lack of other game, took to practising against the Afghans; and many a capital shot was.rnade,

'
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not in wantonness, but always \ ~ h e nthe necessity for it arose.
F o r example, the grass-cutters went forth every morning to
collect fodder for the animals. I f it was meant that they should
penetrate to a spot far removed from the walls, an armed party
escorted them ; if there seemed to be forage enough near at hand,
they were permitted to ga unguarded, the sentinels on the ramparts looking out for them. On these occasions it was that the
good aim of one or more amateur riflemen saved many a valuable
life, and secured food for the cavaIry horses ; for it was considered a mere amusement to keep an eye upon the enemy's
parties, and to knock down the boldest, as often as, in the attempt
to cut off the foragers, they ventured within range.
Meanwhile there was no end to the rumours wvllich, partly by
means of spies, and partly through the exertions of messengerswho, in consideration of large bribes, made their way beyond
the. enemy's lilies-reached the garrison. It was communicated .*
to Sir ~ d b e r Sale
t
to-day, that General Pollock had begun his
marc11 ; and two days afterwards t.he statement was contradicted
upon the very best authority. By and by, tidings of a11 attempt
having been made on Akbar Khan's life came in, which proved
to be substantially correct-for one of his people wounded him,
though, as further inquiry showed, the affair was the result of
nccident. Letters, also, were received, a t remote intervals,
from the prisoners at Lughman, which gave but an indifferent account of their condition and prospects, and occasioned
much sorrow to their fi~iends. Moreover, warnings of an
assault arranged and about to be caried into effect were rife ;
and these met with the more ready credence, that in spite of the
defeatsmhich they sustained in every skirmish, the enemy seemed
to grow continually bolder. Now they would show themselves
iu force, manoeuvre in their own way, and then disappear ; now
clouds of skirmishers would threaten the working-parkies, and
force kheni to retire from the ditches within the walls. But a worse
evil than any of these threatened. Provisions began to fail.
Of grain, no furkller supplies had been received for weeks ; and
the amount ill store had become so scanty, that the fighting men
were put upon quarter allowance-the camp-followers denied
altogether. Meat, also, was grown very scarce, The salted
beef, which had been very carefully issued, was fast melting
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away; and not a hoof remained, either of cattle or of sheep.
Now it is comparatively a light thing to face armed men, provided you can rely upon the troops that serve under you; but
wlien the means of feeding your own people begin to fail, your
situation, if you be in command of an army or a fortress, becomes
extremely distressing. Sir Robert Sale, firm nnd gallant as he
was, felt tliis. He therefore continued to bribe messenger after
messenger, whom he sent with instances more and more pressing,
to General Pollock a t Peshawur. But, though promism of
speedy relief were brought back in abundance, no prospect of
their fulfilment opened upon him ; and both he, and the noble
fellows who met him daily in his audience chamber, began, in
spite of themselves, to become both anxious and impatient.
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CHAPTER XX,
Battle of the 7th of April-Fall of Colonel Dennie.

IT lvas noJv the 1st of April ; and during a space of four months
.

and a half this handful of British troops had maintained itself
a s i n s t dismter, against frequent attacks, against rumours of evil
on every side-in tlie lieart of an enemy's country. Another and
still more terrible danger was' beginning to threaten ; and sickness, \vhich is ever the forerunner of absolute famine, showed
itsdf among the camp-followers. T h e soldiers, to be sure, were
healthy to a degree that hns no parallel in the history of warfare.
Not one suffered, except from wounds, and all were become as
hart1 as iron ; for neither heat, nor cold, nor moisture, seemed to
produce tlie s~nallesteffect upon them. Even the earthquake ,
harl in some sort lost its terrors. I t returned continually; and
once, at least, with. such violence as to crack the walls which,
with 60 much labour, they had for t h e second time placed in n
defensible condition. Yet no marl's heart failed him; and as
for service in sortie or foraging, all were ready for i t a t a
moment's notice. The practice in Jellalabzd was this. Nobody.
wore his uniform. Red coats closely buttoned up were found to
be very inconvenient garments for men who had to handle the
spade and the axe more frequently than t h e musket; so the
*egimental clothing was all put in store, and fatigue jackets, or
perhaps no jackets at all, became the order of the day. .Over
these, or else over their shirts, the men slung their accoutre
ments, and, with sleeves tucked up, laboured, in good spirits and
with exceeding industry, the officers digging beside them. Sud- .
der~lythere would arise a cry that the enemy were approaching.
Down went spade and pickaxe, and forth from their places in the
pile the loaded muskets were plucked; and then up upon the
glacis, and away across the gardens and enclosures near it, these
gallant fello~vsran, in the best of all skirmishing order. They
did not know what it was to sustain a repulse ; and hence they
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vincible, the garrison of Jellalabad, under their veteran leader,
hacl acl!ieved that end. Ancl when troops becorne fairly convinced that it is impossible to beat them, the assailants who
make tlie attempt, be they whom they may, will find that they
have set themselves to a job of no ordinary toughness.
I t was the 1st of April, and the grass-cutters having been out,
ns usual, early in the morning, were returned with a small supply
of forage for the horses and beasts of burthen. The supply,
however, was more scanty than lieretofore. Indeed, for some
time back tlie enemy had striven to cut off the garrison from
this resource, by driving flocks of slieep upon the meadov-lands,
.and sending them, under an escort, as near as from four to six
hundred yards from the crest of the glacis. To-clay they repeated tlie manceuvre ; and Sir Robert Sale deterniined to try
whether it might not be possible to make them smart for it.
W i t h this view the cavaliy were ordered to mount, without
sound of trumpet ; while six hundred and fifty infantry, namely,
one hundred and fifty sappers, with two hundred from each of
the 19egular regiments, got under arms, and made ready to support them. Suddenly tlie south gate was thrown open; and a
part of the horse, crossing the drawbridge a t speed, made for the
sheep. No sooner were they seen than the shepherds ran to
drive their flocks away; but the troopers were too quick for
them. Having headzd the nearest flock and secured it, they
rode at another, and, heading them in like manner; cut down
the shepherds ere they could escape. Meanwhile the rest of the
cavalry, with the infantry supports, hurried o n ; and a body of
grass-cutters, armed with poles, being thrown in rear of each
flock, not fewer than three were driven t,owards t h e town
. There was great consternation, ns may be imagined, in Akbxr's
Camp, and an earnest desire t o prevent, if possible, the besieged
escaping with the prey. Multitudes of men, some on foot,
others on horseback, turned out, and advanced a t a rapid pace
against the escort. B u t they soon found that the gunners on
the ramparts had not forgotten their cunning. Shot, after shot
rushed through their masses, sweeping clown whole sections ;
while the gallant 5th faced their horses round, and stood reacly

.
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to meet, in mid-career, any force which might be induced to
charge them. None, however, were bold enough to do so.
And the consequence was that the sallying party returned into
the town with the loss of one man killed, and a few wounded,
driving not fewer than five hundred head of sheep before them.
Great was the joy of all concerned in this brilliant affair, and
very hearty the congratulations that met them on their arrival;
but of a still nobler trait in the character of the 35th Native
Iqfnntry I am bound to take notice, because it remiricls me of
the bellaviour of Clive's sepoys a t the celebrated defence of
Arcot. On the 2nd Sir Robert Sale proceeded, to distribute the
captured sheep among the corps and departments composing his
garrison. The 35th declined to accept the boon. They sent a
deputation to the general, which respectf~~lly
acquainted him
that animal food was less necessary for them than for Europeans,
and besought him to give their portion of the booty to their
gallant comrades of the 13th. No wonder that between these two
corps there sl~ouldhave sprung up a romantic friendship, which,
though the accidents of service have parted them, probably for
ever, neither is likely to forget, at all events as a tradition, while
they keep their places respectively in the armies of the Queen 'and
of the East India Comparly.
From this date up to the 6th all remained comparatively quiet
in and around Cabul, T h e enemy, who for aome time back had
beglm to entrench themselves, continued their labours as briskly
as ever ; and connected their fortified camp, which was interposed between the besieged and Peshawur, with a line of castles
on either flank. The garrison, in like manner, added daily to the
strength of their defences ; and sent out foraging parties, which
sometimes succeeded, sometimes failed, in collecting supplies, and
more than once sustained a sharp encounter while so employed.
Neanwhile reports of General Pollock's proceedings, each contradictory of the other, continued to be brought in ; till there
aroSe a feeling within the lines that he must have attempted the
Khyber and failed. Indeed, a rumour to this effect became rife
on the evening of the 5th; and when, on the following day, the
thunder of Akbar's guns was heard firing a salute, that which
had previously amounted only to suspicion grew into something
like conviction. And now came the question, What was to be
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done 1 Five lrundred mountain ~ h w psoon p m away, where thw1.e
aro two thousaucl mouths to be fed with t l ~ e n; ~and mutton alone,
if brad or rice be wanting, ceuses by d~wct-to be palntnbls. A
council of war was accordingly sunrmonetl, to wllich tho plw of
a general attack on the enemy's position wrua propwed. It w w
show11that ammunition, not
thnn food, would worl lwunro
scarce ; and the point was started whether, morning that I'ollock
1 1 ~ sustained
1
a repulse, it would not be bctter to cut a way
through the enemy's lines than to abide where they were, ill
either famine or the want of means wherewith to defend themselves should compel a surrender. There were not two opinions
in that council. All voted for the nobler proceeding ; and each,
as he gave his opinion, fortified it by reminding his friends, thnt
if they must perish, it would be better to die like men, with mlus
in their hands. For the memory of the slnugliter in Koorcl Cabul
was yet fresh with them; and they were not ao simple ns to
believe thnt, in the event of an entrance within tlieir works being
effected, they would &re better at the hands of an exasperated foe
than their comrades had done, Wherefore orders were given to
pack up everything ; bqgage, storw, ammunition, all t6at they
had; and to keep it in rcndiness to move, under a proper guard,
aa soon as the way sl~ouldhave been clewed for such a convoy
by success in n great bnttle.
Men lay down that night in a graver frame of mind than usual.
Tlrere was no distrust about them, none whatever. They had
the same confidence in their leader nnd in tliemselves thnt they
ever had, m d hoped, as heretofore, for victory. But if the
terms in- which they committed themselves to the protection
of a higher power were more solemn, perhaps deeper, than any
which on former occasions had been used, the render who thlnks
at all will be little surprised at the circumstance. They were
about to throw their last die. They were p i n g to engage in Zbeir
find bnttle ; for, let it termi.nate how it might, there would not
renrain for them musket ammunition euough to try the fortune
of another. I t was necesrwry, therefore, that their victory should
be, not only sure, but complete ; so complete as to open for tlrern
a free passage to the head of the Klryber--perhaps beyond lt.
And as they knew that the force opposed to them, besidm belng
well supplied with guns from Cabul, could not number less tltau
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nine thousand fighting men, it is not to be wondered at if they
looked forward to the business of the morrow with solemnity.
B u t when the stir began, when, rising without aouncl of bugle or
beat of drum, they took their places in the ranks-three columns,
parallel, and each facing the gate through which i t was to passthey all felt that their nerves were strung mag~~ificently,
and that
each would do liia cluty. And, one and all, they did it.
T h e order of battle on the memorable 7th of April was this :T h e whole of the infantry, consisting of the 13th and 35th, with
350 sappers, formed into three columi~sof attack. They severally consisted of pretty nearly the same numerical strength ;
for to the sappers one company from the 13tI1, and another from
t h e 35th. were added : and thev mustered each about five hundied
bayonets. Twelve men alone were left as a guard at each of the
city gates ; and tho walls were manned by the camp followers.
Moreover, there had been lowered from the ramparts, in the
course of the previous afternoon, six nine-pounders, -of which
Captain Abbott now toolc the command; ancl these being well
horsed, prepared to push forward in the interval between the
left and the centre columns.. Finally, the cavalry, as usual, Tvere
ready for their work; and the different commands having been
settled-Monteith with his own regiment, Dennie with his, arid
Captain Havelock of the 13th being put in charge of the third
-the whole set forward with a firm pace, a due proportion of
skirmishers covering them.
Between the Afghan entrenchecl camp and Jelldabad there
were two or three forts, which the enemy occupied in strength,
and which constituted their advanced posts. I t had been agreed
that the columns should pass them by ; and making straight for
the lines, accomplish the overthrow of the main body in the first
instance, and then return to the attack, should the garrisons
continue to h d d them. But a flanking fire from oils of these
told so severely up011 the 13th Light Infantry, that Sir Robert Sale
suddenly commanded it to bring forward the left shoi~lder,and
fall upon the place by a breach which seemed to be practicable.
W i t h undaunted resolution the 13th rushed at the fort, Colonel
Dennie nobly leading; and finding the aperture sufficiently large
to admit of it, they rushed through the outer wall-only to find
illemselves exposed to a nlurderous fire from the untouched cle-
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fences of the inner keep. Here Dennie received, just as he approached the breach, his mortal wound. A ball entered the side,
passing through the sword-belt ; and he bent forward upon his
horse. Lieut. and Adjutant (now Captain) Wood instantly rode
up to him, and expressed a hope that the hurt was not serious.
Rut i t was more than serious ; it was fatal. A couple of orderlies,
by Captain Wood's direction, turned his horse's head homewards,
and leading it by the bridle, endeavoured to guidc 11im to the
town. But he never reached it alive. I-Ie died with the sound
of battle in his ears, hoping, but not living to be assured, that it
would end triumphantly.
So fell as brave a soldier as the British army ever produced,
ancl as good an officer as served throughout the war in Afghanistan. There would have been great lamentation over him had
the hurry and excitement of the fight permitted those who t'oolc
part i n it to divert their thoughts from the business that was immediately before them. But soldiers when engaged with the
enemy have no time toindulge the finer feelings ;and the gallant
13th found themselves already in such a position as bent all
their cafe, and that of their leaclfrs, towards finding the best and
readiest method of extrication from it. The inner tower or keep
it was manifest could not be carried. There was no breach,
nor any means of ingress, except through a doorway ele.
vated to half the height of tlie tower; and as the ladder by
whicli alone it could be approached was removed, the men, however willing to force an entrance one by one, could not reach the
threshold. After a brief pause, therefore, the word was given
to pass on, and emerge into the open plain through an aperture
on the further side; and then the original plan, the deviation
from which had effected n o good, was resumed. On they went,
at the double-driving before them the skirmishers which made a
show of resistance, till they gained the entrenchments, and broke
through with a loud shout. Meanwhile both Colonel Monteith's
and Captain 13avelock1scolun~nshad trodden down all opposition.
The former maintained, without a check, the pace a t which their
advance begin. The latter, sweeping round by the river in
order to turn the flank of the position, became exposed to the
attack o f the enemy's cavalry; and were more than onceobliged
to form square, which they did with the precision of an ordiuary
M
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field-day. But they too gained their. point : and now the three
divisions uniting, poured such a fire upon the enemy's masses, as
dissolved them quite. Their guns, which had been served with
much boldness, were in consequence deserted. One they endeavoured to carry away with them, but a well directed round
shot from Abbott's battery killed both of the horses which had
just been harnessed to the limber ; after which the rout became
universal. Had the force of British cavalry been such as could
have been launched, without support, in pursuit, few would have
escaped to tell the tale of that day's overthrow, As it ~var;,the
fugitives being chased towards the river, rushed madly in,
and perislied, almost as many amid the deep water as by the
bayonets and shot of the pursuers.
Never was victory more complete. Camp, baggage, artillery,
ammunition, standards, horses, arms of every kind, fell into the
hands of the conquerors. The camp they committed to the
flames; of the baggage, as well as of animals to transport it,
they conveyed back to Jellalabad as much as they cared to preserve ; and were specially gratified by discovering i11 olie of the
forts that flanked the lines, an important magazine of powder,
sliells, and shot. A l l these they carried with exceeding joy to
the town, where in the course of a very few hours provisions
became abundant : for the fame of the battle and of its results
soon spread abroad ; and as Akbar with the wreck of his army
Bed towards Cabul, all the chiefs of districts in the other direction liastened to &end in tl?eir submission.
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Arrival of Pollock's Army-Great sichesa and suffering.

TIIBaction of the 7th of April may be said to have decided the

fate of Jellalabad and its " illustrio~isgarrison." Single-hantletl
they broke the power of h l n ~under whom the main army of
occupation had fallen ; and were in a condition either to Iceel:,
the ground for many months longer, or to force their way back
to the provinces at will. For obvious reapons, Sir Robert Sale
determined to persevere in the course which he had hitherto
followed. Having retained his holcl of the country so long and
so tenaciously, he would not relinquish it now, especially since
he ascertained that General Pollock had suffered no defeat iri
the Khyber, but was, on the contrary, winning his way through,
though not without some loss, and a good deal of difficrilty.
Accordingly, a market was opened outside one of the gates, to
which the country people were encouraged to bring grain, and
food of every kind. They were not exorbitant in their charges,
for it was their object as well as that of their chiefs to conciliate
the Feringhees now they had again won the ascendant; and
the barefaced assurance with which many professed friendship,
who, only a fortnight previously, had been- in arms against the
place, amused much more than it provoked the victors. One
scoundrel, in particular, the same Guffoor Khan who had first
trafficked with Sale, and then sought to betray him, became once
Inore the most forward of his friends ; and was treated with a
degree of forbearance which, however honourable to the sagacity
of the Brigadier, was very little i n agreement with either th6
duplicity or the impudence of the Afghan.
Time passed, and every new day brought some tidings with it
more or less to be depended upon. On the 10th.the relieving army
was hewd of as having arrived at the middle of theKhyber. On
the 14th letters came in to say that the difficnlties of the p u s
'
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were all surmounted, and that the loss sustained in various
actions did not exceed one officer killed, two or three woundtd,
and about one hundred and thirty-five men killed and wounded.
There was, of course, a feeling of satisfaction in tlie place, at
the near prospect of a junction with their friends, But inixed
with it there coulcl not fail to be a proud sense of triumph likewise, for they should meet the comers now, not as inen meet
those who deliver them from mortal danger, but as collquerors
elco coining to the scene of their triumphs comrades who have
arrived too' late to share either the peril and the glory. And as
if to removc all doubts on that hcad, several oficers, having obtained leave, set out by twos and threes, to visit Pollock's camp,
being yet'a great way off. These confirmed by their appearance
the reports of the late victory, which were already in circulation
through the lines; ancl spoke of the facility with which tlie
march on Cabul inight
- be executed, and tlie tarnished honour of
the British name retrieved. But they spolte to men on whose
minds the tale of the disasters of the previous year had made an
impression more deep, perhaps, than the occasion required.
General Polloclr had formed his own plans, and was not to be
drawn away from them by the enthusiastic convervation of young
Inen flushed with recent successes. And so it came to pass, that
he neither quickelled his progress to Jellalabad, nor spoke of
passing beyond it till means of transport should reach him more
abundant than he then possessed, or expected to be able to procure, in a province which for six long months and more Imd
been the theatre of a desperate a ~ i dunceasing warfare.
The 15th of April brought Pollock's column within seven
miles of the lately beleaguered city. There it halted, a t a
place called Alee Bogham, and encamped for the night. Many
visitors from the city flocked to welcome the rlew comers ; and
on tlie following rlay the band of the 13th went forth to meet
them. There was a hearty cheer on both sides ; after which the
musicians facing about began, according to immeniorial usage,
to play the strangers in. I do not know whether some touch of
waggery might have prompted tlie choice of the air, yet when
tho band struck up a Jacobite melody-beautiful in itself, and
full of meaning-all who heard acknowledged its fitness to the
occasion. The relieving foroe marclied the last two or three
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miles tolvards Jellalabad to the cadence of " Oh, but ye 've been
lang o' coming ! "
T h e tale of the siege and defence of Jellalabad is told. Relief
came a t last, after the garrison, by its own p r o ~ ~ e s shad
,
dispersed the investing force ; and hearty congratulations were
exchanged between the brave who onme to succollr, and t h e
brave who had fought their own battle. I t seemed, also, to tlie
~vonderingmarchers that the tales which had been told them of
suffering and danger i n the place must have been mere inventions. Never had they looked upon troops i n higher condition
or better order : the very clothing of these men seemed as if i t
had just come out of store-no soil nor stain being upon its
brightness ; and their be1 ts and accoutrements were as clean as
if f o r the last half year they had had no more important business to attend to than to keep them so. And as to their coun. tenances, bronzed they unquestionably were through continual
exposure to the weather, but not'one among them all gave token
of other than the rudest health. Moreover, there was food in
abundance for their visitors as well M for themaelvefi, and freely
they dispensed it. That evening the officers of th'e garrison
entertained at dinner as many of their comrades as were not
required for duty; and the Iatter bringing wine and other
luxuries in their train, the ehtertainment went off with great
e'clut.
F r o m this date the proceedings of Sale's b r i g d e so completely
blend and fall in with the operations of General Pollock's army
that t o continue the narrative of the one, as from day to day
events occurred, would involve the necessity of entering into a
minute detail of the other. T h e latter task has, however, been
so fully performed by those who have written about operations
i n which they were personally engaged, that to go beyond a summary on the p r e y n t occasion woulcl be out of place. I content
myself, therefore, with borrowing the substance of ajournal which
seems to have been kept with diligence and care by an officer
of t h e 13th Light Infantry; and which, therefore, traces accuratnly the various movements and services of the brigade of
which I have in some sort become the historian.
Though the rearmost of Pollock's regiments closed up a n d
gathered about Jellalabad so early as the first week in May,
'
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~~~~~t had well nigll run itself out ere the campaign can
to have opened. A11 this while the troops lay enbe
rnmped upon a sandy plain, where there was no shelter from
the burning rnys of the sun; where forage for the cattle was
exceedillglg scarce ; provisions for the men hard to be got ;
wine, tea, brandy, and other luxllries, all but unattainable, and
the water itself neither agreeable nor salubrious. Sickness,
might haye been anticipated, soon began to show itself; and
day by day people died of dysentery and fever. Horses and
came]s perished in like manner; and as the latter were not very
carefillly put uncler ground, the stench from their putrifying
carcasm soon became intolerable. The odours which in a tropical climate float upon the atmosphere of a camp are any thing
but agreeable at the best; and if to these be added the effluvium
that arises from decaying animal matter, pestilence is sure to
follosv. Moreover, the fl'ies come in myriads, and there, i n Jellalabad, and over the face of the country round it, they absolutely swarmed. The very air became black with them ; and
they entered into men's food, and crawled over their persons,
l~ollutingwhatever they touched. I t was a season of intense
suffering to the troops, that during which tliey seemed to rest
upon their oars. For the town became a perfect Lazar-house.
The camp was little better; and the sufferers from a burning
heat sought shelter against it by digging holes in the p o u n d and
sleeping in them at the hazard of being buried alive, as in one
instance, at least, actually befel.
For this inaction, and the consequences arising out of it,
General Pollock was not to blame. EIe acted under orders that
were distinct and peremptory ; and found himself besides s o deficient in baggage animals, that to wield the power of which he
was possessed became impossible. I t seemed, too, as if the relnembrance of recent disasters had paralysed the energies of the
supreme government at Calcutta. With u change of rulers
change of policy took place. I t was natural that i t should;
neither can it be wondered at if they, on whom the responsibility
now rested, shrank from the prospect of risking a 'second
firmy where the first had perished. But negotiation, wllich the
General had been directed to try, was soon shown to be profitlea. Alrbar Khan refused, to liberate his prisoners ; and
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having put down the remains of Shah Shujah's party, exercised
supreme authority in his father's name.
So passed the months of May and June-amid sickness and
much suffering, ttie necessary results in almost all cases of inactivity when an army is in the field. One event occurred, indeed, to interrupt the monotony of existence, and in its way it
was a curious one. There arrived in July at Jellalabad a body
of Seikh troops, consisting both of infantry and cavalry, to the
amount of perhaps five thousand five hundred men. They were
stout fellows, and well armed, marching in good order, and
keeping their ranks at a halt; but, except as regarded their
drill, they seemed to be under no effective discipline whatever.
Two months' pay was issued to them a few days after their
arrival, which, so far from mollifying or humanising them, produced an effect diametrically the reverse : they began forthwith
to quarrel among themselves, and fighting it out with muskets
and ball cartridges mutually gave and received much damage.
About a dozen men were killed, and some hundreds wounded ere
the fray could be stopped. Nor did the matter end there. A
body of about two hundred horse rose upon their commandant,
put him to death, burned his tents, and, mounting their bony
half-starved looking steeds, rode back to Pesha~v~ir.The onlj+
cause which they assigned for the mutiny was disgust a t being
kept idle instead of going where plunder, and the gratification
of a bitter hatred of the Afghans-on both of which they had
counted-might be obtained.
Meanwhile the " illustrious garrison," which had ,yohe
through the perils and restraints of a six months' siege without
one hour of sickness, began to droop and languish. The hospitals became crowded; and even they who walked about and
did their duty, looked feeble and ghastly. Under these circumstances General Pollock determined to try the effect upon the~n
of a change of air and scene ; and as he had at length received
instructions to operate, either in advance or retreat, according to
his own discretion, he made up his miod to move forward as
soon as the means of conveyance would at all permit. Accordingly, on the 6th of August, Sale was directed with the 13th
and 35th regiments, a Croop of horse artillery. Broadfoot's sappers, and Tait's irregular horse, to march @ far as Futteliabad,
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on the road to Cabul: Now Futtehabad is distant from Jellalubad not more than seventeen miles; yet such was the enfeebled condition of the troops that three days were required to
reach it. The first day the brigade marched only nine miles ;
yet the gallant 14th left upwards, of thirty stragglers behind ; of
whom four died of apoplexy, two hours after they had been
removed to the hospital tent, T h e next day the column compassed only four miles, and suffered severely even during that '
short stage; the third carried them to Futtehabad. I t was
entirely deserted by its inhabitants, for, having made themselves
conspicuous by the butchery of some helpless fugitives from
General Elphinstone's corps, they not unnaturally expected that
a terrible punishment awaited them. Neither did they wholly
escape. Every house in the place was rased to the ground ; the
gardens and orchards were laid waste, and the trees cut down ;
after which the men pitched their tents, and in a place where
forage was abundant, and air and water were alike pure, they
picked up from day to day that vigour both of body and mind
which a little longer sojourn in Jellalabad would have destroyed
beyond the possibility of redemption,
For three weeks Sale and his brigade enjoyed a inonopoly of
their agreeable encamping ground. They were not altogether
weeks of inaction ; for Sale was one of those fiery spirits which,
if there be anything to be done, cannot rest till i t has been accomplished ; and being informed of a design on Akbar Khan's
part to occupy with a body of riflemen a fort distant from Futtehabad about seven miles, he resolved to anticipate the proceeding. With this view, three hundred men of the 35th Native
Infantry, two guns, and two hundred of Tait's horse, were added
to Captain Broadfoot's sappers ; and the whole were directed to
proceed, under Broadfoot's orders, ' to the fort in question, and
to destroy it. There was some little show of resistance a t first,
which would have been vigorously conducted had Akbar's riflemen been there; but Broadfoot had got the start of the Jezalchies, and no sooner unlimbered his cannon than the people
behind the walls hung out a white flag. The place was immediately occupied, and sufficient powder being sent on under an
escort, the same evening the gate, with two of the bastions, were
mined and blown up. Then followed a course of devastation,
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of which, though i t may have been necessary for the purpose of
striking terror elsewhere, we cannot, now that d l angry feeling
has subsided, ]-cad without regret. The castle lvm one of Akbar
IIhan's F~vourite summer residences. I t was surrounded by
orchartls of fruit-trees, and the village that hncl sprung up beneath tlie shelter of its bulwarks lay in the heart of a succession
of gardens. Every house was destroyed, every tree barked or
cut down ; after which, the detachment having collected a considerable spoil of bullocks, sheep, and goats, marched back to camp.
Scarcely was this feat performed ere letters announced to Sir
Robert Sale that the whole army was on the eve of breaking up
its camp and marching upon Cabul. The, news was welcomed
both by the Brigadier and his follolvers with hearty good will ;
for the number of sick in hospital had diminished one half, and
tlie convalescents were already fit for duty: and \vhen on the
16th the 3rd Light Dragoons, together with a second troop of
11orse artillery, joined, hope appeared to grow into assurance.
Nor did many days elapse ere tokens more explicit of a campaign fairly beg1111appeared. Aproclanlation signed by General
Pollock was circulated far and wide, and sent in by spies and
hired messengers to Cabul. I t informed the people of the country that a British army was again about to occupy the capital,
und warned those t o whom the gafe keeping of the British prisoners might have been intrusted, that any act of cruelty o r
wrong perpetrated upon these unfortunat~persons, would draw
down a signal revenge. T h e inhabitants of Cabul i n particular
were {old that General Pollock expected to find his countrymen
in chat city, and that if any attempt were made to carry them
off into the mountain districts, i t would be at the peril of those
who engaged in it. Nor, in truth, were either of these proclamations uncalled for. T o Akbar Khan himself i t is due to
state that he seems to h w e acted with great kindness and delicacy towards the 13ritish subjects that ]lad fallen into his hands.
I-Ie refused, indeed, either t o ransom or set thein free, and carried
them about from place to place, sometimes a t a rate of travelling
more rapid than ~vasaltogether compatible either with their
habits or their convenience; but as far as his means extended,
he supplied their wants with a liberal hand, and was invariably
polite, and sometimes considerate, especially to the ladies. It
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was not so with such chiefs of villages, especially alnong the Ghllzies,as managed to keep the prisoners whom they had secured
to themselves. They were always harsh, and not unfreqaently
cruel, especially to the sepoys and I-Iindostanee followers,
n;hom they seem to have regarded with an absolute hatred. The
following may be taken as a specimen of the atrocities of which
these savage men were sometimes guilty.
An unfortunate Hindostanee had fallen into the hands of a
Ghilzee chief, whose village was not far removed from the I3ritish camp a t Futtehabad, T h e poor man, as soon as he learned
that his friends were in the neighbourhood, made, naturally
enough, an attempt to escape to them; but in this he was not
successful, for being overtaken he was brought back ancl carried
before the chief. The latter upbraided him as if he hacl committed a crime, and, ordering him to be thrown down and held
upon the grouncl, exclaimed, What ! you want to go to the Feringhees, do you?" So saying, the ruffian drew his heavy knife,
and with two blows cut off the wretched Hindoo's feet.
Now,"
he cried, as the poor fellow lay in his blood, " Y O U may go where
you will:" and the wounded man took him at his word. H e
crawled upon his hands and knees, after stanching the hemorrhage in some sort by tying strips of his turban round the
mounded limbs, and thus made his way into the British camp.
N o one who reads this tale can be surprised to learn that a very
bitter feeling towards people who could' perpetrate so frightful
a n outrage pervaded the breasts of the soldiers of General Pollock's army, as well European as Native.
A t length, i n the 21st of August, the tide of war seemed
fairly to set in. There arrived that day at Futtehnbad Her
Majesty's 9th regiment of foot, two squadrons 10th Bengal
Cavalry, one sqrladron 5th. cavalry, the 60th and 26th regiments
Native Infantry, with AbbottJs battery of guns. The commander-in-chief accompanied them in person; and on the following morning, leaving Sale's brigade behind, they pushed
forward towards Gundamuck. They marched, likewise, as every
other corps in the army was directed to do, in the lightest possible order. For the tents usually carried with an Indian force,
SepoysYpauls, as the marquees of the native soldiers are styled,
were substituted. T h e inen's knapsacks, too, were emptied of

.
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everything except a
chmrge of linen, while the
of
the officers was cut down to the lowest, nrltl t l t q
rqui&
to
sleep three or four in t h e same marquee. Yet with dl these
precautions, the nlealls of tntnsport proved in the hour of dimculty so inadeclllate that a much stronger ganiwn was left to
protect the l'ear than llacl been either c o n t ~ ~ ~ l or
n ttlr*irr*rl.
d
Moreover, not a man was permitted to go in orlvance of whom
it was even cloubtful whether his physical powern woultl sustain
him. All the sick, with most of the convalmeua, w a e wnt
back to Jellalabad.
I n a word, the army Was trimmed,
weeded, and fined down, till it coneisted of not more than nine
or ten tbousand troops, but they were excellent troops in ~ . ~ g a r c l
both to discipline and t h e strength and bravery of individuals ;
and they s e r e attended b y five o r six tliousal~d Seikh soldiers,
besides about forty thonsand follo\vers, AR to the line of
camels, horses, ponies, bullocks, i t seemed, when falrly s e t in
motion, to be interminable ;--so unwieldy is nn b i n t i c host eve11
in the hands of Englishmen, so inveterate h the force of custom in a land where the climate both enenrateri the frame, a~ld
induces tastes that agree b u t little with our European notions of
the proper bearing of a soldier.
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C H A P T E R XXII.
Advance of Pollock's Army to Cnbul.

WHILEthe British army thus prepared itself for a renewal of
active operations, the voice of rumour described Akbar Khan
as filled with alarm, and continually wavering in his counsels.
To-day it was stated that, having put to death the last representative of the house of Shah Shujah, he had ascended t h e
throne, and was resolved to maintain himself there to the Imt.
To-morrow brought tidings of revolts and civil wars, of which
the Prince Futteh Jung, after effecting his escape from Cnbul,
was the originator. A third report represented the son of Dost
Mohammed as in full march towards Banleean, whence, carrying
his prisoners along with him, he rvas prepared, on tlte first appearance of danger, to escape into Balkh. But that the nation
was as little disposed as ever to bow the neck t o a foreign yoke,
all who spoke upon the subject seemed to be agreed. Hence,
when towards the end of August the echoes of firing began t o
be heard in the passes, and the sky became illumined at night
with the b l u e of burning villages, none who listened to t h e
sound, and gazed upon the spectacle, expressed the slightest surprise. For all men felt that they had the same game ta play
over again, which the more sanguine had regarded a s brought
to a close three years previously : and a determination to play it
better was universal in the ranks.
Wave after wave of the force which was to avenge the massacre of Elphinstone's corps moved on. The 21st brought Pollock with one division into Futtehabad ; the 22nd saw him push
beyond it. On the 25th Brigadier Nonteith came up, bringing
with him Her Majesty's 31st regiment, the 33rd Native Infantry,
the mc,untain-train, the 1st Light cavalry, and Ferreys's Jezalchies.
By and by a smart action commenced upon the hills that overlook Mahmokan, which cost the English about fifty in killed
and wounded, and resulted in the defeat of the enemy. And
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now, on the 2nd of September, Sale's brigade broke ~ p and
;
after a night's rest a t Heemlah, joined head-quarters on the 3rd
at Gundamuck. I-Iere a fresli distribution of the army took
place. I t was told off into two divisions, of one of whic11 Sir
Robert Sale was put in command ; while the other was givetr in
charge to General MacCaskill. But MacCaskill was at the time
so much of an invalid that he could travel only in a litter ; allrl
Brigadier Monteith assumed in consequence the commandj for
which, both by nature and education, he was eminently fitted.
I t is not my intention to trace the o n a w d progress of General
Pollock's army. T h e ground which i t traversed was familiar to
the members of the brigade, wit11 the gallant deeds of whicli I am
a1011econcerned ; and from stage to stage there was sharp fighting. For the Ghilzies defended tlieir mountains at every point
which offered such a position as their manner of warfare re- ,
quired, arld harassed front, main body, and rear with a desultory
fire from every precipice. A t Jugdulluck h e r e was a warm
encounter; the enemy had fortified the top of the pass, and
maintained themselves stoutly, till the 9th and 13th regiments
mounted tlie hills on either flank, and drove them from their
entrenchments. I n the same manner, skirinisliing all the way,
the coluinn proceeded by Ruttysung, Sey Bnba, and Barrikab, to
Tizeen, where a. day's Kalt occurred for the purpose of enabling
the rear to close up. And very harrowing to the feelings of the
soldiers was this long march. T h e narrow path by which they
moved was strewn with the remains of Elr~liinstone'sarmv. One
upon another lay the dead; some of them reduced to the condition'of mere skeletons : others clothed. and with tlie features;
still so entire, that by many of their old acquaintances they were
recognised. Flocks of vultures and other birdo of prey wheeled
over-the heads of the living, aud seemed to claim- the dead as
their own ; while the smell that arose, especially on the night air,
was dreadful. Our gallant fellows looked upon the scene of
slaughter, and wished for
; and they never suffered a n
opportunity of gratifying the desire t o pass unimproved.
There were some sharp affairs of posts at Tizeen, which ended
invariably in the repnlse of the enemy; nevertheless, the lladt
which it was found necessary to orrler here had the effect of illcreasing the confidence of the Ghilzies not a little. They appeared
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to i~naginethat,.liaving got as far as this valley, the Feriughecs
distrusted their own power of penetrating I~eyondit. Wherefore
Akbar Iihan was seut for fi.0111 a povt which lie had begun to
fortify in the most difficult gorge of the Koord Cabul ; and
hastened with all his followers to join the array which the chiefs
of Tizeen were drawing together. The position which they had
chosen ran along the face and on tlie summits of the Huft Kothul.
This is a cluster of mountains, seven in number, the highest of
which rises to an elevation of nearly eight thousand feet above
the level of the sea, and forms tlie ridge of that chain, a~hichwith
various breaks may be said to extend all the way from Bootkak to
Heemlah. The ~vaters on either side run down in opposite
directions ; the road, which heretofore had been, except in the
deep valleys, upon an ascent, changes, so as l~encefortlito go
clownwards. Moreover, as has been shown at length, while
tracing the marc11 of Sir Robert Sale's brigade to Jellalabad, the
valley of Tizeen is closed in the rear, not less than in fiorit,
by precipitous rocks : wherefore the Afghans, assuming that the
invaders had done their worst; that having penetrated thus far,
they feared to go farther; not only assembled upon the Huft
ICothul about fifteen thousand men, but threw a large body of
nien upon the rear of the valley, shutting up, as they imagined,
their enemies in a trap. But they had miscalc~ilated both the
designs of the invaders and their own means of counteracti~~g
them: and in due time, after Pollock had assembled and refreshed his troops, he proceeded to convince them of the.ir
error.
The road from Tizeen to Koord Cabul passes over a Jloiilder
of the I51ft ICothul. The leading column, corlsisting of the first division, traversed it under the ordinary protection of an advanced
guard, and suffered no molestation till they approached the point
vhere the pathway attains its extreme altitude; but here-such
a storm of fire assailed them that the air rang with the hissing of the bulleb as they passed. I n a moment, the 13th to tho .
right, the 2nd Queen's to the left, spread i n skirmishing order
over the bases of the hills, and clambered up, returning the fire
ns they best could, yet scarcely appearing to checlc their onward
progress, while they did so. The enemy fought wit11 great des-'
peration, standing till but a few paces divided them from our
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troops ; and gave way even then only when the fixed bayonets
gleatned before them, and they heard the shout wherewith the
British infantry invariably preface a charge. Then might be
see11 a flight and a pursuit, the one winged by terror, t h e other
animated to perseveTance by a burning thirst of revenge. T h e
3rd Light Dragoons were let loose upon the fugitives. They
soon overtook them, and hewed; right and left, as men do who
have the deaths of their friends q d comrades to atone for; and
the whole summit of the hill, as well as the slope beyond it, and
the road, and the declivities leading down to it, were strewed
with the bodies of the slain. Two pieces of arlillery, both originally bdongir~gto Elphinstone's corps, were taken here, and
Akbar, routed to his heart's content, felt that he was indeed
powerless.
The battle of Tizeen, as it w a the
~ sternest, so i t was the lwt
endeavour which the Afghans made tb save the capital. Not a
shot was fired while the army, on the followiilg day, threaded the
frightful ravines of the Koord Cabul, doubly frightful now because of the heaps of dead bodies with which the narrow pathway was choked. And when, after the halt of a night a t
Bootkak, the columns again moved forward over the open plain,
all men hoped, and rqjoiced in the assurance, that the object of
the expedition was gained. F o r already were the ~ e n e r a l ' sproclamations carried far and wide through the country. The people
were invited to contii~uein their dwellings. They were wmned
against ill-using or carrying off the prisoners, and promised protection, if, by their behaviour, they shouldshow themselves worthy
of it, and both assurances were repeated as soon as the headquarter tent was pitched on the race-course, within three
English miles of the Balla Ilissar of Cabul.
Though every precaution was taken to hinder the spread of a
panic through the country, nobody was surprised to find that the
impulse spread wider and wider as the army advanced. Not a
human being had been met in all the way from Bootkak to'cabul,
and now that the camp was set up outside the city walls, the city
was found to be deserted. A few 'chiefs who either had been. o r
profegsed to have been friendly when the British army was in its
difficulties, abode in their houses ; aed of the lowest of tlie people
a good many remairred to take their chance; but the bazaars were
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deserted, the sliops emptied of their contents, and the o\vrrer,q
both of sliops and wares fled, no one could tell whither.. I n like
manner the Balls Ilissar, abandoned by its garrison, stood with
open gates to be dealt with as the strangeis might determine. I t
was immediately occupied by detachments from different infantry
regiments, whose mensured tread brought echoes from the vaulted
passages; and who haviiig hoisted on its loftiest pinnacle the
standard of England,
took possession of such apartments as
seemed best suited to their own convenience.
For obvious reasons it was desirable t o reopen the markets of
Cabul; and while fresh proclamatioils invited the dealers to
return, evidence was afforded of the general's determinntion to
respect the rights of persons and of property, by the steadiness
with which he restrained his men from entering the city.
Guards were placed at the different gates, and neither soldier nor
camp follower was permitted to g o beyoncl them, unless Ile produced' a written pass or order, signed by the general of the
brigade or division to which he was attached. T h e result was that
the natives began, ere long, to anticjpate a renewal of the policy
of a former year. They began to come back, first by twos and
threes, by and by a hundred or two at a time, and ultimately by
thousands. Accordingly, before the expirarion of many days,
the bazaars became what they used to be, the shops were filled
with goods, and the streets were crowded with people ; between
whom and the inhabitants of the camp a traffic was establiuhecl,
wliich proved for a while equally advantageous t o ' both
parties.
Meanwhile Akbar had fled, carryitlg with him the larger
number of his prisoners. Some the abiders in Cabul refused to
send in his train; and these consisting of fourteen persons, of
whom two were ladies and ten children, were escorted into camp.
I t is impossible to describe the forlorn condition of these poor
people-one
the widowed mother of eight infanta-or to do
justice to the kindness and delicate consideration with which they
were treated. Nevertheless, the recovery of so many seemed
but to aggravate the feelings of tl~osewho morlrned over fiiencls
and relatives still in the hands of the mnrderer of Sir William
Macnaghten. Accordingly, intrigue and negotiation with large
promises of money were set afloat i n all quarters, and applied to
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every one who was supposed to be approachable, through such
a Indium ; and in clue time matters were put in such a train as
held out good promise of perfect success in the end,
~ k b a r k h a had
n retreated with the wreck of his army towards
the Hindoo Koosh. H e was heard of at Bameean on the lGtli
and 17th; and on the 18th the glad tidings spread through the
camp, that one of his followers, Salee Mohammed b y name, had
been won over to betray his post, and was actually moving
towards Cabul with the whole of the British prisoners. Sir
Robert Sale had been observed by his officers t h a ~clay to be
u~~usually
excited and restless. EIe was continually riding from
his own tent to tliat of the General, and towards evening came
back from one of these little journeys with the a i r of a man
whose heart is full of deep emotion. His officers, who shared
the atixieties of their chief, gathered round him; and when
tolrl tl~ntat length Lady Sale was safe, and that she and his
widowed daughter Mrs. Stllrt, were on the way to rejoin him,
there arose a shout, which the men of the regiment soot1
took up, and which extended, as well as a knowledge of the circumstance thata clrew it forth, to the gallant 35th. I t was a
night of much joy, not unmixed with anxiety, in the camp ; for the
brigade knew that a force was to march at daybreak to meet the
procession, and all were eager to have, the privilege of being
added to it.
Ilow L ~ d ySale and her companions in misfortune had been
carried from place to place at the will of the captor ; how tiley
fared in their captivity, and with what exceeding firmness they
bore up against the trials to which they were exposed, are tnleu
too well and too often told to require tliat I should repcat them.
I n like iwanner the narrative of their providential escape, just as
they were on tlie eve of being carried whither the foot of European never could have followecl, is familiar to the English
public. Salee Dfolianlmed, a chief of the tribe of Hazarees, hacl
begun his political career, on the arrival of Lord Keane's army
at Cnbul, by espousing the cause of Shah Sliujah. This he
abancloned as soon as the tide of fortune seemed t o set aminst
"
him ; and thenceforth became, for a while, one of t h e most active
of Akbar Rl~an'spartisnns. But incapable of withstanding tlie
influence of illorney, he was again won over for the second tinlo
N
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- .. - - - a t n very critical moment i n the progress of events. Having
raised a stroiig force of his clansmen, he marched in.the train of
Akbnr ; and so ingratiated llilnself into his good graces, that the
care of the prisoners was committed to him. Salee Mohamined desired no more. IIe liacl received one bribe, and had the
assurance of another, and Ile now lingered with his charge till
Akbar, having struck his tents, was proceeding a t the head of
the mniu body of his army through the Bameean pass into
Balk. Salee now struck his tents in like manner, but instead of
following in the track of Akbar, he doubled back through the
Irills, and by a circuitous route made his way towards Urghullclee. Thither, on the 19tl1, Sale had proceeded at the head of
his own regiment, and n, force of artillery. Even Sale, however,
was but the followei~of Sir R. Shakespear, who; with five hundred Kuzylebashes, had pushed on to meet the prisoners; and
afford them additional protection. But why go on with such
details ? On the 20th of September, lesving his camp a t U g h u n tlee, Sir Ilobert Sale pl-oceeded as far as a place called Jubeaiz ;
whence, from the summit of a little pass, the captives were first
seen, wendiug their way, peaceably and with apparent confidence,
tlown the face of am opposite slope. Who will undertake to
clescribe tl~eeruotionsof all that witnessed or took part in that
strange scene? Tlie tl~uriderof artillery told that day, not of
tlie ~ i o r kof death in progress, but of itsipPosite. ~ r i e n d met
s
friends from wholn they had long been parted. The wife threw
herself into the arms of her liusband ; the daughter leaned upon
lier father's neck and wept; while a royal saGte, fired from the
horse artillery that llacl come to the rescue, called echoes fiom the
lista ant hills which seemed to laugh and shout with joy as they
spake.
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C H A P T E R XXJII.
Evacuation of Afghunistnn.

WHILESale with llis gallant followers conducted back their
.
liberated frieiicls in triumph, an expedition was fitted out by the
commander-in-chief a t Cabul ; ancl sent to disperse a bancl of
rebels which had gathered under the banner of a Kohistan chief,
and established itself at Istaliff. Of' the extreme beauty of that
place, and of tlie surrounding country, I tnol: occasiori to speak
while describing tlie movements of the force which headed back
Dost l\/loharnnied froin P~ranclur~ali.Standing upon the side of
a mountain, which is overhung with gardens ancl orchards in
terraces, Istaliff, both for tlie salubrity of its climate and the
exquisite loveliness of its scenery, is without a rival in Central
Asia ; and being surrounded by walls, with towers here ancl
there, so planted as to be very difficult of approach, i t offers to
the soldier a military position of no ordinary streligth. There
a considerable body of Afghans had drawn together ; and a holy
war boing by Akbar's directions proclaimed, they gave out,
froin day to day, that they sliould presently advance upon Cabul,
destroy the unbelievers, and liberate the place. T h e y were anticipated in this generous purpose by the march of General
MacCaskill anrl a division of the army towards their stronghold. A smart affair ensued, which ended, as- all such we're
accostomed to do, in the total dcfeat of the enemy; and the
town being entered sword in hand, it was given up to plunder.
No lives were, liowever, taken after resistance ceased. A large
number of wonien and children wpre, indeed, secured, and placed
under guard, only that they might be sent back, without ransom,
ae soon as the fighting ceased, to their friends; but they were
treated throughout with m a ~ k e dtel~derness,neither insult nor
insjury being offered to them. I t cannot be said, however, that
much mercy was sllou~nto the property of the people. Istaliff
was tlie capital of a district which had rendered itself conspicuous
N 2
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and prderts, vineyards, orchards, &c., were all cut down. Had
there been at hand sufficient means of trallsport, the victors
would have returned to Cabul encumbered with spoil. A s it
rvns, they cast into the flames every article, no matter how costly,
wltich was too ct~mbersometo be conveyed about the persons of
I-raving thus re-established the prestige of British invincibility
(for Gelrernl h'ott hud marched in triumph from the side of
Candahtlr, winning back Ghnznee, and overthrolving with great
slaughter every arlnecl l~odywhich ventured to face him), General
Pollock made ready, in agreement with the orders under which
he acted, to return to the British provinces. A sou of Shah
Shujnh, Futteh Jung by name, had hoisted his standard over
the Balla Rissar, and proclailned himself king. Few men of any
note rallicxl under i t ; ancl the weak young man was given distinctly to understand that he need not look to t l ~ eFexinghees for
the support which his own countrymen withheld from him. A t
tile same time the Balla Hissar was freely given up to him ; and
because 11e besought that it might be spared, the General neither
broke down the malls nor suffered a torch to be applied to the
wood-work. But every gun that was found in the place he
caused to be destroyed ; and blew up as many of his own battering-twin as he found thfit he was without strength of caltIe to
ddg. through the passes. I-Iavisg settled these points, General
Pollock gave directions for inflicting upon the guilty capital tile
p u n i s b n ~ e ~.rrhich
t
it deserved, With natural vanity &bar
Khan had built a mosque to commemorate the destruction of
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Elphinstone's force, to which lie gave the name of the Feringhee
Mosque, and which his flatterers affected to regard as one of the
wbnders of the world. I t was levelled with the ground ; and
then followed the blowing up of the bazaars, the burning of
chiefs' houses, the destruction of the city gates, and, last of all,
a conflagration which spread everywhere till the waters of the
river stayed it. That the work of plunder could be wholly
stopped, amid the confusion attendant on such proceedings, was
not to be expected. I n spite of guards, camp-followers and
soldiers made their way illto the burning town, and loaded themselves with articles, scarcely one of which they were able, after
the march began, to carry beyond the encampment. A n d here
and there accidents occurred, of which it speaks well in praise
of the discipline of tlle force that they were not multiplied fiftyfold.
The work of destruction began upon tlie 7th of October. I t
continued all that day and the next, and throughout both nights ;
and, indeed, till the mountains of the Bootkak shut it from them,
the soldiers of Sale's brigade saw the whole face of the sky red
with the flames which they had contributed to raise. But Sale's
brigade did not linger long near the ruins of the Afghan capital ;
for on the 12th of October the army began its march towards
the provinces. I t moved by divisions, the first, to which the
garrison of Jellalabad was attached, leading. It threaded the
passes, not altogether unopposed, yet without sustaining any
serious inconvenience ; and having abandoned and destroyed a
few heavy guns, which, for lack of draft animals, could not be
carried forward, came in, in due time, to Jellalabad. That city
shared the fate of Cabill and Ghuznee: it was razed to the
ground ;and the sick being moved forward, and the detachments
gathered in which had heretofore protected them and maintained
posts of halt for the main body, the whole proceeded through
the Khyber and the Punjaub to the Sutlej.
So ended a v a r begun for no wise purpose, carried on with a
strange mixture of rashness and timidity, and brought to a
close, 'after suffering and disaster, without much of glory attaching either to the government which directed, or the great body
of the troops which waged it. One portion of the army of the
Indus did, indeed, win for itself a fame which shall be deathless.
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T h e garrison of Jellalabad well earned the epithet which tlie
Governor-General, by his proclan~ation,bestowed upon it. But
as soon as we avert our eyes from the heroic deeds of that handful of men, there is not inuch in the military l~istoryof those
times on which we shall care to rest them. Doubtless, the massacre of the Hoorcl Cabul was avenged. By the destruction of
their chief towns, and the devastation of their villages and
orchards, the Afghans were tnught that Englancl is powerful to
punish as well as to protect. And in all the enconnters with
the armed men who resisted them, our soldie~sproved themselves
to be both dauntless and enduring. But not one benefit,, either
political or military, has Englancl acquircd by tlie war. Indccd,
our evacuation of the country resembled almost as much the
retreat of an army defeated as the march of;& body of conquerors,
seeing that to the last our flanks and rear were atlacltecl, and that
such baggage as we clid save, we saved by clint of hard fighting.
Nevertlleless, the gates of Somnautli were carried back to the
land whence Nadir had removed them; and Britisl~India proclaimed, what the whole world good-naturedly allowed, that ttvc
had redeemed our honour, and were once more victorious.

TEE END.
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